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1 General introduction

The overall aim in this book is to analyse the conversation strategies and into-
nation styles of German adults with and without a diagnosis of autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) in order to arrive at a better characterisation of communicative
behaviour in ASD. I provide an in-depth, multi-dimensional analysis focussing
on the dimensions of intonation style, turn-taking, backchannels, filled pauses
and silent pauses (along other parameters). Speakers engaged in semi-structured
spontaneous conversation were recorded in two groups of disposition-matched
speaker pairs (i.e. interlocutors either both did or did not have a diagnosis of
ASD).

In this first chapter, I will give a very brief overview of ASD in general and
communication in ASD in particular before providing an outline of the book and
anticipating some of the most important findings.

1.1 The autism spectrum: Overview and terminology

The leading diagnostic manuals DSM-5 and ICD-11 describe autism spectrum dis-
order as a neurodevelopmental disorder that is characterised by “deficits in social
interaction and communication” as well as “repetitive, restricted behaviours and
interests” (American Psychiatric Association 2013, World Health Organization
2022). The estimated prevalence of ASD is around 1% (Christensen et al. 2018,
Elsabbagh et al. 2012).1

In the most recent classifications, the previously used subgroups of Asperger
syndrome and high-functioning autism have been subsumed under the single cat-
egory of autism spectrum disorder. Asperger syndrome as defined in ICD-10
(F84.5) refers to individuals with an IQ of over 70 and no delays in language ac-
quisition and cognitive development. High-functioning autism is a term that is
not actually included in either the DSM-5 or the ICD-10, but has commonly been
used to refer to autistic individuals with an average or above-average IQ who, in

1Please note that while I explicitly do not follow a deficit-based view of autism in this work, I
may make reference to such views in referring to the current diagnostic criteria and to descrip-
tions in the previous literature.
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contrast to individuals with Asperger syndrome, did experience a delay in lan-
guage acquisition (see Krüger 2018: Chapter 4). As most research suggests that
a reliable differentiation between autism spectrum disorder and the proposed
subcategories of high-functioning autism and Asperger syndrome is indeed not
possible (Frazier et al. 2012, Lord et al. 2012), I will be referring only to the overar-
ching category of ASD throughout this book (even though the ICD-10 diagnosis
F84.5 (Asperger syndrome) was applied at the time of diagnosis for all autistic
participants in the corpus under study).

Differences in communicative behaviour are a core characteristic of ASD, and
the one that is most relevant to the work presented in this book. Although, typi-
cally for ASD, individual differences abound, some overarching trends in the use
of gaze, gesture and language in ASD have been identified. Very broadly speak-
ing, these include more differences in the social, rather than functional aspects
of language (see Krüger 2018), characteristic patterns in both the production and
perception of prosody (e.g. McCann & Peppé 2003, Paul et al. 2005, Grice et al.
2023) and a more literal (rather than figurative) use and understanding of lan-
guage (e.g. Happé 1995).

It is important to note that many of these findings have been made predom-
inantly or exclusively on the basis of data from children and adolescents (see
Krüger 2018, Grice et al. 2023). As we know 1) that language skills often improve
throughout early life in ASD (Gernsbacher et al. 2016) and 2) that there is a gen-
eral lack of research into communication by autistic adults, it is not always clear
to what extent such findings apply to adults with ASD (including the speakers
in the corpus analysed here).

I will provide detailed accounts of the aspects of communication in ASD that
are most relevant to the findings presented in this book in the following chapters,
along with the relevant experimental results.

Regarding terminology, I refer to e.g. autistic individuals or people on the
autism spectrum rather than to individuals with ASD in this book. In other words,
I have chosen to use identity-first rather than person-first language. Although
there have increasingly been calls for an exclusive use of identity-first language
(autistic person) in recent years, there is no complete consensus on the matter
(Botha et al. 2021, Bottema-Beutel et al. 2021, Dunn&Andrews 2015, Gernsbacher
2017, Vivanti 2020, Tepest 2021). I acknowledge this ambiguity and hope that
those who prefer the use of person-first language can see past these matters of
terminology and still benefit from the insights put forward in this book.

On a similar note, it is worth pointing out that I will draw on research into
bilingual or second-language communication as a point of comparison with com-
munication in ASD in some parts of this book. This is done mainly due to a

2
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considerable, or in some cases even complete, lack of previous research on rele-
vant aspects of communication in ASD. The comparison with second-language
speech strikes me as fruitful and well-motivated in many respects, but I am of
course acutely aware of the crucial differences between non-native speakers and
autistic persons in terms of developmental trajectories and neurobiology (among
others). It is simply my hope that this comparison can elucidate some pheno-
typical similarities between the two groups and that it may even be possible to
transfer some of the knowledge and resources from the well-established research
fields of bilingual and cross-cultural communication to the benefit of research on
autistic and cross-neurotype communication.

Having established these basic concepts and some important terminological
choices, I will proceed to give an overview of the data and methods used in Chap-
ter 2 following the outline of the remaining parts of this book presented in the
next section.

1.2 Synopsis: Dimensions of conversation and intonation
in ASD

In Chapter 3, intonation style is investigated. Since the very beginnings of re-
search into ASD, there have been contradicting descriptions of speech in ASD as
being either particularly melodic or particularly monotonous. A novel method-
ology, designed to avoid shortcomings of previous acoustic analyses, was used
to reliably quantify intonation styles in ASD. It is shown that ASD speakers in
the corpus under study tended to produce a more melodic intonation style than
non-autistic control (CTR) speakers, while none produced a more monotonous
intonation style. It is further shown that the proposed method for quantifying
intonation styles is at least equivalent to previous efforts relying on parameters
such as pitch range and span and superior to accounts relying solely on mean
fundamental frequency.

Chapter 4 is dedicated to an analysis of turn-taking. The organisation of who
speaks when in conversation is perhaps the most fundamental aspect of human
communication. Previous research on a wide variety of speakers has revealed
a seemingly universal preference for between-speaker transitions consisting of
very short silent gaps. Research on turn-taking in ASD is very limited to date, and
no studies have investigated dialogues between autistic adults. It is shown that
turn-timing was very similar in the CTR and the ASD group overall, but also that
autistic dyads produced unusually long silent gaps in the early stages of dialogue.
Further evidence reveals that ASD dyads reacted differently to unexpected events

3
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in conversation, that speaking times were less balanced within ASD dyads, and
that the prosodic realisation of turn ends and beginnings seems to be identical
across groups.

A number of related phenomena are described in Chapter 5, all of which play
particularly important roles in dialogue management. First, it is shown in §5.3
that backchannels (listener signals such asmmhm or okay), which in the context
of ASD have not been investigated in any detail to date, were produced in un-
usual ways by ASD dyads. Compared to the CTR group, the ASD group produced
a lower rate of backchannels (especially in the early stages of dialogue), used a
less diverse range of different backchannel types and showed a less complexmap-
ping of different intonation contours to different backchannel types. Second, it
is shown in §5.4 that filled pauses (hesitation signals such as uhm), contrary to
most previous results, did not differ between groups in rate or choice of filled
pause type (uh or uhm). For prosodic realisation (which had not been investi-
gated in previous studies), it was found that ASD dyads produced fewer filled
pauses with the prototypical level intonation. Third, it is shown in §5.5 and §5.6
that ASD dyads produced more long silent pauses and a lower rate of laughter.

Chapter 6 provides the conclusion of the book, in which I first propose a sum-
mary analysis. This provides an in-depth description of the communicative be-
haviour of each ASD dyad, while also highlighting differences and similarities
across autistic dyads compared to the CTR group, along all dimensions of conver-
sation and intonation investigated. After summarising the most important find-
ings, emphasising the important role of individual- and dyad-specific variability
and discussing which behaviours seem to be most characteristic of communica-
tion in ASD, I end by reflecting on the external validity of the results presented
and on future avenues of investigation.

4



2 Data and methods

In the following, I will provide details on the subjects that participated in this
study as well as on experimental methods and materials. Further, I will present
the chosen approach of combining in-depth exploratory analysis with Bayesian
modelling.

2.1 Participants

For the corpus used throughout this book, 28 monolingual native speakers of
German (14 ASD, 14 CTR) were recorded performing Map Tasks (see §2.2) in ho-
mogeneous, disposition-matched dyads (7 ASD–ASD, 7 CTR–CTR). Participants
from the ASD group had all been diagnosed with Asperger syndrome (ICD-10:
F84.5) and were recruited in the Autism Outpatient Clinic at the Department of
Psychiatry, University of Cologne (Germany). As part of a systematic assessment
implemented in the clinic, diagnoses were made independently by two different
specialised clinicians corresponding to ICD-10 criteria and supplemented by an
extensive neuropsychological assessment.

Subjects from the ASD group were first recorded and described by Krüger
(2018) and Krüger et al. (2018) (performing different tasks). Participants from the
control group were recruited from the general population specifically for this
study. All subjects were paid 10 EUR for participation. It was ascertained that
participants had not been acquainted with each other before the start of the ex-
periment (although some participants in the ASD group may have crossed paths
in the context of the autism outpatient clinic).

Disposition-matched dyads (ASD–ASD; CTR–CTR) rather than mixed dyads
(ASD–CTR) were recorded for two main reasons. First, there is a dramatic lack
of research on communication in ASD based on data from matched rather than
mixed dyads. Second, investigating the behaviour of disposition-matched dyads
seems to us the most promising way to gain insights into what we might justifi-
ably call autistic communication. Analysing the behaviour of mixed dyads makes
it very difficult to see beyond patterns arising from the divergent behaviour of
individuals with different cognitive styles. While such insights are of great value
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in principle, they cannot be interpreted accurately unless we first have a clear pic-
ture of what characterises communication in disposition-matched autistic dyads
(see e.g. §4.5.3 for further discussion). Indeed, recent research suggests that many
social difficulties experienced by people on the autism spectrum might, in fact,
be due to neurotype mismatches (arising in interactions with non-autistic peo-
ple) rather than any inherent cognitive “deficits” or “impairments” (Crompton et
al. 2020, Morrison et al. 2020, Rifai et al. 2022). This perspective reflects a grow-
ing (and perhaps overdue) broader awareness that analyses of interaction, rather
than of isolated minds, should be at the core of cognitive science, linguistics and
related disciplines (Dingemanse et al. 2023).

All participants completed the German version of the Autism-Spectrum Quo-
tient (AQ) questionnaire, an instrument developed by Baron-Cohen et al. (2001)
to measure autistic traits in adults with “normal” intelligence. AQ scores range
from 0 to 50, with higher scores indicating more autistic traits. An AQ score of
32 or above is commonly interpreted as a clinical threshold for ASD (Ashwood
et al. 2016, Baron-Cohen et al. 2001).

All participants also completed the ‘Wortschatztest WST’ (Schmidt & Met-
zler 1992), a standardised, receptive German vocabulary test that exhibits a high
correlation not only with verbal intelligence, but also with general intelligence
(Satzger et al. 2002).

Although participants from the CTR groupwerematched as closely as possible
to the ASD group for age, verbal IQ and gender, someminor differences remained.

Participants from the ASD group were on average slightly older (mean = 44;
range: 31–55) than participants from the CTR group (mean = 37; range: 29–54).
However, there was extensive overlap between groups and, moreover, there is no
a priori reason to assume that such a relatively small difference in this particular
age range would act as a confound in group comparisons. Bayesian modelling
confirmed the age difference between groups as a robust effect (with the ASD
group as the reference level: mean 𝛿 = -7.12; 95% CI [-11.06, -3.22]; posterior prob-
ability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 1). More information on the use of Bayesian modelling in this
book can be found in §2.3; details on the specific models used here are found in
the accompanying scripts and files (see the Open Science Framework (OSF) repos-
itory at https://osf.io/6vynj/).

Further, the ASD group had a slightly higher average verbal IQ score (mean =
118; range: 101–143) than the CTR group (mean = 106; range: 99–118). Again, there
was considerable overlap between groups. There is no reason to assume that
this difference should have a meaningful impact on results. Bayesian modelling
confirmed the difference in verbal IQ as a robust effect (with the ASD group as
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the reference level: mean 𝛿 = -12.31; 95% CI [-18.7, -5.67]; posterior probability𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 1).
The gender ratio was similar, but not identical across groups. The ASD group

contained 4 females and 10 males, whereas the CTR group contained 3 females
and 11 males. This entails that dialogues took place in the ASD group between
1 all-female dyad, 2 mixed dyads and 4 all-male dyads, but in the CTR group
between 3 mixed dyads and 4 all-male dyads (i.e. no all-female dyad). Bayesian
modelling confirms that these small differences between groups did not, however,
have any notable effects on results in any of the areas under investigation. Details
can be found in the relevant chapters.

Most importantly, there was a clear difference in AQ scores between groups,
with a far higher average score in the ASD group (mean = 41.9; range = 35–46)
than in the CTR group (mean = 16.1; range: 11–26) and no overlap at all between
subjects from both groups. All subjects in the ASD group scored above the sug-
gested threshold of 32 points and all subjects in the CTR group scored below
the same threshold. Bayesian modelling provides unambiguous evidence for the
group difference in AQ scores (with the ASD group as the reference level: mean𝛿 = -25.83; 95% CI [-29.03, -22.67]; posterior probability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 1).

Table 2.1 shows summary statistics for gender, age, verbal IQ and AQ.

Table 2.1: Subject information by group. SD = Standard deviation.

Gender (n) Age Verbal IQ AQ

female male Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

ASD 4 10 43.6 6.7 118.1 12.0 41.9 3.1
CTR 3 11 36.5 7.6 105.8 5.8 16.1 4.5

All aspects of the study were approved by the local ethics committee of the
Medical Faculty at the University of Cologne and were performed in accordance
with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its
later amendments. All participants gave their written informed consent prior to
participating in the experiment.

2.2 Materials and procedure

Map Tasks were used to elicit semi-spontaneous speech. TheMap Task paradigm
was introduced by Anderson et al. (1984) and has widely been used in speech
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research for over 30 years (for an influential article describing a corpus of Map
Task speech see Anderson et al. 1991).

TheMap Task paradigmwas chosen for the current investigation as it provides
us with predominantly spontaneous speech data that can, however, still be con-
trolled along a number of key parameters, such as lexical items (via the names
of landmarks on a map) and communicative obstacles (such as the introduction
of mismatching landmarks between maps; see below for more detail). While the
elicited dialogues are not fully free or spontaneous, theMap Taskwas determined
to be a good choice in the context of comparing autistic and non-autistic dyads,
since the constraints involved in the task serve to reduce a potentially partic-
ularly high degree of variability across the autism spectrum in terms of social
motivation, interest in a given topic, and the adherence to social conventions.

Participants were recorded in pairs (dyads). After filling in a number of forms
and the questionnaires listed in §2.1, participants received written instructions
for the task and entered a recording booth. Each participant was presented with
a simple map containing nine landmark items in the form of small pictures (ma-
terials adapted from Grice & Savino 2003). Only one of the two participants (the
instruction giver) had a route printed on their map. The experimental task was
for the instruction follower to transfer this route to their ownmap by exchanging
information with the instruction giver.

During this entire process, an opaque screen was placed between participants,
meaning they could not establish visual contact and had to solve the task by
means of verbal communication alone. The roles of instruction giver and in-
struction follower were assigned randomly. Upon completion of the first task,
the participants received a new set of maps and their roles were switched. The
task ended once the second Map Task was completed.

As participants were naive to the purpose of the study, they did not know
(initially) that their maps differed in some crucial regards. In each map, some
landmarks were either missing, duplicated and/or replaced with a different land-
mark compared to the interlocutor’s map. This was the case for two landmarks
permap in the experiment. Those items that differed betweenmapswill hereafter
be called Mismatches (or mismatching landmarks); items that were the same on
both maps will be called Matches (or matching landmarks).

During annotation, the portion of dialogue in which the first Mismatch was
discussed by participants wasmarked and this was used to divide all dialogues up
into three epochs, i.e., before detection, during discussion, and after resolution of
the first Mismatch. This was expanded to a continuous analysis or reduced to a
binary distinction as appropriate. Further details can be found in the discussion
of relevant findings in the following chapters (e.g. §3.4.4, §4.4.1.3 and §5.3.2.1).
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An example of maps used in this study is shown in Figure 2.1, withMismatches
highlighted using red circles. All dyads received the same two pairs of maps.

Figure 2.1: One pair of maps used in the study. The instruction giver’s
map, with a route leading from ‘Start‘ (top left) to ‘Ziel‘ (finish; bottom
left), is in the left panel. Mismatches between maps are highlighted
with red circles.

Map Task conversations were recorded in a sound-proof booth at the De-
partment of Phonetics, University of Cologne. Two head-mounted microphones
(AKG C420L) connected through an audio-interface (PreSonus AudioBox 22VSL)
to a PC running Adobe Audition were used. The sample rate was 44100 Hz (16
bit). Recordings were transcribed orthographically and divided into inter-pausal
units (IPUs) with a minimum pause length of 200 ms (De Jong & Bosker 2013,
Goldman-Eisler 1968, Cho & Hirst 2006).

Only recorded dialogue from the start to the end of each task was included
in all analyses in order to achieve a greater degree of comparability regarding
conversational context and content. The total duration of all edited dialogues
was 4 hours and 44 minutes. The mean dialogue duration was 20 minutes and
19 seconds (SD = 12’32”; for detailed information and analysis see §4.4.4.2). Note
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that far less time would have been necessary to simply complete the task at hand
for most dyads. A qualitative analysis confirmed that most participants engaged
in a very free mode of conversation, rather than strictly working through the
two Map Tasks – although there were some intriguing group differences in this
regard, with ASD dyads seeming to lean more towards a task-oriented style of
conversation (see results in the following chapters for more details).

Figure 2.2 shows an example excerpt of Map Task dialogue from one of the
ASD dyads, transcribed followingGAT conventions (see Couper-Kuhlen&Barth-
Weingarten 2011). Phenomena that are of particular interest for the following
analyses are highlighted in bold: two backchannels, one filled pause and two
turn transitions (one following the introduction of a matching landmark – ‘heller
Diamant’ (bright diamond), line 15/16 – and one following the introduction of a
mismatching landmark – ‘goldene Moschee’ (golden mosque), line 21/22). Note
that the turn transitions highlighted here are considerably longer than average
transitions between turns (cf. Chapter 4).

2.3 Principles of analysis

This section will give details on the general principles and methods of analysis
used throughout this book. Details applicable to specific measurements can be
found in the relevant subchapters.

2.3.1 The importance of individual specificity

One of the guiding principles in this work is a commitment to in-depth anal-
yses appropriately accounting for inter-individual variability and dyad-specific
behaviour (cf. Bruggeman et al. 2017, Cangemi et al. 2016, 2015). The importance
of considering scientific data at the level of the individual (and the dyad) is not
limited to this study, nor to the fields of linguistics and psychology. It is, however,
made all the more critical whenwe aim to describe and understand the behaviour
of a group of speakers as intrinsically heterogeneous as any group composed of
individuals diagnosed with ASD. This point is taken up again throughout the
book (see in particular §6.1.2 and §6.2.1).

A large number of findings have shown evidence for a particularly high degree
of heterogeneity in groups of individuals diagnosed with ASD (e.g. Wozniak et
al. 2017). This heterogeneity is at the very core of what is by definition a spec-
trum disorder with a continuous distribution of features and properties (Ameri-
can Psychiatric Association 2013). One underlying reason for this heterogeneity
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13 S1: (-) okay   du   gehst unter dem mehl durch  
      okay   you    go  under the flour through 
       ‘okay you pass below the flour’ 

14 S2: j  ja    Backchannel 
  y  yes 

15 S1: °h in richtung  heller diamant 
     in direction bright diamond 
  ‘towards the bright diamond‘ 

 1738 ms gap (Match) 

16 S2: °hhh okay   Backchannel  

17 S1: dann gehst du o:bm    über die blu blühenden  blumen und zwar   
wirklich über   die blumen  
  then  go  you above   over the flo-blossoming flowers and indeed 
really   above  the flowers 
  ‘then you go above the blossoming flowers, really above the flowers‘ 

18  nicht  über  die (.) äh über  die buchstaben    Filled Pause 
  not    above the     uh above the letters 
  ‘not above the writing‘ 

19 S2: achso    über  die blühenden  blumen  ja 
  oh right above the blossoming flowers yes 
  ‘I see, above the blossoming flowers, yes’ 

20 S1: oben drüber [dann ge]hst du runter °hh [gehst] an der goldenen moschee 
vorbei  
  up    above [then  go]   you down       [go]   at the golden    mosque   
past 
  ‘above it, then you go down, you go past the golden mosque’ 

21 S2:             [ja]         [runter] 
              [yes]                 [down] 

 971 ms gap (Mismatch) 

22  °hhh goldene moschee  
       golden  mosque 

23 S1: (-) ja °hhh du  gehst [weiter] runter an der einsamen  
           yes      you go   [further] down   at the  lonely 
  ‘yes you go further down, past the lonely’ 

24 S2:                       [hmm]  

25  ich hab aber hier keine goldene moschee 
  i   have but here no     golden  mosque 
  ‘but I don’t have a golden mosque here’ 

26 S1: (-) du  hast keine goldene moschee  
      you have no    golden  mosque 

27 S2: nein 
  no 

28 S1: °hh dann hast du   eine andere    landkarte 
      then have you  a    different map 
  ‘then you’ve got a different map’ 

 
Figure 2.2: Example excerpt of a GAT transcription, with backchannels,
filled pauses, and turn transitions following newly introduced land-
marks highlighted in bold.
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is the fact that autistic people can be expected to adapt less than their non-autistic
peers to certain specific and shifting cultural and linguistic conventions at any
one point in time. We cannot always disentangle whether this might be due to
a lack of interest or ability in specific cases, but the effect is that idiosyncratic
aspects of speech and communication in ASD are likely to be magnified when
held up to the current conventions of the non-autistic mainstream.

While individual-specific analysis can be seen an asset for any study of human
behaviour and is particularly relevant for investigations into ASD, it becomes
nothing less than a necessitywhenwe are additionally facedwith relatively small
sample sizes, as has been the case in the vast majority of studies on communi-
cation in ASD. In this area of research, it is very unlikely that any individual
study will reach the minimum sample size of 100 participants that has recently
been claimed to be a requirement for achieving adequate statistical power (within
conventional statistical frameworks) (Brysbaert 2020). While this claim is based
on models from the related field of bilingualism research, it can easily be applied
to autism research as well.

The problem is in fact only more acute in the case of ASD. There are dramat-
ically fewer autistic people in the world (around 1% of the general population)
than there are bilinguals (billions). In this light, openly and deliberately conduct-
ing exploratory studies using descriptive analyses, ideally supported by Bayesian
methods of statistical inference, seems to me the only reasonable and responsible
course of action (Grieve 2021, Tukey 1980, Vasishth, Mertzen, et al. 2018, Yarkoni
2022). Certainly, a single-minded pursuit of sufficiently diminutive p-values in
the conventional framework of null-hypothesis significance testing cannot be
the solution to this particular problem. The next section spells out some of the
issues surrounding the conventional use of frequentist statistical inference and
how suggestions for how theymay be overcome through a combination of openly
exploratory analyses and Bayesian modelling.

2.3.2 In-depth exploration with Bayesian foundations

In reporting experimental results, I emphasise a fully transparent and visually
rich descriptive analysis combined with applications of Bayesian modelling and
inference. I aim to provide a comprehensive understanding of results first through
detailed description and the extensive use of data visualisation (Anscombe 1973,
Matejka & Fitzmaurice 2017). Bayesian inference is used in the spirit of comple-
menting, not superseding the descriptive, exploratory analysis that I consider to
be at the heart of this work. Therefore, not all details of Bayesian modelling are
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reported for all analyses, but all information can be found in the accompanying
OSF repository (see below).

Given the severe lack of reliable previous research and relevant pilot data con-
cerning the phenomena of interest in this book, the analyses presented are neces-
sarily exploratory rather than confirmatory in nature. In this situation, formally
testing previously formulated hypotheses using frequentist methods would in-
herently involve an increased risk of disseminating spurious results based on
Type I errors.

Although frequentist inference is still the dominant approach to statistical
analysis across different scientific fields, the use of this framework, along with
a predominant focus on statistical significance and confirmatory rather than ex-
ploratory studies, is associated with a number of grave and wide-ranging issues.
These are often summarised under the term questionable research practices and
go far beyond the specifics of this book. The reader is referred to the growing
literature that has been persuasively describing this set of problems as well as
the underlying causes and suggestions for possible solutions (e.g. Smaldino &
McElreath 2016, Coretta et al. 2023, Amrhein et al. 2019, Bishop 2019, Head et al.
2015, John et al. 2012, Roettger et al. 2019, Roettger 2019).

While Bayesian inference does not in itself prevent the use of such question-
able practices, it is an ideal alternative for two main reasons. First, given the
limited sample size of the study at hand as well as the lack of previous research
on the topic, I have deemed presenting the current results and analyses as ex-
ploratory, rather than confirmatory, as the only justifiable option (as discussed
in the preceding section). I believe that it would be greatly advantageous for
more research in linguistics and related fields to take this approach, rather than
presenting as confirmatory work that truly is not (Kerr 1998, Murphy & Aguinis
2019). Bayesian inference is particularly well suited to studies with a limited sam-
ple size, as this limitation can be directly reflected in the model output (e.g. in
the form of larger credible intervals and a lower posterior probability).

Bayesian inference gives outcomes based on the data at hand, the chosen
model and the specified prior assumptions. Compared to frequentist inference, it
is therefore, when properly applied, more conservative, but also more robust and
transparent in ways that frequentist approaches never are and indeed cannot be,
partly because they implicitly treat any given experiment as one in an infinite
series of equivalent experiments (Gelman et al. 2020, Lemoine 2019, McElreath
2020, Winter & Bürkner 2021).

Second, Bayesian inference is rapidly increasing in popularity in linguistics
and many other fields. This is due in part to practical reasons. Statistical soft-
ware, tutorials and packages such as the ones used in this book (detailed in
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the following paragraph) have made the application of Bayesian multilevel mod-
elling increasingly straightforward and at the same time considerably more ro-
bust and flexible than the frequentist alternatives (Eager & Roy 2017). Addition-
ally, Bayesian methods seem to be much more closely aligned with common hu-
man intuitions and ways of reasoning about the interpretation of statistical tests
in general and the notion of significance in particular (Dienes 2011, McShane &
Gal 2017, Winter & Bürkner 2021).

I used Bayesian multilevel linear models implemented in the modelling lan-
guage Stan (Carpenter et al. 2017) via the package brms for the statistical com-
puting language R, which was used in the software RStudio (Bürkner 2017, R Core
Team 2022, RStudio Team 2021).

Analysis and presentation of Bayesian modelling broadly follows the example
of Franke & Roettger (2019), but is also informed by a number of other tutorials
(McElreath 2020, Vasishth, Nicenboim, et al. 2018, Winter & Bürkner 2021).

Expected values ( ̂𝛽) under the posterior distribution and their 95% credible in-
tervals (CIs) are reported, along with the posterior probability that a difference𝛿 is greater than zero. In essence, a 95% CI represents the range within which an
effect is expected to fall with a probability of 95%. Analyses in this book loosely
follow the guideline that, if a hypothesis states that 𝛿 > 0, there is (strong) sup-
port for this hypothesis if zero is (by a reasonably clear margin) not included in
the 95% CI of 𝛿 and the posterior 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) is close to one (cf. Franke & Roettger
2019). I use this guideline primarily to ensure comparability with conventional
null-hypothesis significance testing and reporting practices, but consider 95%
credible intervals in and of themselves as the most relevant outcome of Bayesian
modelling.

Regularising weakly informative priors were used for all models (Lemoine
2019). Unless otherwise specified, four sampling chains ran for 4000 iterations
with a warm-up period of 2000 iterations for each model, thereby yielding 4000
samples for each parameter tuple. Further details of all Bayesianmodels and their
output can be found in the relevant sections of the respective scripts.

Besides the packages for Bayesian modelling, I made extensive use of the pack-
ages included in the tidyverse collection for performing data import, tidying, ma-
nipulation, visualisation, and programming in this book (Wickham et al. 2019).1

1The complete list of R packages used for analysis and visualisation is: bayesplot (Version 1.8.1;
Gabry & Mahr 2022), brms (Version 2.15.0; Bürkner 2017), cowplot (Version 1.1.1; Wilke 2020),
effsize (Version 0.8.1; Torchiano 2020), ggridges (Version 0.5.3; Wilke 2022), tidybayes (Version
3.0.0; Kay 2023), tidyverse (Version 1.3.1;Wickham et al. 2019), and viridis (Version 0.6.1; Garnier
et al. 2023).
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The original manuscript of this book was written within RStudio in RMark-
down format (Allaire et al. 2023) using the package papaja (Aust & Barth 2022).
One of the key advantages of this approach is that all code and plain text is
available within one single file for each chapter of the book and can easily be
accessed and examined. All accompanying files, including raw data and RMark-
down files containing code and manuscripts, can be found in the OSF repository
at https://osf.io/6vynj/ (and other repositories, as specified in the relevant chap-
ters).
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3 Intonation style

3.1 Introduction

In this part of the book, I focus on what I term intonation style, and on how
it characterises the speech of autistic adults. The definition of intonation style
is based on previous accounts of what the speech melody of certain speakers
or groups of speakers “sounds like”. If this sounds vague, it reflects the fact that
there simply is no single unified account of how to define or quantify such global
impressions of the prosodic characteristics of speech. Neither is there an estab-
lished term that has consistently been used for the corresponding descriptions.
I have chosen to refer to intonation styles, then, in an attempt to bring together
insights from diverse accounts that share the aim of describing the prosodic fea-
tures of speech mainly along the dimensions of liveliness and melodicity (a term
used in related work by Hind 1999, 2002). I will pick up on the lack of consistent
terminology again in discussing issues concerning the measurement and descrip-
tion of intonation styles in the following.

Intonation style has featured in research on autism starting with the very first
descriptions in the 1940s. However, there is no clear consensus on what actually
characterises the speech melody of autistic speakers. Also starting from the very
first accounts, researchers have offered a vast range of mutually exclusive adjec-
tives to account for what supposedly makes autistic intonation “atypical”. These
range from “robotic” or “monotonous” to “melodic” and “singsongy”.

I will begin by reviewing the literature on the topic and in the process attempt
to point out some reasons for this ambiguity. I suggest that, besides the underly-
ing issue of the high degree of inter-individual variability in ASD, various factors
are at play. These include the limited sample of the autistic population used in
experimental studies (mostly English-speaking children), the methods used for
eliciting speech (mostly unnatural) and the measures and analytical techniques
employed (often vague or simplistic).

Following this, I present a novel method for capturing intonation styles and
its application to the corpus of semi-spontaneous speech by 28 autistic and non-
autistic German speakers investigated in this book. The results lend support to
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accounts describing a more melodic intonation style in ASD, but not to accounts
describing a more monotonous intonation style.

I will conclude by summarising the results, putting them into a broader per-
spective and stating the limitations of the approach and the data at hand.

Parts of the background (§3.2) and an account of a prototype of the method-
ology described in the analysis (§3.3) have previously been published in Wehrle,
Cangemi, et al. (2018), Wehrle et al. (2022). Key results presented in this chapter
have been reported in Wehrle et al. (2020, 2022).

3.2 Background

At first glance, judging a speaker’s intonation style seems to be a comparatively
straightforward task. Listeners intuitively form impressions based on intonation,
among other things, in many different contexts and without conscious effort.
Putting such impressions into words with any degree of accuracy and confi-
dence is a much more difficult task, however. This often results in the use of
a very limited range of terms, with notions like robotic (i.e. flat or monotonous)
or singsongy (i.e. lively or repeatedly spanning a large range) used as two end-
points of the same scale. An even greater challenge lies in the formation of scien-
tifically testable operationalisations, which in itself presupposes the existence of
measurements accurate enough to uncover the underlying features and parame-
ters of intonation styles.

In §3.3, I present a novel method of measurement capable of reliably quantify-
ing intonation styles. An application of this method to the speech data from the
corpus of conversations between autistic and non-autistic speaker pairs analysed
in this book is reported in §3.4.

In the following section, I will first give some background on the linguistic
interest of intonation styles in general before examining the case of ASD in par-
ticular and pointing out methodological issues surrounding the description and
measurement of intonation styles.

3.2.1 The linguistic interest of intonation styles

Intonation styles in general are of interest to linguists for a number of reasons.
First, they are characteristic properties of individual speakers. Besides the char-
acter attributions formed in everyday spoken interaction, this facet of individ-
ual specificity is of interest from both a more practical and a more theoretical
standpoint. Practical applications include forensic phonetics and emotion pro-
filing (Ladd et al. 1985, Mohammadi et al. 2012). Regarding theory, the issue is
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pertinent both to the long-standing debate around the concept of idiolects (Paul
1880) and to the more recent, related debate about individual grammar networks
(Cangemi et al. 2015).

Second, intonation styles are relevant for describing the behaviour of specific
groups of individuals (within a language community). Intonation has featured
particularly prominently in research on the speech of autistic persons (see Grice
et al. 2023, McCann & Peppé 2003). Surveying previous work on the topic, there
seems to be a broad consensus that many speakers with ASD produce “atypical”
intonation. Quite what this means, however, and how it can be measured, is less
clear. These issues will be discussed further in §3.2.2, dedicated to an in-depth
discussion of intonation styles in ASD, and §3.2.3, focussing on methods and
measurements that have been used to capture intonation style.

Third, intonation styles are also very relevant for the description of language
varieties. There is abundant evidence for the influence of intonation styles on
impressionistic judgements of different dialects. Data in Kuiper (1999: p. 258)
show that Parisians consider the Provençal variety of French to be “singsongy”,
whereas they consider the Alsatian variety of French to be “jerky” (see also Nolan
2006). While it is always difficult to isolate such attributions from the wide range
of cultural factors and stereotypes that may play a role, intonation styles in and
of themselves are almost certain to be one crucial factor underlying such judge-
ments. Intonation styles are in turn shaped by the phonological properties of the
regional variety spoken. For instance, the varieties of French spoken in southern
France are characterised by the production of clearly audible final schwas (mid
central unstressed vowels) that would be much less prevalent in e.g. Parisian
French (Durand 2010). This extends the segmental material available for the pro-
duction of intonation contours and thereby provides an opportunity for more
pitch movement (Grice et al. 2018, Torreira & Grice 2018). Although this phono-
logical change does not necessarily lead to a more lively intonation style, it is
likely to be one of the factors underlying the impression of singsonginess in this
variety.

Fourth, intonation style is also related to the choice of register in speech. For
instance, melodic intonation seems to be characteristic of infant-directed speech
(IDS) (e.g. Holmes 2013). More melodic or even exaggerated intonation styles
have been shown to correlate not only with better mother–infant bonding, but
also with higher intelligibility and, as a consequence, with better language de-
velopment in later life (Kuhl et al. 2008, Liu et al. 2003). Livelier pitch movement
has furthermore been linked to speech by adults talking to (perceivedly) more
attractive conversation partners (Leongómez et al. 2014). Why a more melodic in-
tonation style might be used in such contexts is not entirely clear, but the choice
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of speech style in courtship is probably not orthogonal to experiences of, and
positive associations with, IDS (as described above). More generally, lively in-
tonation styles can be seen as indicative of evolutionarily desirable traits such
as vitality and a lack of threat. Converging evidence can be found in studies re-
porting a decreased variability of fundamental frequency (f0) in conversational
contexts marked by competition and high aggressiveness (Hodges-Simeon et al.
2010).

Finally, intonation styles are an important consideration in research on bilin-
gual and second-language speech. It has been suggested that different languages
can be described as, on the whole, having narrower or larger overall f0 ranges rel-
ative to one another. For instance, Dutch and Japanese have been shown to have
an overall narrower f0 range than English while Swiss German and Norwegian
have been shown to have an overall wider f0 range than English (Celce-Murcia et
al. 1996, Graham 2014). Celce-Murcia et al. (1996) compare data describing the f0
range of English learners’ various native languages (L1) with their productions of
English as a second language (L2). Their results suggest that a speaker’s f0 range
in the respective L1 is transferred to the L2, with e.g. Dutch-accented English
described as sounding “somehow flat” and Swiss-German-accented English said
to have “a somewhat sing-songy quality” (Celce-Murcia et al. 1996: p. 193).

3.2.2 Intonation style in autism

As adumbrated above, the picture emerging from previous reports on intona-
tion in ASD is far from conclusive. Quite remarkably, seemingly contradictory
statements on intonation style in autistic speech even go back to the very first
descriptions of autism. Sixteen pages into his landmark report, Kanner (1943) de-
scribes one of the 11 subjects portrayed, Herbert B. (“Case 7”), as uttering “sounds
in a monotonous singsong manner” (Kanner 1943: p. 232; emphasis S. W.).

Similarly, Asperger (1944) in the original German refers four times to Singsang
as characteristic of speech by the children he describes (pp. 87, 89, 93, 114), but
equally notes that speech “proceeds…monotonously, without rising or falling”
(p. 114; emphasis and translation S. W. – the standard English translation by Uta
Frith does not capture this subtlety; cf. Asperger & Frith (1991) p. 701).

While this descriptions might seem to be contradictory, it is important to re-
member that not only is the terminology used problematic (see below), but also
that when describing more than one autistic individual, a high degree of vari-
ability should be all but expected. As we will see, apparent contradictions in

1Original: “[die Stimme] geht…monoton dahin, ohne Hebung und Senkung”
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autism research often seem to be partly due to the related failures of 1) not ade-
quately taking into account individual specificity and 2) not acknowledging the
importance of the quintessential and intrinsic heterogeneity across the autism
spectrum.

3.2.2.1 A note on terminology

The use of the terms monotonous and singsongy is problematic in itself, espe-
cially when these terms are used subjectively and without reference to any spe-
cific kind of measurement or rating scale. As the above quote from Kanner (1943)
shows, the two terms might in fact be used to refer to one and the same intona-
tion style.

The issue seems to lie mostly with the use of the term monotonous. This can
be understood either as referring to a sameness of pitch, in the truly “robotic”
sense, or as being simply unvarying, in a tedious manner (imagine the siren of a
fire truck). This latter meaning is much more open to interpretation and is remi-
niscent of Kanner’s description of a “monotonous singsong”. Such an intonation
style can then be imagined as being indeed singsongy, but in a stereotyped, repet-
itive manner, resolving the apparent contradiction. We also have to note that,
quite problematically, the term singsongy can in fact be used with precisely and
exclusively the above meaning, i.e. when it is taken to imply a repetitive melodic
structure (often aided by rhythmic isochrony) that does not necessarily feature
many changes in pitch. This stands in contrast to the usage in this chapter, where
sinsonginess always implies a high degree of liveliness, melodicity and pitch dy-
namics. I will pick up on this terminological difficulty in Section 3.2.2.2.

Occasionally, the term monotone is used in place of monotonous. This usage
seems to be more clearly with reference to a flat, robotic intonation style, but
even here the dictionary definition is not unambiguous and allows for interpre-
tations of sameness and tedium. In Section 3.2.3.2 I try to clarify the issue to some
extent while introducing yet another closely related term, i.e. of a function being
monotonic in the mathematical sense.

To add to the confusion (or possibly bearing a causal relation to it), all three
terms – monotonous, monotone and monotonic – translate to the same word,mo-
noton, in German. It is hence impossible to know precisely which nuance As-
perger (1944) was aiming to convey in the excerpt cited above.

For the purposes of this book, I resign myself to using monotonous with the
meaning of flat, unchanging pitch, in contrast to speech that is is singsongy in
the sense of being melodic (or lively) and featuring many perceptible changes
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in pitch (occasionally substituting or adding the terms robotic or monotonic for
reasons of style and clarity).

3.2.2.2 Evidence from previous research

In the following sections, I will take a closer look at some key studies describing
intonation style in ASD. I will conclude by highlighting shared commonalities
and contradictions in an attempt to identify possible causes for the lack of coher-
ence and common conclusions. Please note that the vast majority of investiga-
tions into the communication of autistic individuals has been based on data from
(English-speaking) children or adolescents, not (German-speaking) adults, as in
the current work. Studies on intonation style are no exception. Accordingly, un-
less otherwise noted, the studies summarised in the following are based on data
from (English-speaking) children or adolescents.

The following account is by no means intended to serve as an exhaustive
review of prosody in ASD. For an in-depth and up-to-date overview,the inter-
ested reader is referred to Grice et al. (2023) and https://ifl.phil-fak.uni-koeln.de/
phonetik/forschung/prosody-on-the-spectrum.

Evidence for melodic intonation styles in ASD

I will begin this survey with studies reporting more melodic intonation styles in
autistic individuals. In total, such findings clearly outweigh those showing the
opposite, i.e. a more monotonous intonation style in ASD. While claims to either
effect have been made in the past, more recent research has quite clearly tipped
the scales in favour of more melodic, not more monotonous, intonation styles as
being characteristic of speech in ASD.

Simmons & Baltaxe (1975) found that speech in ASD is characterised by what
could be described as more melodic intonation, or more specifically, speech with
excessive pitch variation. They analysed the language of seven adolescents and
young adults ranging in age from 14 to 21. There was no control group. The
authors describe the speech elicitation process as “informal”. The speech data
elicited were clearly not spontaneous, however, as the autistic subjects, variously
described as “isolated”, “aggressive” or “naive” by the authors, were asked a set
series of questions by (presumably) the experimenters, certainly by non-autistic
adults unfamiliar to them. These questions ranged from the “informal”, such as
“Where do you live?”, to the “abstract”, such as “What do you think of the Viet-
namese War?” (Simmons & Baltaxe 1975: p. 336–338).

Speech was analysed following the list of criteria used by Goldfarb et al. (1972),
who investigated language in children with schizophrenia. The relevant criteria
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and the assessment are rather subjective (as acknowledged by Simmons & Bal-
taxe 1975) and wide-ranging. The most relevant criteria for our purposes are “ex-
cessive variation” of pitch level (see their Table II; p. 339) as well as “excessive
pitch rise for stress”, “excessive inflection” and “stereotyped (singsong)” intona-
tion (see their Table III; p. 340). Simmons and Baltaxe ticked the boxes for all
these criteria for the same four out of seven participants in their sample (proba-
bly reflecting the unclear distinction between some of these criteria in part). In
sum, the study seems to show a trend for singsongy speech in ASD, but only for
slightly more than half of all autistic participants – a pattern that, as we will see,
mirrors the present findings in more ways than one.

In amore recent study, Nadig & Shaw (2012) report moremelodic speech in the
guise of expanded pitch range in a group of speakers diagnosed with ASD. They
tested 15 autistic children aged 8 to 14, with 13 matched non-autistic children as a
control group. Subjects were recorded in conversation with an unfamiliar adult
research assistant in what is somewhat vaguely described as a “comfortable lab
setting” (Nadig & Shaw 2012: p. 4).

The data used for acoustic analysis in the first part of the study is quite severely
limited in both quantity and quality. The authors chose to analyse only “audio of
the longest uninterrupted segment of each child’s speech” (p. 5). Concretely, this
means that for each individual only about 11 seconds of speech data was avail-
able. Additionally, this speech sample was by definition far from representative
of participants’ general speech style in being far longer than the average utter-
ance. Nadig and Shaw do not provide information on average utterance duration
in this part of the task, but in the later structured task that was part of the same
study (see below), the average utterance duration was 2 seconds (comparable to
the average IPU length of 1.4 seconds in the corpus analysed here).

The peculiar filtering of data performed by the authors is problematic not only
as it entails excluding the vast majority of speech data recorded, but also because
it is highly likely to have a direct bearing on the variable of interest (pitch range).
Unusually long utterances can be expected to be produced with a more animated,
lively speech style in general, and indeed a clear positive correlation between ut-
terance length and melodicity was found in the corpus analysed in this book
(see also De Moraes 1998, Cooper & Sorensen 1981). If we add to this the fact
that sound was recorded through a single, ceiling-mounted microphone, leading
to “sound quality [that] was not always ideal and sometimes contained environ-
mental noise” (p. 5), it is not clear how valid any findings based on these data
alone can be.

In any case, for this part of the experiment, Nadig & Shaw (2012) report a
significantly higher pitch range for the ASD (median = 200 Hz) compared to
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the control group (median = 124 Hz). Mean values and standard deviations are
not reported. Unfortunately, the data are also not available for inspection and
independent corroboration. The authors report no difference between groups
for mean pitch (mirroring the results reported here; see Section §3.4.3.2).

As a second part of the study, Nadig and Shaw ran subjective perceptual tests
performed by non-autistic subjects listening to data from the first part of the
study. Contrary to results from production, the perceptual ratings of both pitch
range and mean pitch revealed no significant group differences. There was a
significant difference only in ratings of “overall impression”, which were given
on a reduced, four-point Likert scale ranging from “normal” to “atypical”.

Finally, the same autistic participants as in the first task were recorded per-
forming a structured task. This task consisted of the children describing one out
of four household objects. Compared to the first task, this yielded more and more
varied data (8 to 15 utterances per child, with amean duration of 2 seconds). How-
ever, ecological validity is a real concern in this particular setting, as the speech
elicited was monologic and decidedly non-spontaneous. Similarly to the conver-
sational data described above, results for this part of the task reveal a slightly
higher mean pitch range for the autistic participants (156 Hz) compared to con-
trol participants (122 Hz), but no difference in mean pitch.

Despite the methodological shortcomings of parts of this work, the results in
Nadig & Shaw (2012) reveal a clear tendency towards more melodic speech in
ASD, and, crucially, do not give any indication whatsoever of the opposite, i.e. a
robotic or monotonous intonation style.

Other studies providing evidence for an expanded pitch range in ASD include
Fosnot & Jun (1999), Edelson et al. (2007), Hubbard & Trauner (2007), Diehl et al.
(2009) on English as well as Sharda et al. (2010) on Hindi and Chan & To (2016)
on Cantonese. I am not aware of any pertinent results on autistic speakers of
German.

Evidence for monotonous intonation styles in ASD

Although some authors (including ourselves in previous work) have claimed that
a monotonous speech style has in the past been generally assumed to be the typ-
ical intonation style for autistic speakers (Nadig & Shaw 2012, Wehrle, Cangemi,
et al. 2018), closer investigation reveals that there is hardly any unambiguous
evidence for this assertion. Take the pioneering work of Kanner (1943), which
is often cited as an example for descriptions of monotonous speech in ASD. As
pointed out above, the only direct reference to intonation here is the highly am-
biguous description of utterances produced by an autistic child in a “monoto-
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nous singsong manner” (p. 232). What this use of “monotonous” here and in
many other early studies (including Asperger 1944) seems to actually refer to is
a general impression of repetitive or constrained behaviour (rather than a flat in-
tonation style, specifically). Repetitiveness, however, can be just as much a part
of a typically singsongy as of a typically monotonous speech style. In Kanner’s
concrete example, it probably refers to a speech style perceived as repetitive due
to being particularly invariable or inflexible in nature.
I have indeed not been able to find any clear indications of a purely monot-

onous speech style in the literature, certainly not any based on pitch range or
similar acoustic measures. However, there are some related findings that make
claims to the same effect based on investigations of pitch accent choice and place-
ment within the framework of autosegmental-metrical intonational phonology
(Ladd 2008). Kaland et al. (2013) primarily investigated the intonational marking
of contrastiveness by Dutch adults (not children as in all studies above) with and
without a diagnosis of ASD, having elicited speech with a bingo-like game. The
authors show that the productions of Dutch autistic adults are characterised by
less variation in pitch accent types as well as a narrower pitch range, and that
productions were judged by listeners to sound “less dynamic”.

Despite some minor methodological issues, these results genuinely seem to re-
flect a more monotonous speech style in Dutch-speaking autistic adults. It is in-
teresting to note that this study in particular stands out for not investigating the
speech of either children or native English speakers. It is impossible to ascertain
what role these factors might play without further work on adults and speakers
of languages other than English. The results from the corpus investigated here,
based on speech from adults speaking a closely related West Germanic language,
however, do not support such an account of more monotonous speech in ASD in
any way. Further, the work of Kaland et al. (2013) seems to stand alone in making
such a claim, as all other studies that also find monotonous intonation in ASD
simultaneously find evidence of singsongy intonation, as laid out below.

Evidence for both singsongy and monotonous intonation styles in ASD

In the following, I briefly summarise studies that show results consistent with
both less melodic speech and more melodic speech in ASD within the same re-
spective sample population.

Green & Tobin (2009) recorded 10 Hebrew-speaking children with and 10 He-
brew-speaking children without a diagnosis of ASD (see also Green 2009). The
authors elicited both read and spontaneous speech. Results show that the ASD
group as a whole had an extended pitch range compared to the control group.
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However, typically for the inherent variability in ASD, the authors identified
three distinct subgroups within the 10 ASD children: those with narrow, wide or,
typical pitch range. This suggests that there were some individuals with more
melodic speech and some with less melodic speech as compared to the control
group.

Green and Tobin also carried out a categorical analysis in the tradition of auto-
segmental-metrical intonational phonology and ToBI annotation conventions
(Beckman et al. 2006, Green & Tobin 2008). In this framework, the authors si-
multaneously found greater variation and a more repetitive use of pitch accent
tones as well as a limited repertoire andmore repetitive use of specific edge tones.
This pattern is again consistent with both a more melodic and a more monoto-
nous intonation style in ASD.

Thus, although results are not presented in exhaustive detail, it seems clear
that both the acoustic and the phonological analysis in Green & Tobin (2009)
suggest that ASD intonation style can be in line with control behaviour but also
deviate towards either extreme, that is, towards a more melodic intonation style
on the one hand and a more monotonous intonation style on the other. This is,
again, indicative of the heterogeneity we can expect to find within any group of
individuals diagnosed with ASD and also of the fact that we cannot expect com-
municative behaviour to reflect an idealised clear line of demarcation separating
all participants with a diagnosis of ASD from all those without.

Other studies supporting the view that both more and less melodic speech can
be found within a given sample of autistic speakers include Baltaxe (1984), Rapin
(1991) and DePape et al. (2012).

Causes for conflicting results

There are at least three possible reasons for the uncertainty regarding the nature
of intonation styles in ASD. First, the speech data used in previous studies were
usually elicited through reading tasks, narrations, task-oriented conversation (as
in this work) or structured interviews, none of which are guaranteed to yield
examples of natural intonation (De Ruiter 2015, Grice et al. 1997, Spaniol et al.
2023, Kügler et al. 2015).

Second, as pointed out at various points above, speakers diagnosed with ASD
constitute a very heterogeneous group, characterised by a high degree of individ-
ual variability. If speaker- and dyad-specific behaviour is not appropriately taken
into account, as has all too often been the case in previous research in this and
related fields, averaged values alone cannot be expected to paint a realistic pic-
ture of either the behaviour of the group as a whole or of any of the individuals
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within it (cf. Cangemi et al. 2016). A particularly important aspect of individual
specificity in this particular case is that of age. The vast majority of previous
studies only tested children or adolescents and/or featured very wide age ranges.
This is not only problematic in itself, but also because, with age, many autistic
individuals learn to employ compensation mechanisms in order to attenuate any
behaviours that they have felt (or have been told) might make them appear un-
usual or conspicuously different from their non-autistic peers – but of course we
neither can nor should assume that all autistic people indeed wish to camouflage
such behaviours.

Third, where past research on intonation styles has gone beyond subjective
impressions, it has often relied on vaguely defined and technically underspecified
terms which do not stand up to rigorous empirical investigation. In the next
section (§3.2.3), I aim to show that traditional measures are in principle not even
capable of distinguishing stereotypical cases of robotic and singsongy speech.

To recap, despite the clear relevance of intonation styles to manifold aspects
of language and to various levels of linguistic inquiry, the methods employed
to measure, analyse and describe them have been far from uniform in past re-
search. More importantly, it seems reasonable to question the adequacy of even
the more common of such measures. To the best of my knowledge, there is nev-
ertheless no (published) work dedicated specifically to tackling the issue of how
to best quantify intonation styles. The current suggestions on how to ameliorate
this situation were first described in Wehrle, Cangemi, et al. (2018), and I will
summarise the approach in the following paragraphs.

3.2.3 Measuring intonation style: Past practice and new directions

While the characterisation of intonation styles has often been ill-defined and in
the end achieved only through subjective listener judgements, there is a long
tradition of studies investigating the closely related concept of pitch range (Ladd
et al. 1985, Lehiste 1975). Together with the similarly widely used measure of
mean f0 in the description of prosody, these measures form the core of a number
of approaches that have aimed to capture the levels and fluctuations of a given
speaker’s minimum and maximum pitch values.

The most recent and widespread characterisation of pitch range can be found
in the work of Mennen et al. (2012) and subsequent work by e.g. Urbani (2013)
and Graham (2014). In this approach, pitch range is essentially described through
a combination of linguistic and distributional parameters. This method will be
critically analysed in the next section and followed by suggestions for how it
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may be complemented and refined, with the ultimate aim of better capturing
and representing different kinds of intonation styles.

3.2.3.1 Linguistic measures

The idea of using so-called “linguisticmeasures” for determining pitch range orig-
inates with Ladd & Terken (1995) and is fleshed out in Patterson (2000). The key
feature of this approach lies in the identification of “linguistically relevant land-
marks” (Mennen et al. 2012) in the f0 contour. These landmarks are subsequently
used in place of global, purely instrumentally determined minima or maxima for
the calculation of a speaker’s f0 range. In practice, this entails first reducing the
f0 contour of a given utterance to a series of either high or low turning points.
These points are then labelled as phonological tones, and averaged values are
calculated within equivalent labels.

This approach has proven itself useful and yielded convincing results in the
application to a number of different languages. Nevertheless, some aspects of
the method suggest that there might be room for improvement in alternative
approaches. For instance, the central operationalisation inherent in this method
is rooted less in theoretical deliberations, but rather in purely pragmatic reasons,
as pointed out by Mennen et al. (2012) themselves:

Our decision to assume a direct relationship between turning points and
phonological tones was driven by practical reasons so as to ensure consis-
tency in our labelling. However, tones and turning points may not necessar-
ily map in a one-to-one fashion, so that some tones may not be realized as
turning points and some turning points may not constitute an underlying
phonological tone (Mennen et al. 2012: footnote 3).

More importantly, the value and validity of intonational labels has come under
increasing scrutiny and critical re-examination in recent years (see the contribu-
tions in D’Imperio et al. 2016). The method for measuring pitch range described
above fundamentally relies on intonational labels, as they form the starting point
for further analysis by providing a symbolic reduction of the continuous phonetic
signal. This is consistentwith awidespread approach in intonation research, used
in studies from Hirst & Di Cristo (1998) to Hualde & Prieto (2016).

However, recent research strongly suggests that it might be more fruitful to
take the opposite approach and use intonational labels only as the outcome of
phonological analysis (Cangemi & Grice 2016, Frota 2016). In this approach, the
use of phonological labels requires an evaluation of intonational meaning and
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of prosodic structure, rather than a discretisation of the phonetic signal. More
recent developments go one step further by embracing this perspective while
at the same time proposing a new method of analysis which promises to avoid
many of the issues that are all but intrinsic to the practices of segmenting and
labelling speech (Albert et al. 2018, Albert 2023, Cangemi et al. 2019).

3.2.3.2 Long-Term Distributional measures

The second pillar of the method employed by Mennen et al. (2012) (and oth-
ers), besides turning points based on symbolic labels, takes the form of so-called
“Long-TermDistributional” (LTD)measures. Thesemeasures are used to describe
the range, mean, skewness and kurtosis of the distribution of f0 values. Using
LTDs is an appropriate, even sophisticated way for describing pitch range, com-
pared to earlier methods. LTDs are, however, still not ideal for exploring intona-
tion styles, as illustrated in the following example.

Consider the f0 contour in Figure 3.1. This contour is stylised to the point that
it would never be found in human speech data, but what it does give us is a useful
idealisation of an f0 contour that would deserve the label robotic.

To show why LTDs are problematic for capturing intonation styles, compare
the contour in Figure 3.1, which represents monotonous speech (and is mono-
tonic in the mathematical sense, i.e. it never changes direction) with the one in
Figure 3.2. This represents a stylised version of the other extreme: a thoroughly
lively intonation style.

The crucial problem here is that these two very different contours yield exactly
the same result in an analysis of LTD measures, as can be seen in Figure 3.3. An
analysis relying on LTDs therefore obscures the polar nature of these two styles
of intonation (at least in their hypothetical versions considered here).

3.2.4 Summary

I have shown that LTDs along with linguistic measures based on phonological la-
bels cannot be considered satisfactory measurements for the characterisation of
intonation styles. While a measure of pitch range should certainly be included,
we need to also add a metric which truly captures the time-varying dynamics
of pitch contours and is able to unambiguously distinguish (e.g.) the two very
different speech styles exemplified in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. I will describe a two-
dimensional analysis designed for this purpose, capturing both dynamics (Wig-
gliness) and pitch range (Spaciousness), in the following section.
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Figure 3.1: Hypothetical f0 contour of a monotonous (and monotonic)
intonation style.

Figure 3.2: Hypothetical f0 contour of a lively intonation style.

Figure 3.3: Frequency distribution (LTD) of both the monotonic f0 con-
tour shown in Figure 3.1 and the lively f0 contour shown in Figure 3.2.
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3.3 Analysis: Wiggliness and Spaciousness

The aim of the novel approach described here is to avoid the shortcomings in-
herent to approaches relying only on linguistic and Long-Term Distributional
measures by concentrating on the time course and excursion of f0 trajectories.
Two parameters are used to capture themelodicity of speech:Wiggliness and Spa-
ciousness. The parameters are described in detail in the following. Since this ap-
proach was first described in Wehrle, Cangemi, et al. (2018), the method has seen
1) further improvement and automatisation; see the tutorial in Wehrle (2022),
and 2) the successful application to an unrelated data set along with perceptual
validation of the metrics used; see Wehrle & Sappok (2023).

3.3.1 Data

For the analysis of intonation style, all interpausal units (IPUs) with a duration
of less than 1 second were excluded from further analysis, as such utterances
cannot be guaranteed to contain enough speech material for a dynamic char-
acterization of intonation styles. A large part of these short IPUs consisted of
backchannels (listeners signals such asmmhm or okay) and filled pauses (hesita-
tion signals such as uhm). The use of these specific discourse markers, including
their prosodic realisation, is described separately in Chapter 5.

After the exclusion of very short IPUs, 4059 IPUs (with a mean duration of
2.67 seconds) remained for analysis. Any extreme values along all extracted pa-
rameters, as well as a number of randomly sampled IPUs, were hand-checked.
After exclusion of any data points based on pitch tracking or processing errors,
4043 IPUs remained (> 99%).

An example IPU annotated with the relevant parameters is shown in Figure
3.4 and will be referred to throughout this chapter.

3.3.2 Processing

All pitch contours were extracted from individual IPUs (original extracted pitch
contour represented as grey speckles in Figure 3.4), hand-corrected and smoothed
(Cangemi 2015) (corrected and smoothed contour represented as a red line in Fig-
ure 3.4). The smoothed contours were then automatically stylised to a resolution
of 2 semitones using the Manipulation function in Praat (Boersma & Weenink
2021) (stylised contour represented as a green line in Figure 3.4). By applying
smoothing before stylisation, turning points are only located where an actual
tonal movement is likely to be perceived.
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Figure 3.4: Representative example IPU with relevant parameters an-
notated. The grey speckles represent the original pitch track. The red
line is the hand-corrected and smoothed pitch contour. The green line
is the smoothed and corrected contour after stylisation to 2-semitone
(ST) steps. The blue circles denote turning points in the stylised con-
tour, used for calculatingWiggliness. The black arrows denote the two
largest pitch excursions between turning points, used for calculating
Spaciousness (see text for more details). This IPU has a Wiggliness
value of 2.78 (8 turning points divided by a pitch duration of 2.88) and
a Spaciousness value of 5.81 (average of the two largest excursions in
ST), which is close to the respective mean values across groups.

Contours that have been smoothed and stylised at this resolution seem to be
perceptually robustwhile also facilitating the further processing required to yield
the final values of Wiggliness and Spaciousness. The threshold of 2 semitones
for smoothing was chosen in Wehrle, Cangemi, et al. (2018) as an approximation
for how intonation contours may be perceived auditorily. Careful experimenta-
tion has shown that the 2-semitone setting is a useful heuristic for capturing
the essence of pitch contour dynamics. Moreover, the results reported in Wehrle
& Sappok (2023) provide a first, highly promising perceptual validation for the
chosen method. Comparison of a number of test utterances additionally revealed
that automatic stylisation with a 2-semitone resolution, as performed here, leads
to final contours that are very similar to the outcome of a manual procedure, as
employed in e.g. Mennen et al. (2012), while being considerably more efficient.
That being said, follow-up perception experiments are planned which may in-
form possible adjustments to the current method.

The additional steps necessary to yield the final characterisation of intonation
styles along the two dimensions of Wiggliness and Spaciousness are laid out in
the following sections.
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3.3.3 Wiggliness

The term Wiggliness is borrowed from statistical analysis (see, for instance, Hall
& Marron 1991). Wiggliness is operationalised as the amount of times an f0 con-
tour changes direction in a given unit of speech (i.e. IPU) or, in other words, as
slope changes per second. An automatic procedure was employed in R to com-
pute the number of rises and falls within each stylised “Pitch object” in Praat
(blue circles in Figure 3.4). This number was then divided by the total duration
of the “Pitch object” to yield the finalWiggliness value.Wiggliness values ranged
from 0.57 to 8.82 in the data set, with a mean value of 3.14 (SD = 1.07) across all
IPUs.

3.3.4 Spaciousness

Spaciousness is operationalised as the extent of the slopes of individual f0 rises
and falls within a given IPU, i.e. maximum f0 excursions. The final Spaciousness
measure was automatically computed in R as the average between the absolute
values of the two largest excursions (black arrows in Figure 3.4), calculated in
semitones (ST). Spaciousness ranged from 0.01 ST to 15.63 ST in the data set, with
a mean value of 6.03 ST (SD: 2.42) across all IPUs. Semitones (with a reference
value of 1 Hz) were chosen for the calculation of Spaciousness rather than Hertz
(originally used in Wehrle, Cangemi, et al. 2018) for being a unit of measurement
that is much more closely linked to human auditory perception (Nolan 2003)
and for additionally facilitating comparison between male and female speakers.
A common reference level rather than one based on speaker means was cho-
sen in order to obtain a more generalised and context-independent measure of
melodicity.

3.3.5 Comparison with other measures

For comparisonwithmeasures used in previous studies, values of pitch range and
mean f0 are also reported. Pitch range was calculated as the difference (in ST) be-
tween themaximumandminimumof (hand-corrected) f0 values in each IPU. The
measure of ST was chosen over Hz here for the reasons laid out above regarding
the measure of Spaciousness (i.e. perceptual validity and facilitated cross-gender
comparison). This operationalisation of pitch range is in essence very similar
to the Spaciousness measure introduced above, albeit less fine-grained. We can
therefore expect results for pitch range and Spaciousness to be highly correlated.
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Mean f0 was calculated as the average of all (checked and corrected) extracted
f0 values from the speech of a given subject (total n = 658034) in Hertz (semitone
measurements are not suitable for level measures; cf. Mennen et al. 2012).

The pilot results in Wehrle, Cangemi, et al. (2018) provide initial empirical ev-
idence for the conceptual assumption that intonation styles described as more
melodic are indeed accurately represented by higher values of both Wiggliness
and Spaciousness and, conversely, that intonation styles described as more mo-
notonous are accurately represented by lower values of both Wiggliness and
Spaciousness. These assumptions are validated and strengthened by the anal-
yses in Wehrle & Sappok (2023). It was further shown in Wehrle, Cangemi, et al.
2018 that the dimensions of Wiggliness and Spaciousness are highly correlated,
but that each dimension contains some information that cannot be captured by
the other. This observation, too, is firmly corroborated by the work reported in
Wehrle & Sappok (2023). Wiggliness and Spaciousness can therefore be consid-
ered as complementary measures to a certain extent, and using them together
rather than in isolation promises to yield a more accurate representation of into-
nation styles. Accordingly, the dimensions of Wiggliness and Spaciousness are
considered, plotted and reported together, yielding a two-dimensional character-
isation of intonation styles.

3.4 Results

I will first present overall results by group, then by speaker and finally with
respect to speaker role, gender and dialogue stage.

3.4.1 Overall results by group

Figure 3.5 shows mean Wiggliness and Spaciousness values by group. See Table
3.1 for means and standard deviations (SD). The ASD group had higher Wiggli-
ness and higher Spaciousness overall than the CTR group. The difference be-
tween groups is slightly greater for Wiggliness than for Spaciousness (as con-
firmed by Bayesian modelling, see below).

Bayesian analysis

Models forWiggliness and Spaciousness were ran separately. Random intercepts
for individual speakers were included in all models.
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Figure 3.5: Mean Spaciousness (in ST, on the y-axis) andWiggliness (on
the x-axis) by group. ASD group in blue, CTR group in green. Error bars
represent one standard deviation from the mean.

Table 3.1: Results by group (Spaciousness in ST).

Wiggliness Spaciousness

Mean SD Mean SD

ASD 3.34 1.06 6.54 2.45
CTR 3.04 1.05 5.75 2.36
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No effects of gender interacting with either Wiggliness or Spaciousness were
found. Results will therefore be presented in models aggregating across male and
female speakers (see the accompanying files and scripts for more detail).

Wiggliness

For the dimension of Wiggliness, the model output confirms that ASD speakers
produced speech with higher Wiggliness ( ̂𝛽 = 3.45, CI = [3.25, 3.63]) than CTR
speakers ( ̂𝛽 = 3.04, CI = [2.86, 3.22]).

Conversely, CTR speakers produced speechwith lowerWiggliness – the group
difference is presented from this latter perspective as the ASD group constitutes
the reference level of the model by default. The estimated Wiggliness difference
in the model is 𝛿 = -0.41, with a 95% CI of [-0.62, -0.19] and a posterior probability𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 1. This is evidence for a robust difference between groups.

The model used a skew normal distribution, as this provided a better fit to
the data than a standard normal distribution. Regularising weakly informative
priors with a normal distribution were specified for the Intercept (𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 6)
and for the regression coefficient (𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 2). The default priors of the brms
package were used for the shape parameter (𝛼 = 4), the standard deviation of
the likelihood function, Student’s t-distribution (𝜈 = 3, 𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 2.5), and the
standard deviations of random effects, Student’s t-distribution (𝜈 = 3, 𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 =
2.5).

Spaciousness

For the dimension of Spaciousness, themodel output confirms that ASD speakers
produced speech with higher Spaciousness (measured in ST) ( ̂𝛽 = 6.79, CI = [6.25,
7.4]) than CTR speakers ( ̂𝛽 = 5.79, CI = [5.16, 6.34]).

Conversely, CTR speakers produced speech with lower Spaciousness – the
group difference is presented from this latter perspective as the ASD group con-
stitutes the reference level of the model by default. The estimated Spaciousness
difference in the model was 𝛿 = -1.04, with a 95% CI of [-1.7, -0.38] and a posterior
probability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 1. This constitutes unambiguous evidence for a robust
difference between groups.

The model used a skew normal distribution, as this provided a better fit to
the data than a standard normal distribution. Weakly informative priors with
a normal distribution were specified for the Intercept (𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 15) and the
regression coefficient (𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 4). The default priors of the brms package were
used for the shape parameter (𝛼 = 4), the standard deviation of the likelihood
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function, Student’s t-distribution (𝜈 = 3, 𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 2.5), and the standard deviations
of random effects, Student’s t-distribution (𝜈 = 3, 𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 2.5).

3.4.2 Overall results by speaker

Figure 3.6 presents results by speaker (and gender). This analysis reveals a con-
siderable amount of individual-specific variation and a substantial degree of over-
lap underlying the between-group differences, although the overall tendency for
higher Wiggliness and higher Spaciousness in the ASD group remains clear. The
global impression of more singsongy speech in the ASD group is validated by
the observation that both the five speakers with the highest mean Spaciousness
values and the five speakers with the highest mean Wiggliness values were part
of the ASD group. Conversely, the eight speakers with the lowest mean Spacious-
ness values and seven of the eight speakers with the lowest Wiggliness values
were part of the CTR group (see Table A.1 in Appendix A for detailed results by
speaker).
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Figure 3.6: Mean Spaciousness (in ST, on the y-axis) and Wiggliness
(on the x-axis) by speaker, group and gender. Circles represent females,
triangles males. ASD group in blue, CTR group in green.
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3.4.3 Comparison with pitch range and mean f0

For comparison with previous studies, the global measures of pitch range and
mean f0 were calculated in addition to the novel measures described above.

3.4.3.1 Pitch range

Results for pitch range (in ST) are in line with the results for Wiggliness and
Spaciousness by indicating a more melodic intonation style for ASD speakers, in
the form of an extended pitch span (mean = 9.82 ST; SD = 4.09) as compared to
CTR speakers (mean = 8.38 ST; SD = 3.78); see Figure 3.7.

Side-by-side comparison of Spaciousness and pitch range in semitones (as op-
erationalised here) shows that, as expected, the two measures are very highly
correlated (Pearson’s r = 0.99).

A comparison of Spaciousness with pitch rangemeasured inHertz (rather than
semitones) yielded a considerably lower correlation measure (Pearson’s r = 0.64).
More importantly, it was shown that an analysis based on the measure of pitch
range in Hertz fails to clearly reveal the crucial between-group difference in in-
tonation style, highlighting instead only the relatively obvious (and expected)
separation of speakers by gender. This finding stands in contrast to results in
Mennen et al. (2012), where only “marginally larger effect sizes for the span mea-
sures that were expressed on a ST (or ERB) scale compared to the corresponding
Hz measures” are reported (for a data set of all-female speakers; p. 2256).

Figure 3.7 also serves to reiterate the crucial point that while there was a high
degree of overlap between groups, about half of the speakers on the autism spec-
trum nevertheless clearly deviated from the intonation style of the CTR group
(as can also be seen in Figure 3.6). These speakers produced higher values of
pitch range and Spaciousness (as well as Wiggliness), indicating a more lively
intonation style compared to control speakers.

The Bayesian analysis of pitch range confirms that ASD speakers produced
speech with a wider pitch range ( ̂𝛽 = 10.32, CI = [9.19, 11.34]) than CTR speakers
( ̂𝛽 = 8.45, CI = [7.46, 9.43]) (measured in ST). Conversely, CTR speakers produced
speech with a narrower pitch range – the group difference is presented from this
latter perspective as the ASD group constitutes the reference level of the model
by default. The estimated pitch range difference in the model was 𝛿 = -1.85, with
a 95% CI of [-2.98, -0.67] and a posterior probability of 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.99. This
constitutes robust evidence for a group difference in pitch range. Further details
on the Bayesian model can be found in the accompanying files and scripts (see
https://osf.io/6vynj).
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Figure 3.7: Mean pitch range (y-axis in Panel A) and Spaciousness (y-
axis in Panel B) by speaker, group and gender. Circles represent fe-
males, triangles males. ASD group in blue, CTR group in green.

3.4.3.2 Mean f0

While both Spaciousness and pitch range, along with Wiggliness, have proven
to be useful measures for analysing and displaying crucial features of intonation
style, a comparison with mean f0 values reveals that this metric, although very
commonly used in previous studies, is not sufficient to reveal the patterns de-
scribed above. Mean f0 values are highly similar between groups, and a speaker-
specific analysis does not reveal any meaningful underlying patterns; see Figure
3.8. See also Tables A.2 and A.3 in Appendix A for values by group, gender and
speaker.

3.4.4 Effects of dialogue stage

Intonation styles were very stable across different parts of the dialogue (before,
during and after discussion of the first Mismatch), with no clear differences what-
soever at the group level. Aminority of speakers did show changes inWiggliness
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Figure 3.8: Mean Spaciousness (y-axis) and mean f0 (x-axis) values by
speaker, group and gender. Circles represent females, triangles males.
ASD group in blue, CTR group in green.

or Spaciousness values as the task progressed, but these changes were very sub-
tle and not unidirectional. See Table 3.2 for values by group, and Table A.4 in
Appendix A for values by speaker.

In the Bayesian analysis, models comparing early and remaining dialogue
stages revealed estimates and 95% CIs around 0 and low posterior probabilities
in the ASD group for both Wiggliness (𝛿 = 0.03; 95% CI [-0.12, 0.19]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) =
0.39) and Spaciousness (𝛿 = -0.03; 95% CI [-0.37, 0.29]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.55). The same
is true for CTR speakers, with models for bothWiggliness (𝛿 = 0.05; 95% CI [-0.19,
0.08]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.75) and Spaciousness (𝛿 = 0.04; 95% CI [-0.23, 0.33]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) =
0.41) providing no evidence for a difference between dialogue stages. The models
also clearly indicate no interaction between speaker group and stage of dialogue.
Further details on Bayesian modelling can be found in the accompanying scripts
and files.

These results strengthen the view that intonation styles can be considered as
stable characteristics of speakers, differing considerably between individuals but
proving robust across time and conversational context.
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Table 3.2: Results by group and part of dialogue (before, during and
after discussion of the first Mismatch). Spaciousness in ST.

Wiggliness Spaciousness

Mismatch 1 Mean SD Mean SD

ASD before 3.37 1.11 6.70 2.58
ASD during 3.37 1.05 6.55 2.45
ASD after 3.33 1.06 6.51 2.44
CTR before 3.06 0.98 5.59 2.22
CTR during 3.11 1.11 5.88 2.40
CTR after 3.02 1.05 5.76 2.38

3.4.5 Effects of gender

Contrary to a speculative interpretation of the pilot data in Wehrle et al. (2020)
suggesting that the difference between the ASD and the CTR group was less
pronounced for female speakers, Bayesian modelling clearly shows that this was
not the case. The data set was split by (self-reported) gender and differences for
Wiggliness and Spaciousness were evaluated across groups (ASD/CTR) for each
gender group. The resulting model estimates were nearly identical for the sub-
sets for male and female speakers. For a complementary perspective, differences
between male and female speakers were also analysed within groups. This con-
firmed that there was no gender difference in either the ASD or CTR group (e.g.
the posterior probability in the ASD group was 0.43 for Wiggliness and 0.51 for
Spaciousness; more details in the OSF repository at osf.io/gqe9n/).

3.4.6 Effects of speaker role

Comparing the roles of instruction giver and follower in the Map Task revealed a
trend towards slightly more melodic speech by instruction givers across groups,
as shown in Figure 3.9. However, the effect is clearer for the CTR compared to
the ASD group. On average, ASD speakers produced higher Spaciousness in the
role of instruction givers, but not higher Wiggliness; CTR speakers on the other
hand on average produced both higher Spaciousness and higher Wiggliness as
instruction givers.

In Bayesian terms, models comparing speaker roles for the ASD group clearly
show that the speech of instruction givers was characterised by more Spacious-
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Figure 3.9: Intonation style by speaker role and group. Spaciousness (in
ST) on the y-axis, Wiggliness on the x-axis. ASD group in blue, CTR
group in green. Values for instruction givers are presented with a black
outline, values for instruction followers with an orange outline.

ness (𝛿 = 0.61; 95% CI [0.28, 0.95]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 1), but not by more Wiggliness (𝛿 =
-0.11; 95% CI [-0.3, 0.07]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.16).

For the CTR group, on the other hand, models comparing speaker roles con-
firm that there was both slightly more Wiggliness (𝛿 = 0.18; 95% CI [0.01, 0.35];𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.96) and more Spaciousness (𝛿 = 0.64; 95% CI [0.35, 0.94]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) =
1) in the speech of instruction givers.

A speaker-specific analysis further reveals that the pattern of more melodic
speech for instruction givers holds true for about half of the speakers within
each group. In accordance with the group-level analysis, this pattern is, however,
clearer for speakers in the CTR group (see Figure A.1 in Appendix A).

3.5 Discussion

The goal of this chapter was to appropriately measure, analyse and describe the
intonation styles of autistic and non-autistic speakers. In order to achieve this, a
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novel method for capturing intonation styles using the two dimensions ofWiggli-
ness (slope changes) and Spaciousness (pitch excursions) was outlined and then
applied to a corpus of semi-structured dialogue.

3.5.1 Summary

Overall, a clear tendency for more melodic speech in the ASD compared to the
CTR group was revealed. This tendency is evident for both parameters used, but
the between-group difference is more pronounced for Wiggliness than for Spa-
ciousness.

It is crucial, however, to expand on the simplifications inherent in any group-
level analyses with a detailed investigation of speaker-specific behaviour, espe-
cially when working on data involving autistic persons. The speaker-specific
analysis shows that group means accurately reflect the behaviour of speakers
from both groups overall, but also highlights the fact that there is considerable
overlap between speakers with andwithout a diagnosis of ASD. Half of the speak-
ers from the ASD group (7 out of 14) produced a more melodic intonation style
than any speaker from the control group, while the intonation style of the other
7 autistic speakers falls well within the range of values produced by non-autistic
speakers.

It is important to note that where the behaviour of autistic speakers did differ
from that of the CTR group, this happened only in the direction ofmore lively and
melodic speech. It follows that the current study adds support to previous studies
indicating a more melodic intonation style in ASD, but not to those describing
monotonous or even robotic speech in ASD. Although findings on intonation
style in ASD have been somewhat contradictory in the past, more recent studies
have tended to find evidence only for more melodic speech (where differences
were detected at all; see Section 3.2.2). This trend is corroborated by the results
presented here.

One important caveat is that data from German-speaking adults were anal-
ysed. A comparison of the resulting findings is problematic in many ways, as
results in the literature are overwhelmingly based on speech data from English-
speaking participants, usually children. However, until we know more about the
differences in behaviour of adults and children with ASD, or can make specific
predictions about the interaction of autism with culture and language, this must
remain a limitation which must be acknowledged but cannot be overcome. Over-
all, the fact that we now have converging experimental evidence from both chil-
dren and adults, and from a range of different languages, strengthens the notion
that there is a tendency towards more rather than less melodic speech in ASD.
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3.5.2 Methodological aspects

A methodological comparison revealed that the patterns which were identified
by using the dynamic characterisation of intonation styles along the two dimen-
sions of Wiggliness and Spaciousness would not necessarily have been detected
with the help of conventional linguistic and long-term distributional measures.

As pointed out above (§3.3),Wiggliness and Spaciousness are relatedmeasures.
It is therefore not surprising that, in the current data set, speakers with relatively
high (or low) values for Wiggliness usually also had relatively high (low) val-
ues for Spaciousness (and vice versa). This was not always the case, however.
Speaker M08 (from the ASD group) has the highest meanWiggliness value of all
speakers, but a mean Spaciousness value that is very close to the group average.
This underlines the importance of the two-dimensional approach to capturing
intonation styles employed here (for further evidence supporting distinct func-
tions and the partial independece of Wiggliness and Spaciousness, see Wehrle &
Sappok 2023). Without reference to the novel measurement of Wiggliness, the
intonation style of speaker M08 would have been falsely characterised as lying
well within the range of intonation styles produced by control speakers and as
being neither particularly monotonous nor melodic, when it in fact represents
the wiggliest intonation style out of all 28 speakers.
Although the dimension ofWiggliness is conceptually related towhat is known

as macro-rhythm in prosodic typology (Jun 2012, 2014), its use as a metric and
measurement is novel (but see also Kaland 2022, Prechtel 2023). Spaciousness,
on the other hand, is essentially an analogue of pitch range, one of the most fre-
quently used metrics in previous descriptions of intonation styles. I have shown
that Spaciousness and pitch range values taken from the data set under study in
this book are almost perfectly correlated. However, it is important to note that
extensive correction and smoothing of Praat-extracted pitch tracks preceded any
further analysis in this investigation. This level of rigour is notmatched by all pre-
vious research in the field, particularly in cases where the authors’ main expertise
lay in fields other than acoustic phonetics (e.g. in the bulk of autism or second-
language acquisition research). Therefore, pitch range as reported in previous
studies is not necessarily a direct equivalent of pitch range as operationalised
here. I am aiming to test, evaluate and adapt the measure of Spaciousness and to
ultimately assess its usefulness beyond the established measure of pitch range in
future work.

Potential adjustments notwithstanding, I have demonstrated the considerable
methodological and conceptual proximity of pitch range and Spaciousness, and
have have thereby shown that the proposed novel method of analysis is firmly
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anchored inmore conventional, long-established research traditions andmethod-
ological approaches. This fundamentally strengthens the reliability and inter-
pretability of the findings presented here and those of any future studies using
the measurements of Wiggliness and Spaciousness.

In stark contrast, a comparison of Wiggliness and Spaciousness to mean f0, a
measure very frequently used in previous research to characterise speakers or
speaking styles, shows that an analysis relying solely on mean f0 would be un-
able to capture any of the patterns revealed using the measures described above.
It follows that mean f0 is in fact not a suitable metric for capturing and character-
ising intonation styles, at least as defined here. Used in isolation, it seems to be
too static and simplistic a metric to capture all of the complex, time-varying pitch
dynamics that contribute to the perception of an intonation style as being more
or less monotonous melodic. This fact does not, of course, invalidate any previ-
ous results relying on mean f0 for the description of intonation. It does strongly
suggest, however, that more complex and comprehensive measures are needed
to capture perceptual correlates of liveliness and melodicity.

3.5.3 Dialogue stage, gender, and speaker role

It was shown that intonation styles within speakers remain very stable across
the duration of the recorded dialogue. This stands in contrast to findings from
the same corpus showing that some other conversational behaviours, such as
turn-timing and backchannelling, clearly differed between early and later stages
of dialogue, particularly for the ASD group (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 for de-
tails). Intonation styles may therefore be considered as global, identifiable char-
acteristics of a given speaker which are relatively independent of external factors
such as interlocutor and conversational context. This invariance makes the iden-
tification of commonalities in intonation style across different individuals on the
autism spectrum all the more relevant. Such common characteristics could ul-
timately serve as a kind of marker associated specifically with the language of
at least some autistic speakers. Given the current results and those of recent re-
search, a highly melodic intonation style seems to be a prime candidate for just
such a pattern.

While no effect of gender was found, intonation style did seem to change sub-
tly depending on speaker role. Speech tended to be more melodic for instruc-
tion givers overall, but this effect was more pronounced for speakers from the
CTR group (who showed changes in bothWiggliness and Spaciousness, whereas
speech in the ASD group did not change in Wiggliness). It might be speculated
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that CTR speakers were simply somewhat more flexible in adapting their conver-
sational and intonational styles to their assigned roles than their autistic counter-
parts were. It is important to keep in mind, however, that the differences in into-
nation style according to speaker role were very small overall (for both groups).
It is therefore not clear how robust or perceptually relevant these subtle changes
might be in real-life interactions.

3.5.4 Limitations and implications

The data analysed and presented here strongly support the notion of a more
melodic intonation style in (some) autistic speakers, while no support for the
notion of robotic intonation in individuals with ASDwas found. Any such claims
will of course have to be tested in future studies on larger data sets of autistic and
non-autistic speakers. Clearly, in a group of speakers as typically heterogeneous
as that of individuals diagnosed with ASD, investigating 14 speakers will not be
sufficient for drawing firm conclusions about the population as a whole.

Regarding methodological limitations, I acknowledge that although the com-
parison with conventional operationalisations of pitch range confirms the valid-
ity of the novel metrics used, the reliability (and potential advantages) of the
two-dimensional Wiggliness/Spaciousness approach need to be critically tested
and examined in future work. The main aim in such work will be to test howwell
Wiggliness and Spaciousness are aligned with listeners’ subjective judgements
of intonation styles. Some very reassuring first results from subsequent work can
be found in Wehrle & Sappok (2023).

I will point out once more that previous studies on the same topic were per-
formed almost exclusively using speech data from children and adolescents (or
young adults). The results in this work provide a starting point for the character-
isation of intonation styles in autistic adults, but it is important to keep in mind
that results from children’s speech will not necessarily be reflected in the speech
of adults. In particular, it is likely that the relatively subtle group-differences
shown here stem at least partly from the fact that many autistic speakers are
able to adapt to the behaviours (including intonation style) of their non-autistic
peers over time, if they so desire, in acts of social camouflaging (Hull et al. 2017,
Lai et al. 2017).

This process may be aided by dedicated speech and language therapy, but such
training is not a prerequisite for successful adaptation. With regard to the spe-
cific results and measurements presented here, it is entirely feasible that some
autistic speakers in the sample may have been aware of having produced an un-
usuallymonotonous intonation style at some point in their lives and since learned
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to (over)compensate in producing a particularly melodic intonation style by the
time of recording. Clearly, such speculations are not testable within the scope of
the current data, but could be fruitfully considered as part of future longitudinal
studies.

Furthermore, communication in the corpus under investigation was not fully
natural or spontaneous. Task-oriented dialogue between autistic individuals (as
in the Map Task paradigm) has to be considered as a major improvement on the
read speech or formally constrained interactions between autistic speakers and
non-autistic interlocutors that form the basis of most previous studies. However,
there are also important limitations to the external validity of semi-structured di-
alogues as investigated in this book. Having to fulfil an unfamiliar task puts cer-
tain pressures and constraints on participants and the resulting linguistic output.
This may have affected speakers in the ASD group differently than those in the
CTR group. On the other hand, a restricted set of dialogue options and reduced
chance of unexpected events should, if anything, suit the cognitive styles of autis-
tic speakers more than fully free and spontaneous conversation. Combined with
the fact that participants clearly formed part of the more socially motivated end
of the autism spectrum, any differences between groups that were discovered in
this study could be considered as all the more remarkable and meaningful.
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4 Turn-taking

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present experimental evidence on strategies of turn-taking in
German adults with and without a diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder. Turn-
taking is the most fundamental skill in spoken interaction and, although it is
cognitively extremely demanding for interlocutors to exchange turns in quick
succession, the timing of turn-taking has been shown to be remarkably fast in
previous work (see references in §4.2.1 below). Rapid turn-timing has further
been shown to be the preferred strategy by many different groups of speakers
from varying linguistic and cultural backgrounds (e.g. Stivers et al. 2009). How-
ever, there is only scant empirical evidence on turn-taking in ASD and none
whatsoever on turn-timing in conversations between autistic adults.

The results presented in this study constitute the first reliable quantitative
evidence on the turn-taking and dialogue management strategies of individuals
on the autism spectrum. Additionally, the findings on turn-taking in the CTR
group constitute a major contribution to the thus-far relatively sparse empiri-
cal evidence on dialogue management in German in their own right. Data from
Map Task dialogues performed by 28 speakers in disposition-matched dyads are
presented. Turn-timing is investigated across the task as a whole as well as at
different stages of dialogue, at both the group and the dyad level. Descriptive
summary statistics, visualisation and Bayesian modelling were used to analyse
results. Additionally, relative speaking times within dyads, prosodic aspects of
turn-taking, and the effects of unexpectedness on turn-transitions are discussed.

For most aspects of dialogue management and when considering the dialogue
as awhole, no differences between the ASD group and the CTR groupwere found.
However, closer inspection reveals that 1) autistic dyads produced longer gaps be-
tween turns in the early stages of dialogue, 2) autistic dyads reacted differently to
the introduction of matching and mismatching landmarks and 3) speaking times
were less balancedwithin dyads for the ASD group. I will discuss the implications
of these results, relate them to general theories of autism and to the notion of uni-
versal patterns of turn-timing in spoken dialogue, and furthermore compare the
current findings with those from research on second-language speech.
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The turn-timing analysis has been reported in Wehrle, Cangemi, et al. (2023),
an earlier version of parts of the Match vs. Mismatch analysis in Janz (2019).

4.2 Background

Turn-taking is in essence a form of cooperative interaction. Humans engage in
many temporally coordinated collaborative activities besides spoken interaction,
such as manual labour, dancing or music-making (see e.g. Hawkins et al. 2013).
Similarly, communicative turn-taking, in either the vocal or gestural modality, is
not limited to humans. Many different species from different taxa perform tightly
synchronised and regulated communicative interactions. Such behaviours are
sometimes referred to with the term turn-taking in studies of animals, but be-
haviours described as duetting or antiphonal calling/singing can also be seen as
equivalent to or even indistinguishable fromwhat is often defined as turn-taking.
For more details on the cross-species comparison, see Ravignani et al. (2019); for
an overview, see Pika et al. (2018); and for detailed descriptions, see e.g. Taka-
hashi et al. (2016) on marmosets and Fröhlich et al. (2016) on bonobos and chim-
panzees.

Despite these cross-species similarities, human turn-taking in conversation
seems to be a particularly remarkable phenomenon because 1) it is executed with
split-second, even virtuoso precision and flexibility, 2) it involves the parallel
prediction, planning and production of utterances which are improvised, yet rich
with meaning, and 3) it is the key means through which human language, and to
a considerable extent human culture, are learned and transmitted (cf. Schegloff
2020).

In the following section, I will first summarise the most relevant general re-
search on turn-timing in human spoken interaction and then move to a critical
discussion of previous research on turn-timing in ASD in particular.

4.2.1 General principles and patterns of turn-timing in spoken
interaction

Turn-taking is the organisation of discourse into alternating units between speak-
ers, with the aim of ensuring that generally no more or less than one participant
speaks at any one time (Sacks et al. 1974). Most turns are short and most transi-
tions between turns consist of very short gaps between speakers (Levinson 2016),
which are preferred to other possible kinds of transition such as longer gaps or
overlaps (two speakers talking at once).
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A modal value of approximately 200 milliseconds of silence between speakers
has been shown for a wide range of languages and speakers, with only slight
language-specific variation (Heldner & Edlund 2010, Stivers et al. 2009, Weil-
hammer & Rabold 2003, Dingemanse & Liesenfeld 2022). This behaviour seems
remarkably robust to individual, methodological and contextual variation – in
contrast to many other aspects of language (Christiansen & Chater 2016, Evans
& Levinson 2009, Schegloff 1989, Sterponi et al. 2015).

Effective turn-taking of precisely the kind described above is essential for the
smooth flow of conversation, and human language is acquired, learned and prac-
tised almost entirely by means of these alternating exchanges of short bursts of
speech. Gesture also plays an important role in the organisation of turn-taking,
but as the methodology used to elicit speech for the corpus under study pre-
vented participants from seeing each other, I will focus exclusively on spoken
language in this account. For research on gesture and turn-taking in both signed
and spoken languages, see e.g. McCleary & de Arantes Leite (2013), Holler et al.
(2018), Zellers et al. (2016), Bohus & Horvitz (2010), De Marchena et al. (2019).

Although the smooth and rapid exchange of turns is so common in human
interaction, starting with proto-conversational turn-taking in infancy (Gratier et
al. 2015), it is cognitively extremely demanding. The fact that interlocutors con-
sistently manage to avoid both long silent gaps and periods of overlap between
speakers is quite remarkable given that the planning of even a very short utter-
ance takes at the very least 500 ms and often considerably longer – 900 ms for
utterances of more than two words, 1500 ms for simple sentences – far longer
in any case than the well-attested typical short gap of around 200 ms (Gleitman
et al. 2007, Griffin & Bock 2000, Schnur et al. 2006, Wesseling & van Son 2005).

It is therefore essential for interlocutors to predict the further content and the
temporal endpoint of another speaker’s turn, and to do so with a great degree of
accuracy. This implies that interlocutors need to execute the cognitively highly
challenging task of engaging in speech perception, planning and production in
parallel. Although the interpretation of utterance-final prosodic cues is one im-
portant aspect of turn-taking, this in itself is not sufficient to enable the exchange
of turns with sufficient speed and precision, as such cues appear far too late in the
speech stream (Bögels & Torreira 2015, De Ruiter et al. 2006, Torreira & Bögels
2022). It seems most likely instead that a two-stage process takes place. In this
account, interlocutors first plan and formulate (and update) their next utterance
as early as possible in reaction to the message (predicted to be) conveyed by their
conversational partner. This planned utterance is then stored in a kind of men-
tal buffer until turn-final prosodic cues are detected in the speech stream of the
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interlocutor, at which point speech production is initiated (Barthel et al. 2017,
2016).

Prediction of a conversation partner’s next utterance, at all levels of language,
is therefore essential for achieving rapid turn-timing, and such predictions can
only be made accurately if listeners are acutely aware of and attuned to the lin-
guistic cues produced by their interlocutor.

4.2.2 Conversational turn-taking and autism

Differences in social interaction and communication are crucial criteria for di-
agnosing ASD. Among communicative skills, pragmatic aspects (e.g. inferring
intentions and beliefs of a speaker) have conventionally been considered as par-
ticularly challenging for many autistic individuals, in contrast to more explicit
aspects of language, such as syntax (Tager-Flusberg et al. 1990, 2005, Eigsti et
al. 2007). A rapid exchange of turns requires certain skills which have been de-
scribed in previous research to be “impaired” in ASD (Chasson & Jarosiewicz
2014). These skills include mutual perspective-taking and the ability to decode
another person’s emotional and linguistic signals.

Thus, it might seem plausible to assume resultant difficulties with turn-taking
in the autistic population. However, the evidence is insufficient as only a small
number of previous studies have investigated turn-timing in the context of ASD,
and none have investigated conversations between autistic adults. Previous quan-
titative research on turn-timing in the context of ASD can be summarised most
succinctly as reporting a tendency for more and longer silent gaps in conversa-
tions involving autistic individuals. The relevant studies are discussed in more
detail in the following paragraphs.

In the first major empirical investigation into turn-taking in autism, Feldstein
et al. (1982) report that 12 autistic adolescents and young adults (ages 14–20) pro-
duced longer pauses and shorter utterances (and therefore longer gaps) overall
than controls, in line with previous, anecdotal observations reported in Fay &
Schuler (1980). However, the generalisability of these results has to be questioned
due to three key methodological issues: the age range and intellectual abilities
of experimental subjects, the nature of the speech data under consideration, and
the methods by which they were elicited (cf. Grice et al. 2023). The age range is
such that at least some participants have to be assumed to be at different stages
of language development, especially as this development tends to be delayed in
ASD. Furthermore, no information is given on either general or verbal IQ. Fi-
nally, speech data consist of conversations between autistic subjects on the one
side and either their parents or the experimenters themselves on the other side.
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Therefore, by the admission of the authors themselves, “the interactions...were
much more like interviews than unconstrained conversations” (Feldstein et al.
1982: p. 453).

More recently, Heeman et al. (2010) investigated 26 children diagnosed with
ASD who were between 4 and 8 years old. All subjects were judged to be ver-
bal and “high-functioning”. Speech was recorded during administration of the
Autism Diagnostic Observation schedule (ADOS, Lord et al. 2000), a standard-
ised diagnostic test for ASD. The authors show that autistic children produced
longer gaps than age-matched childrenwithout a diagnosis of ASD. However, the
age (range) of participants and the method of elicitation alone are, each in their
own right, reasons enough to preclude reliable conclusions on general strategies
of turn-taking in ASD (for similar results on Korean see Choi & Lee 2013).

The authors of Warlaumont et al. (2010) investigated day-long naturalistic
recordings between children and their parents and found longer silences before
responses to questions in the ASD compared to a CTR group (see also Warlau-
mont et al. 2014).

The most recent published work of relevance (Ochi et al. 2019) is notable for
featuring adult autistic participants, although theywere considerably younger on
average than in the sample under investigation in this book. Speech data were
limited to recordings of the ADOS schedule. Similarly to all the above studies,
Ochi et al. (2019) found a clear tendency for longer silent gaps in the ASD com-
pared to a control group.

Finally, in a meta-analysis of the literature on adult–infant turn-taking, Ngu-
yen et al. (2022) confirm the overall trend for more and longer between-turn
silences in conversations involving individuals on the autism spectrum.

One notable departure from this consensus can be found in the wide-ranging
and influential “anthropological perspective” put forward in Ochs et al. (2004).
The authors set out to understand autistic persons not as isolated individuals but
rather as social actors with a diverse range of strengths and difficulties in rela-
tion to socio-cultural factors and expectations. Crucially, in describing a “cline
of competence” across different social domains, Ochs et al. (2004) report that in
the domain of conversational turn-taking, autistic children show few difficulties
and “seem to behave qualitatively like many of the unaffected [sic] peers in their
families and communities” (p. 162). They speculate that the “local orderliness of
sequences” might suit the cognitive style typical for persons on the autism spec-
trum. The quantitative findings on autistic adults from this work, revealing no
clear overall differences in turn-timing between the ASD and the CTR group, add
some support to this earlier qualitative account.
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4.3 Data and analysis

Speech data from 28 German-speaking adults, 14 with and 14 without a diagno-
sis of ASD, were analysed. Speakers were recorded in disposition-matched dyads
(ASD–ASD; CTR–CTR). For further details on subjects and materials, see Chap-
ter 2.

The data set under study contains 18332 IPUs in total (inter-pausal units; here
defined as speech separated by at least 200 milliseconds of silence). For an analy-
sis of turn-taking, not these units of speech in themselves are of primary interest,
but rather the points of transition between them. The data set contains 5668 such
transitions overall. There are fewer turn transitions than IPUs because most of
the latter were followed by another IPU from the same speaker; i.e. separated by
within-speaker pauses (see §5.5) rather than between-speaker gaps.

The start and end points of all transitions were precisely labelled by hand fol-
lowing an automatic first-pass segmentation of recordings into silent and non-
silent intervals using Praat (version 6.1.09) (Boersma & Weenink 2021). I broadly
follow the methodology of Levinson & Torreira (2015) – which in turn builds on
Heldner & Edlund (2010) – for the continuous analysis of turn-timing, in order
to facilitate comparison of the current results to previous work. Accordingly, au-
dible in-breaths, clicks and similar noises were counted as part of silent intervals,
rather than speech. Filled pauses such as uhm, on the other hand, were anno-
tated as being part of non-silent utterances. Thus, I followed the approach of
essentially analysing turn-timing from a linguistic, rather than a purely acoustic
perspective (which would incidentally not solve the problem of experimenters
having to subjectively determine thresholds for what is considered silence).

Following Levinson & Torreira (2015), all turn transitions were categorised as
being either gaps, between-overlaps or within-overlaps; see definitions in Figure
4.1. Within-overlaps do not in fact entail a floor transfer from one speaker to
another, and did therefore not enter into the analysis of turn-timing. Distribution
and characteristics of within-overlaps are instead discussed separately in §4.4.4.1.

Of the 5668 transitions in the data set, 3418 were silent gaps (60.3%), 1326 were
between-overlaps (23.3%) and 924 were within-overlaps (16.3%). After the exclu-
sion of within-overlaps, 4744 transitions remained for the analysis of turn-timing.
Of these, 72% were gaps, and 28% were (between-)overlaps.

I follow previous studies on turn-timing in analysing turn transitions using
the measure of Floor Transfer Offset (FTO), in which positive values represent
gaps and negative values represent overlaps between speakers. Figure 4.2 gives
a schematic representation.
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Figure 4.1: Categories of turn transition (adapted from Levinson & Tor-
reira 2015). Gaps are silent intervals between turn transitions; between-
overlaps are turn transitions composed of overlapping speech from
both interlocutors. Within-overlaps are not true floor transfer transi-
tions, but rather represent passages of overlapping speech which are
not followed by a change of speaker (and therefore did not enter into
turn-timing analyses). SPK = Speaker.

Figure 4.2: Floor Transfer Offset (FTO) measurements: Overlaps are
represented with negative FTO values (see left arrow for an FTO value
of about -600 ms); gaps are represented with positive FTO values (see
right arrow for an FTO value of about +600 ms).
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Bayesian linear modelling was used to test for group differences in FTO val-
ues (with dyad as a random factor). Further, the interaction of FTO values with
part of dialogue (see §4.4.1.3 for details) was tested in order to examine whether
temporal dynamics might reveal any ASD-specific patterns.

Bayesian modelling confirmed that, across groups, there was no difference
in FTO between all-male, all-female and mixed dyads. Gender as a factor was
therefore disregarded in the following analyses.1

4.4 Results

I will first present the overall results on turn-timing in a continuous analysis. Re-
sults are presented at the level of groups as well as dyads and include an analysis
taking into account different dialogue stages. The continuous analysis is comple-
mented by a categorical analysis of different transition types.

This is followed by an in-depth analysis examining the role of unexpected-
ness in turn-timing. All transitions directly following the introduction of new
landmarks were compared, contrasting Matches and Mismatches.

Finally, dialogue patterns beyond turn transitions are considered with an in-
vestigation of the overall distribution of silence, single-speaker speech and over-
lapping speech. Further, speaking times within dyads are compared, an overview
visualisation of all turns for all dyads is presented, and an exploratory analysis
of the prosodic constructions used to mark turn-ends and turn-beginnings is out-
lined.

4.4.1 Continuous analysis of turn transitions

The following results are presented using the measure of Floor Transfer Offset
(FTO), which allows for a continuous representation of both gaps and overlaps
along the same dimension by representing gaps between speakers as positive
values and overlaps as negative values.

4.4.1.1 Overall results by group

Figure 4.3 shows turn-timing values by group. Visual inspection alone makes
it clear that values are very similar across groups. Overall, the ASD group has

1A Gaussian model with floor transfer offset as the dependent variable, gender combina-
tion (all-female/all-male/mixed) as a fixed factor and dyad as a random factor was used, and
no robust differences between any of the groupswas found –more details in the accompanying
OSF repository at https://osf.io/v5pn4/.
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slightly higher FTO values, with a mean of 317 ms (SD: 599) and a median of 205
ms, compared to the CTR group with a mean of 238 ms (SD: 555) and a median
of 175 ms.

Assuming 100-millisecond bins, both the ASD and the CTR group have amodal
FTO value of 200ms. In this regard, the current study directly replicates a number
of previous findings on turn-timing from Stivers et al. (2009) onwards. Figure B.1
in Appendix B presents histograms using 100-millisecond bins and is directly
modelled after the histograms presented in Levinson & Torreira (2015).
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Figure 4.3: Floor Transfer Offset (FTO) values by group. Positive values
represent gaps; negative values represent overlaps. ASD group in blue,
CTR group in green. The dotted line indicates the value of 0 ms FTO,
representing no-gap-no-overlap transitions. Dashed lines indicate the
values of +200 ms (expected for typical transitions) and +/-700 ms FTO
(unusually long transitions).

Bayesian analysis

A Gaussian model with FTO as the dependent variable, group (ASD/CTR) as a
fixed factor and dyad as a random factor was used for Bayesian analysis (more
details below and in the accompanying files).

Model output confirms that ASD dyads produced somewhat higher FTO values
(in ms) ( ̂𝛽 = 326, 95% CI = [237, 414]) than CTR speakers ( ̂𝛽 = 250, 95% CI = [174,
337]). The group difference in the model is reported with the ASD group as the
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reference level. Mean 𝛿 = -74, indicating a trend towards lower FTO values in the
CTR group. However, the 95% CI [-173, 25] includes zero by some margin and
the posterior probability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.9 is below the heuristic threshold of 0.95.
The model therefore does not suggest a reliable difference between groups, only
a trend towards higher FTO values (i.e. longer gaps) in autistic dyads.

A model with a normal distribution was used, and weakly informative priors
with a normal distribution were specified for the intercept (𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 6000) and
for the regression coefficient (𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 1000). The default priors of the brms
package were used for the standard deviation of the likelihood function, namely
a Student’s t-distribution (𝜈 = 3, 𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 363.2), and for the standard deviations
of random effects, Student’s t-distribution (𝜈 = 3, 𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 363.2).

4.4.1.2 Overall results by dyad

Figure 4.4 presents FTO values by dyad. The plot clearly shows that distributions
are extremely similar across dyads. Note, for instance, that the dashed line at the
200 ms mark (indicating very short gaps) runs close to the distributional peak of
all dyads from both groups. Assuming a bin width of 100 milliseconds, 11 out of
all 14 dyads produced a modal value of 200 ms (with the modes of the remaining
dyads not deviating by more than 100 ms). Mean FTO values ranged from 137 ms
to 503 ms across dyads. The group-level tendency towards slightly higher FTO
values in the ASD group is reflected in the fact that four out of the five highest
mean FTO values were produced by ASD dyads and four out of the five lowest
mean values were produced by CTR dyads.

In order to corroborate the representativeness of group-level results, it was
tested whether any single dyad had a decisive influence on the group level pat-
terns by successively omitting individual dyads and rerunning the group-level
analysis, and this was found not to be the case.

4.4.1.3 Results by dialogue stage

Although the turn-timing behaviours of the ASD and the CTR group were quite
similar overall, some clear differences between groups are revealed when we do
not only consider FTO results across the dialogue as a whole, but also compare
early with later dialogue stages. Detection of the first Mismatch in the first Map
Task is used as a cut-off point: all dialogue preceding detection is counted as
being part of the beginning of the conversation, all dialogue following detection
as the remainder of the conversation (more details in §2.2, §4.4.1.4 and §4.4.4.4).

Figure 4.5 shows FTO values by group and dialogue stage.While autistic dyads
performed turn-timing essentially equivalent to that of non-autistic dyads for
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Figure 4.4: Floor Transfer Offset (FTO) values by dyad. Positive values
represent gaps; negative values represent overlaps. ASD group in blue,
CTR group in green.
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most of the dialogue, they did not arrive at this timing instantly. In fact, during
the first few minutes of dialogue, before the first Mismatch in the Map Task was
detected (2 minutes or 10% of overall duration into the task on average), FTO
values for the ASD group were far higher (mean = 511 ms; SD = 799) than in the
remainder of the dialogue (mean = 299 ms; SD = 576). These values indicate con-
siderably longer silent gaps between ASD dyads early in the task. Dyads in the
CTR group show only a slight change, and in the opposite direction, with shorter
gaps (and slightly more overlaps) in the beginning of the dialogue (mean = 191
ms; SD = 540) compared to the remainder (mean = 243 ms; SD = 558). This inter-
action signifies that the turn-timing behaviour of the CTR and the ASD group
differed considerably in the beginning of conversations (𝛿 = 320 ms), but not at
later stages (𝛿 = 56 ms).
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Figure 4.5: FTO values by group and dialogue stage. The black curve
represents the beginning of the dialogue (until detection of the first
Mismatch); the orange curve represents the remainder of the dialogue
(after detection of the first Mismatch). Positive values represent gaps;
negative values represent overlaps. ASD group on the left, CTR group
on the right.

Figure 4.6 presents FTO values by dialogue stage and dyad, with CTR dyads
in the top half of the plot and ASD dyads in the bottom half. We can see that for
most (but not all) CTR dyads, FTO values were essentially the same for early and
later stages of dialogue. Formost (but not all) ASD dyads, on the other hand, there
was a lot of variability in the early stages of dialogue, mostly (but not only) in
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the direction of longer gaps. This variability disappeared after the initial stages,
as the dyads seemed to settle into a temporally stable turn-taking style that is
virtually indistinguishable from that of CTR dyads.
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Figure 4.6: Floor Transfer Offset (FTO) values by dialogue stage and
dyad. Positive values represent gaps; negative values represent over-
laps. ASD dyads in the top half and outlined in blue, CTR dyads in
the bottom half and outlined in green. Black curves represent the be-
ginning of dialogue (before detection of the first Mismatch); orange
curves represent the remaining dialogue (after detection of the first
Mismatch).
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4.4.1.4 Corroboration of dialogue stage effect

For the analyses reported directly above, detection (i.e. first mention) rather than
resolution of the first Mismatch (i.e. the time when interlocutors finished dis-
cussing the first Mismatch and moved on to the remainder of the task) was used
as a cut-off point for the early stages of dialogue. There are two main reasons
for this choice. First, a detailed analysis of all turn transitions directly following
the introduction of matching vs. mismatching landmarks reveals that there was
a consistent and distinct reaction to the detection of the first Mismatch in both
groups (in the form of longer gaps). For details see §4.4.3; see also Janz (2019).
Essentially, the first Mismatch can thus be seen as a turning point in the interac-
tion. Before detection of the first Mismatch, participants might feel that they are
expected to give their individual contribution to the solution of a known prob-
lem (i.e. draw a path on an otherwise identical map). After the first Mismatch
is detected, participants might feel that they need to give a joint contribution
to navigate an unknown problem (knowing that the two maps are not identi-
cal), and this difference in the conversational goal can be expected to generate a
difference in the interaction.

The second reason for using detection rather than resolution is that the former
is less problematic as a timestamp from a practical perspective. The time it took
to resolve the first Mismatch varied widely across dyads, ranging in duration
from under 10 seconds to over 5 minutes. Moreover, even determining when a
Mismatch was in fact resolved can be difficult and involves a degree of subjective
judgement. In contrast, the detection of the first Mismatch was in almost all cases
unambiguously expressed directly in the speech of both interlocutors.

To conclusively examine the appropriateness of using detection of the first
Mismatch as the cut-off point, two further analyses were performed: 1) a further
analysis taking into account the three-way distinction of a) dialogue from the
start of the task to the detection of the first Mismatch, b) dialogue during the
discussion and up to the resolution of the first Mismatch and c) all remaining
(following) dialogue, and 2) a continuous analysis of FTO values in the first 100
turn transitions.

Briefly, the analysis with a three-way distinction of dialogue stages confirms
that there was a robust between-group difference only before detection, not dur-
ing and after the discussion of the first Mismatch (details of statistical modelling
are reported in the following section).

Finally, Figure 4.7 shows that average FTO values in the ASD group tended
to continuously decrease from the start of conversations until the point when
the first Mismatch was detected, strengthening the validity of using mismatch
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detection as a cut-off point. Note that Figure 4.7 shows only the first 100 turn
transitions; dialogues contained a total of 400 transitions on average.

Figure 4.7: FTO values by turn transition and group. Positive values
represent gaps; negative values represent overlaps. ASD group in blue,
CTR group in green. Thin blue/green lines represent averaged FTO
values by transition and group; thick lines represent fitted LOESS-
smoothed curves by group, the surrounding grey shaded areas the re-
spective standard error. The dashed vertical lines show 1) transition no.
38 (average time point for detection of first Mismatch) and 2) transition
no. 90 (average time point for resolution of first Mismatch).

We can conclude that differences in turn-timing were indeed greater between
groups in the early stages of dialogue compared to the remainder, independent
of the specific cut-off point.

Bayesian analysis

Bayesian modelling confirms the above description in showing that there was
a clear difference in FTO between groups early on in the dialogue, but not at
later stages. More details on the interaction between group (CTR vs. ASD) and
dialogue stage are given below.

Group differences are reported with the ASD group as the reference level and
differences between dialogue stages are reported with the beginning of the dia-
logue as the reference level. First, a Gaussian model with FTO as the dependent
variable, the interaction group (ASD/CTR)*dialogue stage (before/after detec-
tion of the first Mismatch) as a fixed factor and dyad as a random factor was used.
For the comparison of FTO values between groups for only the beginning of the
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dialogue (i.e. all transitions up to detection of the first Mismatch), the Bayesian
model shows a mean 𝛿 of -322 (milliseconds) with a 95% CI of [-462, -138] and a
posterior probability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 1. The model therefore provides unambiguous
evidence for the observation that autistic dyads produced considerably longer
silent gaps between turn transitions than non-autistic dyads in the early stages
of dialogue. For the remainder of the dialogue, mean 𝛿 is -45 (milliseconds) with
a 95% CI of [-150, 60] and a posterior probability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.77. The low poste-
rior probability and the 95% CI including zero by a large margin strongly suggest
that there was no difference between the turn-timing of autistic and non-autistic
dyads in the later stages of dialogue.

In a three-way distinction of dialogue stages, we can then focus on turn tran-
sitions which take place during discussion of the first Mismatch. The relevant
model (with the three-way distinction before/during/after discussion of the
firstMismatch, otherwise identical to themodel described directly above) shows
that there is no robust group difference for this epoch, expressed through a mean𝛿 of -98 with a 95% CI [-228, 31] and a posterior probability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.9. While
this indicates a clear trend towards shorter FTO values in non-autistic dyads (in
line with the overall trend) during discussion of the first Mismatch, the inclusion
of zero in the 95% CI and the relatively low posterior probability suggest that this
is not a reliable difference between groups.

4.4.2 Categorical analysis of turn transitions

For another perspective on turn-timing results, the continuous FTO results as
presented above were divided into five different classes. Any gaps or overlaps
with an absolute duration of less than 100 ms were categorised as smooth transi-
tions. Gaps or overlaps with an absolute duration of or exceeding 700 ms were
categorised as long gaps/overlaps and the remaining transitions with an absolute
duration of 100–699 ms were categorised as short gaps/overlaps.

The cut-off point at 700mswas inferred from previouswork showing that gaps
of 700 ms or longer are perceived as unusual by listeners. This judgement seems
to stand in a causal relationship with the corresponding listener expectation that
long gaps of this kind will be followed by repair initiations or non-affiliating re-
sponses (such as negative answers to yes-no questions), an expectation borne out
by production data (Kendrick 2015, Kendrick & Torreira 2015, Roberts & Francis
2013, Schegloff et al. 1977).

In the following, I will discuss results from this categorical perspective in detail
in those cases where it is informative beyond what we have already learned from
considering FTO values in a continuous analysis (in §4.4.1).
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Considering the dialogue as a whole, the most obvious finding remains that
there is no clear difference between groups; see Figure 4.8. Both groups have very
similar proportions of smooth transitions (such with absolute FTO values under
100 ms; ASD: 17%, CTR: 18.5%). The most relevant finding may be that the ASD
group produced a slightly higher proportion of unusually long gaps (≥700 ms;
ASD: 17.8%, CTR: 14.1%). This difference is not very large, but as discussed above,
listeners are very sensitive to unusually long transitions, and so pattern may
nevertheless be perceived as noteworthy by conversational partners (or outside
observers) and therefore contribute to overall subjective impressions of diverging
conversational behaviour.

Figure 4.8: Stacked bar charts by group showing proportions of differ-
ent transition types. ASD group on top, CTR group below. Transition
proportions on the x-axis: long overlap transitions (FTO ≤ -700 ms)
in black, overlaps (FTO -699 ms – -100 ms) in dark purple, very short
(smooth) transitions (FTO -99 – 99 ms) in light purple, gaps (FTO 100
ms – 699 ms) in orange and long gaps (FTO ≥ 700 ms) in yellow.

A dyad-specific analysis shows that the group-level analysis accurately rep-
resents the behaviour of all dyads. The finding that there was a trend towards
more long gaps in the ASD group is supported by the observation that four out
of the five dyads with the highest long-gap proportions were autistic dyads, all
with at least 19% long gaps – although the dyad with the single highest long-
gap proportion was a CTR dyad (M11_M12, with 28.8% long gaps). Conversely,
autistic dyads produced the three lowest proportions of long overlaps. It is also
interesting to note that four out of the five lowest smooth transition proportions
were produced by autistic dyads. Figure B.2 in Appendix B shows bar charts for
all dyads.

Considering different stages of dialogue from a categorical perspective further
corroborates results from the continuous FTO analysis: autistic dyads clearly dif-
fered in their turn-timing from control dyads only in the earliest stages of dia-
logue, after which they achieved a rhythm of turn exchanges equivalent to that
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of the CTR group. This can be visualised most vividly by only showing the pro-
portions of long-gap transitions (≥700 ms FTO); see Figure 4.9. In the beginning
of the dialogue (before detection of the first Mismatch), the proportion of long-
gap transitions was more than twice as high for ASD dyads (29.1%) compared to
CTR dyads (11.9%), but for the remaining dialogue there was practically no dif-
ference between groups (ASD: 16.8%; CTR: 14.4%). Not shown in Figure 4.9 is the
fact that the reduction of long-gap transitions in the ASD group over time is mir-
rored by an increase for the same group in the proportion of smooth transitions
(such with absolute values < 100 ms), with an increase from 11% to 18%.

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

beginning remainder

ASD

CTR

Proportion of Long Gaps

Figure 4.9: Proportions of long gap transitions (FTO ≥ 700ms) by group
and dialogue stage. Early stage of dialogue (before detection of first
Mismatch) on the left, later stages of dialogue on the right. ASD group
in blue, CTR group in green. Note that the y-axis is truncated at 50%.
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4.4.3 Effects of unexpectedness: Matching and mismatching
landmarks

In the preceding sections, different parts of dialoguewere analysed by comparing
the earliest stages – up to the first Mismatch – with the remainder of conversa-
tions. In this section, we will take a closer look at a subset of the data in only con-
sidering transitions directly following the introduction of new landmarks. The
main interest here lies in comparing the effects of mismatching vs. matching
landmarks. Mismatches are conceived of as a proxy for any unexpected events
in social interaction, which many autistic speakers are said to struggle with.

To my knowledge, no other line of work has addressed the question of how
matching vs. mismatching landmarks in the Map Task paradigm affect turn-
taking behaviour (in any group of subjects).

4.4.3.1 Context, predictions and limitations

As participants in a Map Task cannot in any way be assumed to expect discrepan-
cies between the two interlocutors’ maps, mismatching landmarks should force
participants to interrupt and discard their existing planning and adapt to un-
foreseen circumstances. Difficulties in dealing with situations involving change
or unpredictable events are a typical clinical characteristic of ASD (American
Psychiatric Association 2013: p. 50, Criterion B2). Recent phenomenological re-
search on the subjective experience of time has corroborated that some autistic
individuals not only evince reduced flexibility in planning, but also report a fear
of unexpected events and interruptions in pre-planned time (Vogel et al. 2019).

As Mismatches are unexpected and atypical events within the task-oriented
dialogue elicited throughMap Tasks, we can hypothesise that theywill cue repair
initiations or similar responses. As discussed above, such responses have been
associated with preceding extended gap transitions between speakers (≥700 ms).
Therefore, gaps are predicted to generally be longer for Mismatches than for
Matches.

Regarding the difference betweenMatches andMismatches across groups, two
alternative predictions can be considered:

1) It could be the case that turn-transitions differ more between Matches and
Mismatches for the ASD as compared to the CTR group. This prediction fol-
lows the argument that individuals on the autism spectrum might be gen-
erally more sensitive to disturbances from unexpected events and might
therefore also be affected more strongly by such events in the form of mis-
matching landmarks.
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2) Alternatively, it could be the case that turn-transitions differ less between
Matches andMismatches for theASD group compared to the control group.
This prediction follows the argument that all new information, even in the
form of expectable, matching landmarks, might be experienced as a kind
of interruption for individuals on the autism spectrum, thus potentially
levelling the playing field in the sense that Mismatches do not constitute a
marked departure from difficulties that are already routinely experienced
in conversation.

Although we are particularly interested in the effects of Mismatches as com-
pared to Matches, the very nature of the Map Task means that there will always
be considerably less data available for Mismatches. Not only is the effect of un-
expectedness greatly reduced with each subsequent occurrence of a Mismatch,
as will be seen, but the task would also be increasingly difficult to complete with
the addition of more Mismatches – and some dyads struggle to complete the
task with only the classic set-up involving two Mismatches. Therefore, an in-
crease in mismatching landmarks would make breakdowns in conversation far
more likely, yielding conversational data less representative of natural spoken
interaction.
For these reasons, it is not feasible to analyse equal amounts of data forMatches

and Mismatches. This might partly explain why there is no previous work inves-
tigating the effects of Mismatches on dialogue management in Map Tasks. As
such, it is worth keeping in mind that this analysis might best be conceptualised
as a qualitative case study. For the same reasons, i.e. paucity of (comparable)
data, I will limit myself in this section to a purely descriptive account and forego
Bayesian analysis as performed in other sections. Effect size estimation using
Cohen’s 𝑑 (Cohen 1988) will be reported for the main results in order to give a
clearer idea of differences between groups and types of landmark.

4.4.3.2 Data

All turn transitions following utterances in which a new landmark was intro-
duced entered into analysis, except in the rare cases where more than one land-
mark was introduced within the same interpausal unit. In such cases, only the
landmark that was mentioned last, at the end of the respective utterance, was
included.

As this analysis is focussed on effects of unexpectedness, I will concentrate
mainly on the first out of the two Map Tasks that each dyad completed. It will in
fact be shown that effects of unexpectedness are already drastically diminished
once the very first Mismatch (on the first set of maps) has been introduced.
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The total number of turn transitions produced following the introduction of
landmarks was 166 (123 after Matches, 43 after Mismatches). Note again the lim-
ited amount of data and, as a result, the inescapably qualitative character of this
part of the analysis.

4.4.3.3 Results

I will first present a continuous and categorical analysis of turn-timing and then
specifically consider 1) differences between the first and subsequentmismatching
landmarks in the task as well as 2) differences between the first and the second
Map Task.

Continuous analysis

A continuous FTO analysis shows that the CTR and the ASD group produced
very similar turn-timing following Mismatches, in the form of long gaps around
700ms. Note that this is a considerably highermean FTO value thanwe have seen
in the overall results (§4.4.1.1). Following Matches, however, the groups showed
divergent behaviour, with the ASD group producing longer FTO values overall
than the CTR group.

CTR speakers evinced turn-timing followingMatches representative of typical
values, as documented in the preceding sections and in previous studies. The
mean FTO value for turn transitions after introduction of Matches in the CTR
group was 101 ms (SD = 490). The respective density curve for the CTR data (grey
curve in the right panel of Figure 4.10) shows a leptokurtic distribution with few
extreme values and slightly more gaps than overlaps in the overall distribution.

ASD speakers on the other hand produced an unusually high mean FTO value
of 433 ms (SD = 863) in transitions following the introduction of Matches. Al-
though the median FTO value and the overall shape are similar to that of the
CTR group, we can see a platykurtic distribution skewed towards the right, in-
dicating more and longer gaps, which account for the difference in mean values
(grey curve in the left panel of Figure 4.10). A comparison of FTO values following
Matches between groups using Cohen’s 𝑑 reveals an effect size of 0.51 (medium
effect size) (Cohen 1988, Sawilowsky 2009).

Following the introduction of Mismatches, the ASD and the CTR group be-
haved in a strikingly similar way, producing median FTO values of approxi-
mately 700 ms (ASD: 745ms; CTR: 724ms) and means of around 900 ms (ASD:
920 ms (SD = 805); CTR: 857 ms (SD = 744); see yellow density curves in Figure
4.10). These FTO values represent long gaps, such as typically occur in situations
involving repair initiations due to misunderstanding or disagreement.
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Figure 4.10: Density plot of FTO values in milliseconds, by group and
Match/Mismatch. Negative values represent overlaps; positive values
represent gaps. ASD group on the left, control group on the right. FTO
values on the x-axis, density on the y-axis. FTO values for matching
landmarks are represented in grey; FTO values for mismatching land-
marks are presented in yellow.

Therefore, differences in turn transitions between the two groups were negli-
gible where mismatching landmarks occurred. A comparison of FTO values fol-
lowingMismatches between groups using Cohen’s 𝑑 reveals an effect size of 0.08
(negligible effect size).

Within groups, FTO values differed more between Matches and Mismatches
for the CTR group (Cohen’s 𝑑 = 1.36; large effect size) than for the ASD group
(Cohen’s 𝑑 = 0.58; medium effect size), as represented by the degree of overlap
between the grey and yellow curves in Figure 4.10. In other words, there was
a difference in turn-timing following Matches and Mismatches for both groups,
but this difference was less pronounced in the ASD compared to the CTR group.

Analyses at the dyad-level largely confirm these patterns, although there was
a very high degree of variability in the ASD group.

Categorical analysis

A categorical perspective can be particularly useful for the specific case of match-
ing vs. mismatching landmarks. Here, the same categorisation of transition types
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as in §4.4.2 is used – dividing into long overlaps, overlaps, smooth transitions,
gaps and long gaps – but, importantly, a No Response category is added.

As the name suggests, this category is used whenever a new landmark was
introduced in the Map Task by the instruction giver, but not verbally acknowl-
edged by the instruction follower. In other words, no floor transfer took place
(and no response token was produced). These cases are treated (and visualised)
as being conceptually adjacent to (very) long gaps. In essence, silence in such
cases was simply maintained by the instruction follower for such a long time
(1711 ms on average in the current data set) that the instruction giver eventually
felt entitled (or obliged) to self-select for the next turn, thereby precluding any
kind of turn transition between speakers. The expected silent gap between speak-
ers following a turn-relevance place was in these cases effectively replaced with
a period of intra-speaker silence (cf. Sacks et al. 1974).

Although the following results are presented as proportions of all transitions,
it is important to keep in mind the very limited sample size for this subset of the
data (absolute numbers are reported to add a sense of scale and context).

As can be seen in Figure 4.11, No Response cases (represented in beige) were
less common in the CTR group. In fact, there is only one such instance follow-
ing the introduction of matching landmarks (1.4%), and none at all following the
introduction of mismatching landmarks. In the ASD group, fewer instances of
newly introduced landmarks were verbally acknowledged. There were six cases
of non-response following Matches (9.8%) and, strikingly, two instances follow-
ing Mismatches (8.7%) as well.

Concerning the remaining transition types, we can see that followingMatches
(Panel A in Figure 4.11), ASD dyads produced more long gaps (32.8%; n = 20) than
CTR dyads (7.2%; n = 5). Conversely, ASD dyads produced fewer overlaps and
smooth (very short) transitions than control dyads. These differences were much
less evident following Mismatches (Panel B in Figure 4.11), with both groups
producing a similarly large proportion of long gaps, very few overlaps and no
smooth (very short) transitions whatsoever.

Comparison of first vs. second Mismatch and Map Task

To further test the assumption that unexpectedness played a role in these results,
we can compare transition times following utterances introducing the first vs. the
second Mismatch within a map as well as in the first vs. in the second Map Task
within a dialogue.

First, transitions following the first and the second Mismatch within the first
Map Task will be compared. Although the distributions for both the ASD and the
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Figure 4.11: Stacked bar charts by group showing proportions of differ-
ent types of turn transition. Values for matching landmarks in panel
A (top), values for mismatching landmarks in panel B (bottom). Both
panels contain two bars, with proportions for ASD participants on top
and proportions for CTR participants below. Transition proportions on
the x-axis: long overlap transitions (FTO ≤ -700 ms) in black, overlaps
(FTO -699 ms – -100 ms) in dark purple, very short (smooth) transitions
(FTO -99 – 99ms) in light purple, gaps (FTO 100 ms – 699 ms) in red,
long gaps (FTO ≥ 700 ms) in orange and non-responses (no verbal re-
action to mention of landmark) in beige.

CTR group peak at around 700 ms following mentions of either the first or the
second Mismatch, the distributions for the first Mismatch are more variable and
skewed considerably towards longer gaps (reflected in an across-groups mean
value of 1228 ms; values were nearly identical across groups) compared with the
second Mismatch (mean = 887 ms), as shown in Figure 4.12. This analysis also
makes it clear that there were virtually no overlapping transitions after the intro-
duction of Mismatches (inMap 1). These results seems to confirm the assumption
that effects of unexpectedness will be diminished with the introduction of sub-
sequent Mismatches.

Zooming out and considering differences between the first and the secondMap
Task within a recorded dialogue, we can see that, following completion of the
first task, the effects associated with unexpectedness diminished. In other words,
transitions following Mismatches had shorter FTO values in Map 2 compared to
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Figure 4.12: Density plots of FTO values by group and order of Mis-
match. First Mismatch in the dialogue in black, second Mismatch in
orange. ASD group on the left, CTR group on the right.

Map 1 overall, with some interesting group differences.
For theASDgroup, FTO values inMap 2were similar followingMatches (mean

= 350 ms; SD = 586) and Mismatches (mean = 480 ms; SD = 630). The effect
size of this difference is small (Cohen’s 𝑑 = 0.21), smaller still than for the same
comparison in Map 1 (𝑑 = 0.58; see §4.4.3.3).

For the CTR group, there was a greater difference than in the ASD group be-
tween FTO values followingMatches (mean = 273 ms; SD = 304) andMismatches
(mean = 622 ms; SD = 605) in Map 2 (as for Map 1). The effect size of this differ-
ence is medium (Cohen’s 𝑑 = 0.74). This difference is greater than for the same
comparison within the ASD group, but still far smaller than for the same com-
parison within the CTR group in Map 1 (𝑑 = 1.36; see §4.4.3.3).

In sum, turn transitions following Mismatches were shorter in Map 2 com-
pared to Map 1, likely reflecting a diminished effect of unexpectedness and a
concordant decrease in misunderstandings and the need for repair.

In the next section, we will expand our focus once again and consider the
entire data set in concentrating on aspects beyond turn transitions.
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4.4.4 Beyond transitions: Within-overlaps, signal analysis and
speaking times

In this section, I will first present an analysis of within-speaker overlaps (where
no floor transfer to another speaker takes place), including the presence or ab-
sence of backchannels in overlap. Second, overall proportions of silence (i.e. with-
in-speaker pauses combined with between-speaker gaps) compared to overlap-
ping and single-speaker speech will be considered, including an analysis of the
distribution of overall speaking times within dyads.

4.4.4.1 Within-speaker overlaps

Within-overlaps are cases where a portion of overlapping speech is not followed
by the floor being transferred to another speaker (in direct contrast to between-
overlaps, as laid out in §4.3 and Figure 4.1). I will briefly characterise the nature
and distribution of within-overlaps across groups in this section. In short, and
similarly to overall turn-timing behaviour, results were comparable for autistic
and non-autistic dyads.

Within-overlaps were typically very short, with an almost identical average
duration across groups. The mean within-overlap duration for the ASD group
was 380 ms (SD = 290) and the median was 314 ms. The mean within-overlap
duration for the control group was 382 ms (SD = 279) and the median was 300
ms.

Not coincidentally, these durations almost exactly equal the mean duration of
backchannels in the data set (378 ms; SD = 158), as 71.6% of ASD within-overlaps
and 70% of CTR within-overlaps contained backchannels (and often consisted
solely of a single backchannel). Overlaps containing backchannels can be consid-
ered principled or sanctioned. In other words, such overlaps don’t constitute true
interruptions, as backchannels are listener signals encouraging the interlocutor
to hold the floor, rather than being the start of a competing turn by the inter-
locutor (see Chapter 5 for an in-depth analysis of backchannelling behaviour).
Conversely, then, 28.4% of ASDwithin-overlaps and 30% of CTR within-overlaps
can be considered true interruptions, of a kind that was not resolved by a floor
transfer.

Although the group-level pattern reflects the behaviour of individual dyads ac-
curately overall, it is interesting to note that the three dyads with the largest pro-
portions of unprincipled overlaps (i.e. not containing backchannels) were dyads
from the ASD group (≥60% unprincipled overlaps in each case).
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Around 50% of between-overlaps, which were part of the FTO analyses in the
preceding sections, also contained, or consisted solely of, one or multiple back-
channels (ASD: 53.1%; CTR: 52.1%). It was ascertained that excluding these back-
channel-containing overlaps does not change the results from the FTO analysis
in any meaningful way, and therefore overlaps containing backchannels were
included in the analysis of turn transitions reported above.

4.4.4.2 Overall signal: Silence, overlap and single-speaker speech

In the following, all IPUs and the silent spaces between them are considered (and
not only turn transitions, as in the preceding sections).

Both groups of speakers produced virtually identical proportions of silence,
overlaps and single-speaker speech. In both cases, almost three quarters of dia-
logue were taken up by speech from a single speaker (ASD: 72.5%; CTR: 73.1%),
almost one quarter consisted of silence within or between speakers (ASD: 24%;
CTR: 22.2%) and the small remainder was made up of overlapping speech from
both interlocutors (ASD: 3.5%; CTR: 4.7%).

These results are remarkable for their great consistency not only across groups,
but also across dyads (as shown in Figure B.3 in Appendix B). This finding adds
to the extensive evidence in favour of the assertion made (prior to availability of
any extensive quantitative evidence) in Sacks et al. (1974) that “[i]t has become
obvious that, overwhelmingly, one party talks at a time” (p. 699).

Considering the overall amount of speech material, we can observe that speak-
ers from the CTR group produced almost exactly twice as many IPUs (12121) as
those from the ASD group (6211). This is mainly, but not entirely, due to the
fact that ASD dyads were on average considerably quicker to complete the Map
Tasks (mean time to completion: 14 minutes 40 seconds) than CTR dyads (mean:
26 minutes). Dialogue durations ranged from 9 minutes (ASD dyad M04_M05)
to 49 minutes (CTR dyad M09_M10). Dyads from the ASD group accounted for
the four shortest dialogues, while dyads from the CTR group accounted for four
out of the five longest dialogues.

Although average dialogue durations were subject to a high degree of by-dyad
variability in both groups, Bayesian modelling confirms a robust difference be-
tween groups. Linear regression with a log-normal distribution was used for
the measure of overall dialogue duration in seconds (𝛿 = 566; 95% CI [51, 1149];𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.97; details in the accompanying files).

The other main reason why there are more IPUs in the CTR group (in total and
per minute of dialogue) is that in CTR dialogues, dyads produced more turn tran-
sitions. In other words, dialogues between non-autistic individuals entailed more
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frequent switches between the roles of listener and speaker (i.e. floor transfers
per minute of dialogue).

Correspondingly, CTR dyads produced shorter utterances overall. IPUs pro-
duced by one speaker at a time (as opposed to speech from both interlocutors
at once) had a mean duration of 1318 ms (SD = 1277) in the CTR group and 1424
ms (SD = 1369) in the ASD group (note the high degree of variability). Further-
more, portions of overlapping speech tended to be longer in the CTR group, but
silences tended to be longer in the ASD group. Effect sizes are very small in both
cases, however, and are unlikely to indicate any truly meaningful or generalis-
able differences.

Taking speaker roles (instruction giver/follower) into account allows us to ob-
serve that, rather unsurprisingly, instruction givers had about twice as much
speaking time (52.1%) as instruction followers (24.1%) on average. This pattern is
consistent across groups as well as dyads and can, to some extent, be explained
by the fact that IPUs were longer for instruction givers (mean = 1526 ms; SD =
1366) than for instruction followers (mean = 1089 ms; SD = 1170).

4.4.4.3 Speaking time within dyads

In this section, I will introduce a measure for relative speaking times within
dyads. This score simply indicates whether and to what extent one speaker with-
in a dyad spoke more than the other. For instance, if 70% of a dialogue consists of
single-speaker speech, in a perfectly balanced dyad speech from each interlocu-
tor would account for one half of that (or 35% of the total), resulting in a score
of 0. In other words, in such a perfectly balanced dyad, speech from each of the
two participants would have the same overall duration. The lower the score, the
more balanced the contributions from the two interlocutors. That is, if one per-
son spoke more than the other, say with speech by Speaker A taking up 30%
of overall dialogue duration and speech by Speaker B taking up 40% of overall
duration, the resulting score would be 10 (40 - 30).

As can be seen in Figure 4.13, there was a clear tendency for autistic dyads to be
less well-balanced in terms of speaking time. In the CTR group, four out of seven
CTR dyads had almost perfectly equal speaking times (less than 1% difference
in overall speaking time for the lowest three), whereas in the ASD group, only
one out of seven dyads had a score of less than 5. In line with the other analyses
presented in this work, this pattern does, however, not signify that there was a
clear line that could be drawn between the behaviour of the two groups, due to
pervasive dyad-specific effects. For instance, one ASD dyad had very balanced
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speaking times and one CTR dyad was one of the least balanced overall. The
average score across groups was 10 for the ASD group and 5 for the CTR group.

Figure 4.13: Speaking timeswithin dyads. The lower the score, themore
balanced the speaking times of the interlocutors within one dyad. ASD
group in blue, CTR group in green.

Asmentioned above, instruction givers tended to have twice asmuch speaking
time as instruction followers. Combined with the fact that, for many dyads, Map
Task 2 took less time to complete than Map Task 1, it follows that one speaker
was instruction giver for longer than the other in such dyads. A detailed qualita-
tive investigation confirms that this played no important role in accounting for
overall speaking times, however, as dialogue in the later stages of longer Map
Tasks consisted of relatively balanced input from both speakers in most cases.

4.4.4.4 Overview plots

Finally, I will present visualisations of the conversational data underlying all the
different findings discussed in this book, such as turn-timing and speaker con-
tributions, but also length of task and further aspects discussed in later chapters
such as backchannels and filled pauses, in one single plot per dyad.

A Praat script was used to separately plot all IPUs for both speakers within
each dyad, with special annotations for backchannels and filled pauses and high-
lighting time frames for detection, discussion and resolution of the first Mis-
match. The script was adapted from the method used and discussed in Sbranna,
Cangemi, et al. (2021), which in turn has many commonalities with the visualisa-
tion techniques used in Trouvain & Truong (2013), Campbell (2007); see Cangemi
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et al. (2023) for a further application and extension of this approach in the context
of schizophrenia.

I will present and briefly describe two example plots below. The rest of the
plots can be found in the folder “turnation” of the accompanying repository at
https://osf.io/6vynj/ (for in-depth inspection, it is ideal to view these plots on
screen as individual files).

Plots can be read like the written page in theWestern tradition, i.e. from left to
right and top to bottom. Each horizontal line represents one minute. Interpausal
units are represented as red and blue lines (one colour per speaker). Backchannels
are marked with lighter colours (pink and cyan, respectively). Filled pauses are
marked in grey. The section of the dialogue from detection to resolution of the
first Mismatch is marked with a green dotted line. The white space in the middle
of each dialogue shows the time between completion of Map Task 1 and start of
Map Task 2 (these data did not enter into analysis).

It is rather straightforward in this depiction to identify speaker roles, types of
turn transition, frequency and timing of backchannels and filled pauses as well as
overall task duration and different stages of dialogue. Most quantitative results
can be directly related to the overview plots in this way.

Our first example is dyad F23_M22, from the control group. The overview plot
is shown in Figure 4.14. This dyadwas chosen as it is representative of the average
behaviour in the CTR group in many regards. Map Task 1 and Map Task 2 were
completed within 16 minutes, with about 8 minutes spent on each task – shorter
than average for the CTR group. In both cases, the instruction giver (red in Map
1; blue in Map 2) has far more speaking time than the follower. Overall, however,
speaking times were almost perfectly balanced, with a difference score of only
0.2 (percent proportional to overall dialogue duration). The first Mismatch was
detected quickly and resolved in a relatively short amount of time. There were
slightly more floor transfers per minute than average, resulting also in a slightly
shorter average IPU length. The mean FTO for turn-timing was 220 ms, typical
for this group of speakers as well as for results from previous studies. The rates
of backchannels (pink/cyan), filled pauses (grey) and silent pauses (white spaces
within turns) produced were very close to the group average.

Our second example is dyad M07_M08, from the ASD group. The overview
plot is shown in Figure 4.15. This dyad was chosen as it represents relatively un-
usual behaviour along several dimensions. Here, overall task duration was very
short, with a total of only 10 minutes. Speaker M07 (blue lines) has considerably
more speaking time than speaker M08 overall, taking many turns in the roles of
both instructor (Map 1) and follower (Map 2). Overall, M07_M08 was the second
least well-balanced dyad in terms of speaking time within a dyad, with a score of
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Figure 4.14: Overview plot for dyad F23_M22 from the CTR group.
Speaker F23 in blue, speaker M22 in red. Backchannels in lighter
colours (pink/cyan), filled pauses in grey. The section of dialogue from
detection to full resolution of the first Mismatch is outlined in green.
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17. The dyad produced a relatively low number of floor transfers per minute, re-
sulting in an unusually highmean IPU duration. The first Mismatchwas detected
quickly, but took a relatively long time to be resolved. Although FTO was close
to the group average, the dyad produced an unusually high proportion of long
gaps (≥700 ms). Dyad M07_M08 produced by far the lowest rate of backchannels
per minute (pink/cyan) and a relatively high rate of both filled pauses (grey) and
silent pauses (white spaces within turns).

Figure 4.15: Overview plot for dyad M07_M08 from the ASD group.
Speaker M07 in blue, speaker M08 in red. Backchannels in lighter
colours (pink/cyan), filled pauses in grey. The section of dialogue from
detection to full resolution of the first Mismatch is outlined in green.

I will refer back to some of the overview plots in the general discussion (Chap-
ter 6), where findings from the different parts of this book are tied together in
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order to reveal general characteristics of conversation and intonation for each
ASD dyad.

4.4.5 Prosodic realisation

Although the analysis of turn-timing in this book does not specifically focus on
prosodic aspects, I did examine whether speakers used intonational cues to turn-
ends (and beginnings) in ways that are comparable between groups and to what
has been reported in previous studies. In this section, I will give a brief insight
into methods and results, reserving a full account for future publications.

Examples for commonly found prosodic constructions are downstep, late pitch
peak, or, more closely related to the current investigation, turn-switch and back-
channelling. Dimensions are automatically extracted from a given data set along
with summary plots and a list of time-stamped examples of the relevant construc-
tion. Identifying the significance and function of the dimensions provided by the
automatic PCA procedure is left to the researcher. However, by inspecting the
summary plots and relating them to the list of examples in the data set, as well
as to previous research using the method, it is very straightforward to identify
the most common constructions.

The most relevant construction for the investigation of turn-timing is what
Ward (2019) calls the “Basic Turn-Switch Construction” (also discussed in Ward
& Gallardo 2017). Ward (2019) describes this construction as follows:

About a second before ending a turn, the speaker typically produces a bun-
dle of characteristic features, including higher pitch, narrower pitch range,
and lengthening. This is followed by a region of lower pitch and increased
creakiness, and then a half second later the turn end….the prosody after-
wards, as the new speaker takes the turn, is also significant. As the loadings
suggest, this commonly is high in pitch, and also loud, reduced and creaky
(pp. 142–145).

The results of PCA applied to the current data set reveal that both groups of
speakers marked turn ends and beginnings in a way that is highly compatible
with the above description. More importantly, there was no obvious difference
between groups. None of this should come as too much of a surprise, given that
1) we have seen that all dyads in the data set under study produced typically
rapid turn-timing for the vast majority of the dialogue and 2) experimental ev-
idence suggests that such split-second precision in turn-timing is only possible
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when all relevant linguistic cues, including prosodic cues, are present in the sig-
nal (Barthel et al. 2017, 2016, Bögels & Levinson 2017, Bögels & Torreira 2015,
Torreira & Bögels 2022).

Figure 4.16 shows the loadings of the relevant dimension in the PCA analysis
for both the CTR and the ASD group. These plots closely resemble the example
given in Ward (2019: p. 143). This confirms that the present findings, for both
groups, are compatible with those of previous studies. Specifically, turn-endings
in the data set under study tended to be marked by falling pitch, lengthening
and creakiness, while turn-beginnings tended to be marked by high pitch, high
intensity and creakiness.

The plots are read such that the top half of each graph represents one speaker
in a dialogue and the bottom half represents their interlocutor. Time flows from
left to right on the x-axis and plots are centred at the core of the prosodic con-
struction at 0 milliseconds – in this case the precise moment of turn transition
from one speaker to the next. For each parameter, as the relevant curve goes
up beyond the central line, values are higher than average and as it goes down,
values are lower than average. If we focus, for instance, on the line represent-
ing intensity, we can see that intensity drops (to silence) at the zero-millisecond
mark for the speaker on top, while it rises (from silence) for the other speaker
(in both the CTR and the ASD group).

These results clearly indicate that prosodic aspects of turn-taking were equiva-
lent across groups and that the intonational marking of turn ends and beginnings
conforms to what has been reported in previous studies. One shortcoming of the
PCA approach is that it is not very well suited to in-depth analysis at the dyad
level, or of shorter time windows (e.g. for an analysis of the earliest stages of
dialogue only). Not enough data are available in such cases to guarantee a ro-
bust analysis with reliable extraction of all relevant dimensions. Thus, it remains
for future studies to investigate prosodic aspects of dyad-specific behaviour as
well as differences between different stages of dialogue. From a more general
perspective, the approach demonstrated here might be used to narrow the still
considerable gap between quantitative and qualitative traditions in research on
turn-taking (and conversation analysis more generally). Such an approach is al-
ready inherent in themethodology designed and described byWard (2019), as the
decidedly quantitative computational black box that is PCA is here employed to
produce a list of timestamped examples of conversational behaviour which are
then to be examined and described qualitatively and in great detail. In this way,
the sheer analytical power of quantitative approaches can be harnessed in or-
der to facilitate the detection of examples best suited to an in-depth qualitative
analysis.
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Figure 4.16: Loading plots for the Basic Turn-Switch Construction as re-
vealed by principal component analysis. CTR group on top, ASD group
on the bottom. See text for details.
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4.5 Discussion

To conclude this chapter, I will summarise the relevant findings, discuss their
implications, situate them in the landscape of previous research, point out the
limitations of the study and sketch some directions for future work.

4.5.1 Summary

An in-depth analysis of turn-timing in German-speaking adults with and with-
out a diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder was presented. This is the first study
of turn-timing in conversations between autistic adults and one of the first in-
depth studies of turn-timing in German. It was found that autistic dyads behaved
similarly to non-autistic dyads in many respects. For example, there was no reli-
able group-difference for overall FTO values (representing the timing of turns). A
closer look at different stages of dialogue revealed that autistic dyads did in fact
behave differently from control dyads, but only in the earliest stages of dialogue,
where they produced more long gaps.

Another difference between groups was found in the realisation of turn transi-
tions directly following the introduction of new landmarks. Both groups reacted
to mismatching landmarks early in the task by producing many long gaps, re-
flecting the fact that such unexpected events are almost bound to lead to misun-
derstanding and repair. However, only the ASD group produced a similarly high
proportion of long gaps following the introduction of matching landmarks.

It is important to point out that turn-timing behaviour, as all other aspects of
intonation and dialogue management discussed in this book, revealed no clear
dividing line between the ASD group and the CTR group. Dyad-specific analyses
have shown that around half of the autistic dyads showed behaviour within the
range of CTR dyads for most of the dimensions investigated.

It was further shown that, for both groups, overlaps within speaker turns were
typically very short, often consisting only of a single backchannel token, and
that half of all overlaps contained backchannels. The speaking times between
interlocutors within dyads tended to be less balanced in the ASD group. Finally,
no group difference in the prosodic realisation of turn-ends and turn-beginnings
was found.

4.5.2 Implications and interpretation

In the following, I will discuss the implications of some of the results covered in
this chapter and place them in the context of previous research. I will first cover
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overall turn-timing and then the subset of transitions following the introduction
of new landmarks, and concludewith a brief comparison of results on turn-taking
in ASD with results on turn-taking in second language speech.

4.5.2.1 Turn-timing: Longer gaps in the early stages of conversation

The finding that differences in turn-taking between groups, in the form of longer
gaps in the conversations of autistic dyads, were found only in the earliest stages
of dialogue shows that autistic speaker pairs successfully established a degree of
rapid turn-timing that is essentially indistinguishable from that of non-autistic
dyads, but that they did not do so instantly (cf. Levitan et al. 2015). Arriving at
such equivalent turn-timing behaviour appears to be literally a matter of time
for dyads in the ASD group, as it seems to be independent of conversational
content (here, progress in the Map Task or, more specifically, encountering and
discussing the first Mismatch).

Given that listeners are very sensitive to even small differences in turn-timing
(Kendrick & Torreira 2015) and form personality impressions about speakers ex-
tremely rapidly (McAleer et al. 2014), the overall turn-taking style of the ASD
group may still be perceived as odd or unusual, at least by typically developed
listeners. This holds true even though there was no robust difference between
autistic and non-autistic dyads for most of the dialogue – precisely because the
relevant differences are found during the earliest stages of conversation.

These specific differences should, however, not overshadow the general find-
ing that, at a global level, no robust differences were found in conversations be-
tween autistic as opposed to non-autistic adults. This might be considered sur-
prising given that 1) it has been shown at length in previous work that achieving
rapid and precise turn-timing is highly challenging cognitively, as it can only be
achieved if speakers are able to accurately predict the communicative intentions
of their interlocutor (Bögels & Torreira 2015, De Ruiter et al. 2006, Gleitman et al.
2007, Wesseling & van Son 2005, Barthel et al. 2016), and 2) predicting the be-
haviour of others is a skill that many autistic individuals seem to struggle with
(Cannon et al. 2021).

The current findings clearly show that at least the kinds of relatively socially
motivated and skilled autistic adults investigated in this study, and at least when
conversing in disposition-matched (ASD–ASD) dyads, are perfectly able to pro-
duce turn-timing of the same speed and precision as has been described for con-
versations between adults without a diagnosis of ASD. The related observations
that, compared to the CTR group, speakers in the ASD group did not use more
filled pauses (see §5.4) and produced turn-ends and beginnings with the same
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intonational realisation as the CTR group (see §4.4.5) furthermore discourage
alternative explanations for equivalent turn-timing across the two groups (e.g.
that although the utterances of autistic dyads were produced with the same tim-
ing, they may have differed in terms of informativeness or prosodic detail). An
alternative or complementary theory would be that factors such as perspective-
taking or Theory of Mind simply play less of a role in turn-taking (and perhaps
even ASD in general; see Williams 2021) than has previously been assumed.

The results presented here extend the numerous findings on the apparent uni-
versality of turn-timing for the first time to conversations between autistic adults.
On the one hand, this strengthens the notion that turn-taking is a fundamental as-
pect of human interaction, and one that is apparently very similar across groups
of speakers with different cognitive, cultural and linguistic backgrounds. On the
other hand, the subtle differences between the CTR group and the ASD group
detected by taking into account temporal dynamics suggest that similarly subtle
differences between other groups of speakers may yet to be discovered. It is pos-
sible that a focus on the undeniably remarkable similarities of turn-timing across
populations and contexts has overshadowed subtle differences at smaller scales,
which might only be discovered with the use of more fine-grained qualitative
and quantitative approaches.

4.5.2.2 Transitions following expected vs. unexpected information

An analysis of only the turn transitions following the introduction of new land-
marks revealed that both groups produced long gaps of around 700 milliseconds
following the introduction of mismatching landmarks. This is a value typical of
situations involving misunderstanding, non-affiliating answers or repair initia-
tions, which featured prominently in almost all interactions following the intro-
duction of at least the first landmark to unexpectedly differ between maps.

A difference between groups was found only for transitions following the in-
troduction of matching landmarks. In these cases, no effects of misunderstand-
ing or surprise are expected and indeed non-autistic dyads produced transitions
with typical short gaps. Autistic dyads, on the other hand, produced longer gaps,
meaning that in this group only, gaps were relatively long following the introduc-
tion of both matching and mismatching landmarks. Additionally, it was shown
that ASD speakers in certain cases also provided no verbal reaction to the intro-
duction of new landmarks, even for Mismatches.

It is highly unusual not to explicitly acknowledge new – albeit expected –
information (see the 1.5% non-response rate following Matches for the control
group). However, such verbal acknowledgement is not strictly necessary from
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a functional perspective. Cases such as the 10.9% of non-responses following
Matches for the ASD group do not directly prevent participants from being able
to complete the Map Task by transferring the given route from one map to the
other. This is not true, however, in the case of Mismatches. Here, it would seem
necessary to directly address the issue at hand and to initiate a repair, or ques-
tion the interlocutor’s statement, in order to re-establish or strengthen common
ground and be in a position to complete the task appropriately. Hence, the 8.7%
rate of non-responses in Mismatches for the ASD group is particularly striking,
especially when considering that all 14 speakers in the control group addressed
each single occurrence of a Mismatch explicitly and verbally (always keeping in
mind the low sample size, which limits the generalisability of this finding).

The relatively frequent occurrence of long gaps and non-responses for both
kinds of landmark suggests that autistic dyads treated new information, whether
it was matching or mismatching across maps, as unexpected more often than
control dyads, who only showed a high proportion of long gaps in response to
unusual and unexpected events in the form of mismatching landmarks.

In principle, there could be many reasons for the longer between-turn gaps
in the ASD group. General delays in response production have been attested
for individuals on the autism spectrum in various studies on motor production,
language production and language perception (see e.g. Gernsbacher et al. 2008).
However, as the ASD group only differed from controls for Matches, and not for
Mismatches, it seems necessary to provide more specific explanations for this
difference. It could be speculated that autistic subjects simply did not describe
landmarks as clearly as controls, but a cursory content analysis suggests that
this is not the case. A more likely, if no less speculative, explanation may be
found in relating the current results to characteristic features of subjective time
experience in ASD (Zukauskas et al. 2009).

It has been claimed that for individuals on the autism spectrum, the present is
often experienced as a sequence of small, non-overlapping units or events which
are planned in advance (broadly in line with theories ofWeak Central Coherence;
Frith 2003, Happé et al. 2001). This can result in a fear of outside events interrupt-
ing an individual’s self-imposed and pre-planned temporal structure (Vogel et al.
2019). When unexpected outside influences do interrupt the present, the experi-
ence of time can appear discontinued and lead to what Vogel and colleagues refer
to as “interrupted time experience”. Time as experienced by most non-autistic
persons, on the other hand, seems to more closely resemble a series of stretched-
out and overlapping time windows with fuzzy boundaries (Vogel et al. 2020).
This latter representation should be far more robust to interruptions and unex-
pected events (for instance in the shape of new information being conveyed by
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an interlocutor) than the string of discrete, sequential and non-overlapping units
that has been described to characterise time perception for at least some autistic
persons.

Applying this perspective to the current data, it could be speculated that sub-
jective time experience in ASD was one reason for the fact that autistic dyads
reacted to the introduction of all new information (expected or unexpected) by
producing longer silent gaps – in contrast to non-autistic dyads, who produced
longer gaps only directly following the unexpected introduction ofmismatching
landmarks, which inherently contain an element of surprise.

4.5.2.3 Comparison to turn-timing in non-native dialogues

As pointed out above, the turn-timing analysis presented in this work is directly
comparable to only very few previously published studies. To expand the scope
and provide a wider sense of context, the same analogy as in other parts of this
book can be employed by comparing autistic language with bilingual, or non-
native, language production.

Second language (L2) learners might be expected to produce more and longer
silent gaps, as they are not only faced with the regular challenges inherent in
performing rapid turn-timing, but additionally with the considerable and multi-
faceted difficulties of communicating in a non-native language. This expectation
is strengthened by the two adjacent findings that 1) word naming in L2 speech
is delayed (Hanulová et al. 2011) and 2) the typical fast turn-timing patterns of
adult conversation are not reached in first language acquisition until around the
age of 9 (Casillas et al. 2016, Garvey & Berninger 1981).

To my knowledge, the first published study that includes a detailed discussion
of results on turn-timing in non-native speech is Galaczi (2014). The author ex-
amined conversations between 41 dyads that were recorded as part of Cambridge
English Language Assessment. Cambridge English is an exam board and organ-
isation which made major contributions to the development of the European
Union’s Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (Council of
Europe 2001) and continues to perform language assessments aligned with the
proficiency levels set out in this framework. The work of Galaczi (2014) is con-
ducted mostly in the tradition of qualitative Conversation Analysis. This entails
an analysis of turn-timing which is rather coarse compared to the methods ap-
plied in this book. Specifically, only a categorical analysis with three distinct
types of turn transitions was performed. Those categories were “latch/overlap”
(corresponding to any negative FTO values), “no-gap-no-overlap” (any gaps of
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500 milliseconds or less) and “pause” (gaps longer than 500 milliseconds). De-
scribing gaps of 0 ms and 500 ms equally as “no-gap” is exemplary of the prob-
lematic simplifications inherent in this approach. Galaczi (2014) reports that L2
English speakers with a lower proficiency tended to produce slightly higher pro-
portions of “pauses”, corresponding to longer silent intervals between speakers,
than L2 speakers with higher proficiency levels.

A more recent study by Sørensen et al. (2019) tested native Danish speakers
who were highly proficient in English performing a spot-the-difference task in
both their L1 and their L2. The authors report that FTO values in L2 speech were
either equivalent to those in L1 speech or, contrary to expectations, lower com-
pared to L1 speech, depending on whether conversations took place in silence or
in noise.

The results from these studies on non-native turn-timing can be related to the
findings described in the current work and in previous studies on turn-taking
in ASD. As the participants in the current study were motivated and socially
skilled autistic adults, one could really only expect to see parallels (if any) with
results from highly proficient L2 learners or bilingual speakers (as opposed to
less advanced learners; cf. §6.2.7). Indeed, the current results and those on highly
proficient L2 speakers in both Galaczi (2014) and Sørensen et al. (2019) reveal no
differences in turn-timing compared to the relevant control groups (non-autistic
native speakers). In contrast, results from previous work on autistic children
more closely align with what was found for beginner learners of an L2 in Galaczi
(2014) in revealing a tendency for longer silent gaps between speakers.

Although research on turn-taking in second-language speech is still very lim-
ited in scope, comparing non-native with autistic turn-timing holds promise for
future investigations, especially since more in-depth analyses of L2 turn-timing
have been proposed and exemplified recently in work by e.g. Sbranna, Cangemi,
et al. (2021), Sbranna, Wehrle, et al. (2021).

4.5.3 Limitations, extensions and future directions

Although I believe that the thoroughness and transparency of the analysis allows
us to draw certain conclusions on the basis of the experimental results with a
certain degree of confidence, naturally there are many factors to limit external
validity.

First, the behaviour of socially skilled German-speaking autistic adults was
analysed. There are many ways in which results might differ for individuals situ-
ated at different points on the autism spectrum, of different native language back-
grounds, and at different stages of development. The state of the art is such that
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we cannot directly compare the results at hand to any others on turn-timing in
ASD. An obvious extension of the present work would therefore be replications
with children and/or with adults speaking a language other than German.

Second, semi-spontaneous dialogueswithout eye contact between participants
were elicited. A multi-modal analysis of video-recorded interactions between
speakers with and without ASD could therefore add further crucial informa-
tion, as gaze and gesture have been shown to play important roles in dialogue
management (e.g. Mondada 2019, Auer 2018, McCleary & de Arantes Leite 2013,
Holler et al. 2018, Zellers et al. 2016, Bohus & Horvitz 2010). Recent work by De
Marchena et al. (2019) specifically shows that autistic speakers seemed to use
gesture more than non-autistic speakers to regulate turn-timing. Follow-up ex-
periments including recordings of gaze, posture and gesture are currently being
conducted (Spaniol et al. 2023). Regarding the contextual constraints inherent in
the Map Task, it is true that having to fulfil an unfamiliar task puts certain pres-
sures and limitations on participants and the resulting linguistic output, and this
may have affected speakers in the ASD group differently than those in the CTR
group. However, the restricted set of dialogue options and reduced chance of un-
expected events may in fact have suited the cognitive styles of autistic speakers
more than fully free and spontaneous conversation, which would in turn make
the between-group differences described in this paper all the more relevant.

Third, as the behaviour of disposition-matched dyads (ASD–ASD) was inves-
tigated here, perhaps most obvious would be an extension to also include mixed
dyads (ASD–CTR). The overwhelmingmajority of experimental work on commu-
nication in ASD has in fact been conducted using mixed dyads only. Disposition-
matched dyads (ASD–ASD) rather than mixed dyads (ASD–CTR) were recorded
for two main reasons. First, there is quite simply a dramatic lack of research
on communication in ASD based on data from such matched dyads. Second, in-
vestigating the behaviour of disposition-matched dyads seems to me the most
promising way to gain insights into what might justifiably be called autistic com-
munication. Analysing the behaviour of mixed dyads makes it very difficult to
see beyond the patterns and potential difficulties arising from the interaction
of individuals with different cognitive styles (Milton 2020, 2012, Williams et al.
2021, McCracken 2021). While such insights are of great value in principle, they
cannot be interpreted conclusively and appropriately unless we first have a clear
picture of what characterises communication between autistic speakers.

This perspective, in the sense of a certain epistemic humility, extends to the
study at hand. For instance, while we can accurately say that the ASD group
tended to produce longer silent gaps between turns than the CTR group in cer-
tain parts of conversations, by no means can (or should) we claim that this be-
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haviour is simply “wrong” or “inappropriate” in any way. Not only do we have
to recognise the very likely possibility that autistic dialogue strategies diverge
from those of non-autistic peers in ways that are the most appropriate and func-
tional for this group in the given situation. We also have to acknowledge that we
cannot say for sure whether long gaps, produced by any group of speakers, are
appropriate or not in a given context without conducting a comprehensive qual-
itative analysis that takes into account the context of turn transitions. Previous
work assures us, for instance, that long gaps are typical and expected in the di-
rect context of verbal exchanges involving misunderstanding or non-alignment
(Kendrick & Torreira 2015, Kendrick 2015, Roberts & Francis 2013).

It is beyond the scope of this work to exhaustively analyse how many cases
of long gaps were indeed produced in just such contexts for each group, but
the detailed analysis of different stages of dialogue gives us a proxy for such
an analysis. It was shown that gaps were longest for the ASD group before de-
tection of the first Mismatch (whereas values were comparable throughout the
dialogue for the CTR group). This makes it clear that these cases of long-gap
transitions are not specifically linked to unexpected events as part of the task it-
self, but rather reflect the previously attested observation that people diagnosed
with ASD tend to have more difficulties with, and tend to be less comfortable
in, situations involving newness or uncertainty. Conversely, it was shown that
dyads from the CTR and the ASD group produced equally long gaps immedi-
ately following the introduction of mismatching landmarks, but that dyads from
the ASD group produced longer gaps immediately following the introduction of
matching landmarks compared to the CTR group.

In essence, autistic dyads thus produced many long gaps in various situations
sharing an element of novelty, while non-autistic dyads only produced long gaps
in the context of particularly challenging aspects of the experimental task itself
(such as the introduction of an unexpected mismatch). Generally speaking, us-
ing such long gaps may be an effective strategy for navigating challenging and
unusual situations, and it is employed by both groups of speakers in the data set
under study. The difference, then, lies only in the fact that this strategy was used
by dyads from the ASD group in a wider variety of contexts. The best way to test
such assertions experimentally would be to conduct perception tests in future
studies. This would make it possible to assess and compare just how meaningful
the differences in turn-timing found here are (perceived to be) for both autistic
and non-autistic listeners, and to what extent such differences might influence
understanding as well as character judgements.

I mentioned second-language speech as an analogous and similarly under-
studied area in research on turn-taking. This equally applies to communication
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in schizophrenia. Beyond a small number of published papers (Breitholtz et al.
2021, Howes et al. 2017, Lucarini et al. 2021, Cangemi et al. 2023), we do not
know much about dialogue management in schizophrenia. A comparative study
of turn-taking in ASD and in schizophrenia could help to shed light on differ-
ences and similarities between the two groups and, by extension, on social inter-
action and neurodiversity in general.

Finally, triadic instead of dyadic conversation, as investigated e.g. in the afore-
mentioned studies by Auer (2018), Breitholtz et al. (2021) can serve as a highly
promising extension to general findings on turn-taking in dialogue and could
equally usefully be applied to the specific case of turn-taking in ASD.
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5.1 Introduction

This part of the book is dedicated to a comparative analysis of backchannels (BC;
listener signals such as mmhm or okay) and filled pauses (FP; hesitation signals
such as uhm) by speakers with and without a diagnosis of autism spectrum dis-
order.

Backchannels are a ubiquitous and essential feature of spoken interaction.
They are used predominantly by listeners to support the ongoing turn of the in-
terlocutor and to signal understanding and agreement (see references in §5.3.1).
Previous research has shown that listeners are highly sensitive to the exact re-
alisations of backchannels and that they judge deviations from typical forms
(by e.g. non-native speakers) as negative (e.g. Li 2006). Previous research on
backchannelling in ASD is limited to two studies.

It was found that in the corpus of Map Task dialogues under investigation, the
backchannel productions of autistic speakers were characterised by 1) a lower
rate of BCs per minute (particularly in the early stages of dialogue), 2) less diver-
sity in the use of different BC types and 3) a lower degree of flexibility and diver-
sity in the mapping of different intonation contours to different BC types. These
results can be interpreted as reflecting more general characteristics of autistic
people engaged in communicative social interaction, namely differences in how
and to what extent interest and attention are expressed towards an interlocutor
as well as a tendency for more stable (or less flexible) patterns of behaviour.

Filled pauses are another kind of discourse marker which is extremely com-
mon in spontaneous speech (see references in §5.4.1). In contrast to backchannels,
filled pauses are used by speakers to hold (or take) the floor (instead of giving
up their own as of yet incomplete turn) and to signal hesitancy and inchoate-
ness. Previous research on filled pauses in ASD is fairly limited and has yielded
somewhat mixed results.

No differences between groups were found regarding the rate of filled pauses
produced, nor the preference of one filled pause type (uhm) over the other (uh). In
contrast, group differences were found for intonational realisation, with autistic
speakers producing fewer FPs with the “default” level intonation contour and
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using a higher proportion of both falls and rises instead. Based on these results,
claims from previous studies on the use of filled pauses in ASD are critically
evaluated regarding the listener-oriented nature of filled pauses in general and
of uhm in particular.

Finally, a number of related phenomena were examined, showing that 1) ASD
dyads produced more long silent pauses, 2) there were longer silent intervals
following uhm than following uh (independent of FP duration) in both groups
and 3) CTR dyads produced more laughter per minute than ASD dyads.

Importantly, for all measures described in the rest of the chapter (and in the
book as a whole), group differences were indicative of robust trends across speak-
ers and dyads, but in all cases at least some autistic speakers and dyads behaved
within the range of the CTR group. In other words, there was considerable over-
lap between the ASD and the CTR group.

In the following, I will first summarise the data and methods used and then
turn to detailed analyses of backchannels and filled pauses. After a discussion of
silent pauses and laughter, I will finally summarise and interpret the most impor-
tant findings, point out limitations of the present study and suggest promising
avenues for future investigations.

The backchannel analysis (§5.3) has previously been reported in Wehrle, Vo-
geley, et al. (2023a), the filled pause analysis (§5.4) in Wehrle, Grice & Vogeley
(2023) and the silent pause analysis (§5.5) in Wehrle, Vogeley, et al. (2023b).

5.2 Data and analysis

The analysis is based on the same corpus of semi-structured Map Task dialogues
referred to throughout the book (see Chapter 2), that is, on approximately 5 hours
of speech produced by 28 native German adults, half of which had been diag-
nosed with autism spectrum disorder.

In total, 2371 backchannel tokens and 1027 filled pause tokens were extracted.
Backchannels were coded according to strict criteria, following the Acknowl-

edgement move in Carletta et al. (1997), but excluding repetitions. Thereby, all
utterances signalling that a speaker had heard and understood their interlocu-
tor were initially included. Importantly, all of the following were then excluded:
1) turn-initial backchannels (where a backchannel directly precedes a more sub-
stantial utterance by the same speaker, e.g. “Okay, and what’s next?”), 2) answers
to polar questions (such as “Do you see this?”) and 3) answers to tag questions
(such as “Near the corner, right?”). The remaining utterances were, therefore,
backchannels in a strict sense, as they were not part of a larger unit and were
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not explicitly invited by the interlocutor (e.g. through a question). Note that this
operationalisation of backchannels differs markedly from looser categorisations
such as the VSU (very short utterance) category used in e.g. Heldner et al. (2011),
Sbranna et al. (2023); see Fujimoto (2009) for a discussion regarding issues of
terminology in previous work on backchannels.

Filled pauses were defined as all hesitations roughly of the form ‘äh’ or ‘ähm’
in German. All tokens including a final nasal were included in the uhm category
and all tokens without a nasal were included in the uh category (the written
form <uh(m)> is used rather than <äh(m)> in order to remain consistent with
the terminology used in most previous research). Tokens with slightly different
vowel qualities which were clearly identical in function and comparable in form
were included. Additionally, a very small number of tokens that were realised
with only a nasal (/m/) were included in the uhm category, since in practice it
was very difficult to determine a threshold for distinguishing realisations with
short, reduced vowels (which can also be nasalised) followed by a nasal from
those consisting of nothing but a nasal.

All annotation and coding were performed by the first author as well as a
previously trained student assistant. In the very rare cases of ambiguity or dis-
agreement regarding the coding of an utterance, both annotators discussed the
issue and arrived at a unanimous solution.

For prosodic analysis of both backchannels and filled pauses, all tokens were
first hand-corrected and smoothed using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2021) and
mausmooth (Cangemi 2015) (cf. the analysis of intonation styles in §3.3.2). Then,
a custom Praat script was used to extract pitch values at 10% and 90% of token
duration and the difference between those values in semitones (with a reference
value of 1 Hz) was calculated, with positive values indicating pitch rises and neg-
ative values indicating falls (cf. Ha et al. 2016, Sbranna et al. 2022). Values at 10%
and 90% of token duration (rather than the very first and last values) were used
in order to minimise possible effects of microprosody and glottalisation that are
known to occur at the extreme edges of syllables. If there was no pitch infor-
mation available at either one of these time points (usually because there were
unvoiced segments at the edges or because non-modal voice quality was used),
the point of extractionwasmoved by 10%, yielding e.g. 20%–90% or 10%–80%win-
dows. This procedure was repeated up to a maximum of 40% at the beginning
and 70% at the end. The majority of pitch values, however, were extracted within
20% of start duration and 80% of end duration (>80% of tokens for BCs and 65%
for FPs). Finally, all extracted values were verified through a comparison with
the original extracted BC token and the smoothed pitch contour and any tokens
that were unsuitable for intonational analysis were excluded. This was typically
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the case for tokens with a very short vocalic portion and/or those produced with
creaky voice.

In the sections that follow, I will present background and results first for back-
channels (§5.3) and then for filled pauses (§5.4).

5.3 Backchannels

In this section, I will present a brief overview of research on backchannels, before
turning to an in-depth description of experimental results on dialogues between
German dyads with and without a diagnosis of ASD.

5.3.1 Background

Backchannels (BCs) are short utterances such as yeah or mmhm whose primary
function is to signal a combination of a listener’s 1) understanding of, 2) attention
to and 3) agreement with the interlocutor’s speech. Although there is generally
neither a conscious awareness of nor a formal set of rules for backchannelling,
it is nevertheless a ubiquitous and essential feature of spoken communication.
Backchannels have been a focus of linguistic research at least since the incep-
tion of conversation analysis in the 1970s (Clark & Schaefer 1989, Ehlich 1986,
Jefferson 1984, Schegloff 1982, White 1989, Fries 1952, Birdwhistell 1962, Yngve
1970, Kendon 1967).1

The highly influential work of Ward & Tsukahara (2000) has highlighted the
complexities of the precise prosodic, temporal and lexical realisation of backchan-
nels and backchannel-inviting cues in English and Japanese (see also e.g. Ward
2000, 2019, Ward et al. 2007). Previous work has also shown that the rate of BCs
produced and, more importantly, their specific lexical and intonational realisa-
tion, can have a profound influence on (perceived) communicative success and
mutual understanding, as well as on subjective judgements by conversational
partners. This has been explored both in the interactions of humans with vir-
tual agents in spoken dialogue systems (Fujie et al. 2004, Ward & DeVault 2016,
Ward & Tsukahara 1999) and in natural conversations, usually in cross-cultural
or comparative settings (e.g. Cutrone 2005, 2014, Dingemanse & Liesenfeld 2022,
Li 2006, Tottie 1991, Xudong 2008, Young & Lee 2004).

1Please note that, as mentioned elsewhere, I only focus on spoken language here, leaving aside
related visual feedback signals such as eye gaze, nods and gestures, for the simple reason that
conducting and analysing video recordings was note feasible at the time of data collection (see
§5.7.5).
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Various studies have shown that listeners are highly sensitive to the frequency
and temporal placement of backchannel tokens, suggesting that unusual realisa-
tions are likely to lead to misunderstandings and negative judgements. For in-
stance, Fujie et al. (2004) report that both the lexical content and, in particular,
the timing of backchannel feedback influenced the ratings of users interacting
with a robotic dialogue system. Cutrone (2005, 2014) investigated BC produc-
tions in dyadic interactions between Japanese EFL (English as a foreign language)
and British speakers and concluded that between-group differences in rate, type
and timing negatively affected intercultural communication. Similarly, Li (2006)
found differences in the rate of BCs produced in Mandarin Chinese compared to
Canadian English dialogues and, further comparing cross-cultural interactions,
reports that backchannelling can be a cause for miscommunication.

Further work has analysed the prosodic realisation of backchannels in various
languages in detail (Beňuš et al. 2007, Caspers 2000, Savino 2010, Stocksmeier
et al. 2007). The general consensus is that BCs are typically rising in Germanic
and Romance languages (but more often falling in, e.g., Japanese or Vietnamese;
see Ha 2012, Ha & Grice 2010), although there are increasing hints that there is
a complex interaction of this presumed “default” intonation contour with prag-
matic functions and choice of lexical type (see the results in this section and
subsequent related work in Sbranna et al. 2022). In a small number of pilot stud-
ies, the influence of the exact prosodic realisation of backchannels on listeners’
judgements and character attributions has been explored (Ha et al. 2016, Wehrle,
Roettger, et al. 2018, Wehrle & Grice 2019). Wehrle & Grice (2019) compared the
intonation of BCs in German and observed that Vietnamese learners of German
produced twice as many non-lexical BCs (mmhm) with a flat intonation contour
as German natives. As discussed in Ha et al. (2016) and supported by results from
a mouse-tracking experiment presented in Wehrle, Roettger, et al. (2018), a flat
BC contour in German might be interpreted to signal a lack of attention or inter-
est (see also Stocksmeier et al. 2007). These studies confirm the acute sensitivity
of listeners to even small differences in the acoustic realisation of backchannel
tokens.

Despite this variety of previous research, to the best of my knowledge, only
two studies have touched on the topic of backchannelling in autism. The first
of these studies qualitatively investigated the use of the Japanese conversational
token ‘ne’ in highly structured interactions (in conjunction with a neuroimaging
study). The authors report that ‘ne’ as a backchannel was not used at all by the
autistic children in the sample, whereas it was used frequently by non-autistic
children (Yoshimura et al. 2020). The second study analysed the use of BCs (and
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mutual gaze) in story-telling-based interactions and found a lower rate in autistic
and mixed as compared with non-autistic dyads of adults (Rifai et al. 2022).

Although this lack of previous studies is not entirely surprising given that re-
search on naturalistic conversations in ASD is still rare, there is a great theoreti-
cal and practical interest in further examining backchannelling in autistic popu-
lations in particular. Backchannels are implicit, other-oriented vocal signals with
a predominantly social function. Given the characteristic patterns of social com-
munication in ASD, it seems highly likely 1) that speakers with ASDmight be less
inclined to perform backchannelling at the same rate as non-autistic speakers (in
line with previous results) and 2) that BC productions might differ in subtle ways
between speakers with and without a diagnosis of ASD.

For the current study, conversations between dyads of German native speak-
ers who either both did or did not have a diagnosis of ASD were compared. The
rate of backchannels produced was analysed, taking into account different dia-
logue stages, as well as their lexical and prosodic realisation. The rate of BCs can
indicate how much speakers explicitly supported the ongoing turn of their inter-
locutor, and the early stages of a social interaction are known to disproportion-
ately influence personality judgements and character attributions (see §4.5.2.1;
McAleer et al. 2014). For the analysis of the lexical realisation of backchannels,
the aim was to connect the diversity of productions with the assumed general
tendency towards restricted behaviour in ASD. Finally, the intonational realisa-
tion of BCs was analysed in detail, as a broad range of previous work suggests
not only that prosody plays a special and potentially distinctive role in ASD (see
Chapter 3 and e.g. Krüger 2018, Grice et al. 2023,McCann& Peppé 2003, Paul et al.
2005), but also that intonation may be of particular relevance in the production
and perception of BCs (as pointed out above).

5.3.2 Results

In this section, I will present results first on the rate of backchannels, then on the
lexical types of backchannel used and finally on their prosodic realisation. The
duration of individual backchannel tokens was very consistent and practically
identical across groups, with a grandmean of 375ms (SD = 161), andwill therefore
not be considered in any more detail in the following.

5.3.2.1 Rate of backchannels

Overall, speakers in the ASD group produced fewer backchannels per minute of
dialogue, with an average of 6.9 BCs per minute compared to the CTR groupwith
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an average of 9.2 BCs per minute. Bayesian modelling strongly suggests that this
is a robust difference between groups (see below).

Analysis at the dyad-level confirms the impression from the group-level anal-
ysis. The four lowest mean values of backchannels per minute were produced by
autistic dyads (the lowest rate being 3 BCs per minute), while three out of the
four highest mean values were produced by non-autistic dyads (including the
highest rate, 12.3 BCs per minute); see Figure 5.1. Please note that, once more,
these data do not suggest a clear dividing line between the behaviour of autis-
tic and non-autistic dyads. They instead reveal a considerable degree of overlap
between groups. For instance, although the ASD group as a whole clearly pro-
duced fewer backchannels per minute, the dyad with the second-highest overall
rate was part of the ASD group.

Data were considered only at the level of the dyad, not the level of the individ-
ual, for this analysis, as the rate of backchannelling fundamentally depends on
the behaviour of the interlocutor and their production of silences and backchan-
nel-inviting cues, among other factors (and because interlocutors should not be
treated as independent by default due to factors such as accommodation to the
conversational partner; see e.g. results in §5.4.2.1 and Winter & Grice 2021).
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Figure 5.1: Rate of backchannels produced per minute of dialogue by
dyad. ASD group in blue, CTR group in green.

The group difference in the rate of BCs per minute of dialogue was not depen-
dent on different overall amounts of speech produced: as has already been estab-
lished (§4.4.4.2), extremely similar proportions of silence, single-speaker speech
and overlapping speech were produced by both groups. A related way of cor-
roborating this finding is to calculate the rate of BCs not per minute of dialogue
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but per minute of speech produced within a dialogue (i.e. excluding all stretches
of silence). This analysis yields an almost identical finding to the above, with a
lower rate for the ASD (9.1) compared with the CTR group (11.8). In other words,
the CTR group produced about 1.3 times more backchannels than the ASD group,
regardless of whether the rate of BCs per minute of dialogue or per minute of
speech is considered.

Bayesian modelling

A Bayesian model was fitted to the rate of backchannels per minute using nega-
tive binomial regression. Negative binomial regression is amore robust extension
of Poisson regression. The Poisson distribution is the canonical distribution for
characterising count data (Winter & Bürkner 2021). Both negative binomial re-
gression and Poisson regression were tested and the negative binomial model
was found to perform better. Negative binomial regression is also usually the
more conservative choice and thereby reduces the chance of Type I errors (Win-
ter & Bürkner 2021).

The input for the model was a data frame with one row per dyad containing
columns to specify the overall count of backchannels and the duration of the
respective dialogue. Total number of backchannels was used as the dependent
variable, with group as the independent variable and dialogue duration as the
offset (or exposure variable).

Bayesian modelling supports the observation that there was a difference be-
tween groups of autistic and non-autistic dyads. Model estimates show a lower
rate of BCs per minute for ASD dyads ( ̂𝛽 = 7.39, CI = [5.72, 9.57]) than for CTR
dyads ( ̂𝛽 = 9.64, CI = [7.47, 12.45]).

The group difference in the model is reported with the ASD group as the refer-
ence level. Mean 𝛿 = 2.25, indicating a higher rate of BCs in the CTR group. The
95% CI [-0.22, 4.88] includes zero by a small margin and the posterior probability𝑃(𝛿 > 0) is 0.94. Although these values reflect a more than negligible degree of
uncertainty, the overall tendency towards a higher rate of backchannels in non-
autistic speakers is very strong. At the very least, we can conclude that, based on
the model, the data and prior beliefs, it is far more probable that the difference
between groups is a robust effect.

Regularising weakly informative priors with a normal distribution were spec-
ified for the intercept (𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 12) and for the regression coefficient (𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 =
3) and used the default priors of the brms package for the shape parameter (𝛾 =
0.01).
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Stage of dialogue

For the comparison of dialogue stages, resolution of the first Mismatch was used
as the cut-off point. Detection of the first Mismatch was not used simply be-
cause for many dyads there was not enough backchannel data available prior
to detection of the first Mismatch to allow for a reliable comparison (five dyads
produced only seven BCs or less prior to detection of the first Mismatch; see also
§2.2, §4.4.1.3 and §4.4.1.4 for definition and analysis of dialogue stages).

At the group level, the pattern of the ASD group producing fewer backchan-
nels is shown to be very robust for the early stages of dialogue, but not for the
remainder; see Figure 5.2. Specifically, in the first few minutes of dialogue, the
ASD group produced an average rate of 5.8 backchannels per minute and the
CTR group produced an average rate of 9.8 backchannels per minute (𝛿 = 4). In
the remainder of the dialogue, rates were more similar between groups, with the
ASD group producing an average rate of 7.2 backchannels per minute and the
CTR group producing an average rate of 8.6 (𝛿 = 1.4).
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Figure 5.2: Rate of backchannels per minute by dialogue stage (before
and after resolution of the first Mismatch). CTR group in green, ASD
group in blue.
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Bayesian modelling clearly confirms the difference between groups in the
early stages of dialogue, but not in the remainder. Differences between groups
are presented with the ASD group as the reference level. Before resolution of the
first Mismatch, mean 𝛿 = 3.9, with a 95% CI of [0.9, 7.13] and a posterior probabil-
ity 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) of 0.98. This reflects a robust difference, with a higher rate of BCs
in the CTR group

After resolution of the first Mismatch, mean 𝛿 = 1.89, with a 95% CI of [-1.01,
4.89] and a posterior probability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) of 0.87. This is indicative of the same
trend as for the early dialogue stage, but does not signify a robust difference
between groups. This model contained dyad as a random factor, which was not
included in the model for the dialogue as a whole, as in that case there was only
one observation per dyad.

At the dyad level, we can see that a high degree of variability underlies the
group-level results, particularly in the ASD group, where by-dyad variability was
much greater than in the CTR group; see Figure 5.3. To compare rates in the
beginning and the remainder of the dialogue, ratios were calculated, such that a
ratio of two, for instance, represents twice as many backchannels after resolution
of the first Mismatch.

For all CTR dyads (bottom row in Figure 5.3), the rate of backchannels was
similar throughout the conversation, represented in ratios ranging from 0.78 to
1.19. In this group, two dyads produced almost exactly the same rate throughout
(with ratios of 1 and 1.05, respectively), one dyad produced fewer backchannels
in the beginning and three dyads produced more backchannels in the beginning
(see Table C.1 in Appendix C for ratios by dyad).

ASD dyads (top row in Figure 5.3) lie at the edges of the overall distribution,
with all of them producing either higher or lower ratios than any non-autistic
dyad. Ratios ranged from 0.64 to 2.78. No dyad produced the same (or nearly the
same) rate of backchannels throughout, four dyads produced fewer backchannels
in the beginning and three dyads produced more backchannels in the beginning.
It is important to note that the group level pattern is thus representative only of
the behaviour of a little more than half of all autistic dyads.

Speaker roles

In the analysis of speaker roles, rather than calculating rates of backchannel per
minute of dialogue, the relative duration of backchannels in proportion to the
duration of all speech produced (excluding silence) was calculated. A compari-
son based on overall dialogue duration would not be informative as it fails to
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Figure 5.3: Rate of backchannels per minute by dialogue stage (before
and after resolution of the first Mismatch) and dyad. The left dot in
each panel represents the rate for the beginning of the dialogue, the
right dot the rate for the remainder. ASD dyads on top and in blue,
CTR dyads on the bottom and in green.

acknowledge the fact that instruction followers produced far less speech overall
than instruction givers.

As backchannels are specifically a signal produced by the listener, it is not
surprising that instruction followers produced a much higher proportion of back-
channels than givers, in both the ASD group (followers: 11.2%; givers: 2.1%) and in
the CTR group (followers: 14.5%; givers: 3.4%). A by-dyad analysis confirms this
pattern while once again highlighting the greater variability in the ASD group.

5.3.2.2 Lexical realisation

In this section, the frequency of occurrence for different lexical types of BC is
examined. Backchannel tokens were divided into four main categories: genau
(‘exactly’), ja (‘yes/yeah’), okay and finally what I refer to as non-lexical back-
channels and transcribed mmhm. The vast majority of the tokens in the mmhm
category were produced with two energy peaks, leading to their perception as
‘disyllabic’ and corresponding to the orthographic form of the chosen category
label, ⟨mmhm⟩. Although the remaining tokens only had one clear energy peak
each, being closer in realisation to what might be transcribed as ⟨mm⟩ (or de-
scribed asmonosyllabic), theywere subsumed under the same category ofmmhm
as there is no clear and categorical distinction between these two types of pho-
netic realisation, but rather a continuum, and because the /mmhm/ realisation
(with two peaks) was far more frequent overall.
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The four main categories (genau, ja, mmhm, okay) cover 91.8% of all backchan-
nel tokens in the data set. All remaining tokens were classified as other. The most
frequent types of BC in this other category were gut (‘good/fine’), alles klar (‘al-
right’) and richtig/korrekt/exakt (‘right/correct/exactly’), in descending order of
frequency.

Results at the group level show that choice of backchannel type was very sim-
ilar between groups overall; see Figure 5.4. The most commonly used BC type
in both groups was ja (‘yes/yeah’), with proportions of 47.7% (ASD; n = 336) and
44% (CTR; n = 733), respectively. The second most frequent BC type differed be-
tween groups. The ASD group showed a stronger preference for mmhm (25.6%;
n = 180) than the CTR group (16.5%; n = 275), but in turn produced fewer okay
tokens (11.6%; n = 82) than the CTR group (20.5%; n = 341). The remainder was
made up of tokens from the genau (ASD: 7.4% (n = 52); CTR: 10.7% (n = 178)) and
other categories (ASD: 7.7% (n = 54); CTR: 8.4% (n = 140)).

Figure 5.4: Stacked bar charts by group showing proportions of differ-
ent backchannel types. ASD group on top, CTR group below.

Analysis at the level of the individual reveals some intriguing speaker-specific
variation that also has implications for the group comparison, but is hiddenwhen
only considering proportions averaged across speakers within a group. The gen-
eral trends seen in the group analysis are clearly reflected in the behaviour of
individual speakers and the choice of backchannel type remained similar across
groups. We can observe, however, that half of the ASD speakers used a narrower
range of BC types and showed clearer preferences for particular BC types over
others, compared to CTR speakers. These differences will be described first in
absolute terms and then using Shannon entropy as a measure of diversity.
All 14 speakers from theCTR group used all five categories of BCs (see overview

plot in Figure C.1 in Appendix C). This was not the case for the ASD group, in
which only 7 out of 14 speakers used BCs from all five categories, and only 9
speakers used BCs from all four main categories (excluding other). Additionally,
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ASD speakers accounted for six out of the seven clearest individual preferences.
For instance, speaker M10A produced 75% ja (n = 75) and two speakers from the
same dyad (M04_M05) both produced 69% ja (M04: n = 40; M05: n = 24). In con-
trast, most CTR speakers used a fairly even mixture of different BCs. Overall, 11
out of 28 speakers used just one type of BC for 50% or more of all BC tokens
produced, and 8 out of these 11 speakers (72%) were part of the ASD group.

Entropy as a measure of backchannel diversity

While the above pattern of results can be understood quite well through descrip-
tion and visualisation alone, this approach does not provide us with any quan-
tifiable measure of how diverse the production of different backchannel types
actually was for individual speakers or by group. (The focus here is on speakers
rather than dyads for the sake of clarity, but it was verified that analysis at the
dyad level yields equivalent results.) The measure of Shannon entropy can be
used as an index of diversity for this purpose (Shannon 1948). The higher the
value of entropy (𝐻 ), the more diverse the signal.

To give two extreme examples from the data set under investigation, Speaker
M13 from the CTR group had the highest entropy value (𝐻 = 2.23); see Figure
5.5. Like all non-autistic speakers, M13 produced backchannels from all five cate-
gories, and in this specific case, there was no strong preference for any one type.
The least frequent category was mmhm, with 13.3% (n = 16), and the most fre-
quent category was ja, with 34.3% (n = 36). This high degree of diversity or, in
other words, less predictable behaviour, is reflected in a higher entropy value.

By contrast, speaker M10A from the ASD group had the lowest entropy value
of all speakers (𝐻 = 1.18). Interestingly, this speaker in fact belonged to the 50%
of individuals from the ASD group who did use BCs from all five categories.
However, tokens were far from evenly spread out among these categories. M10A
used ja in 75% of cases (n = 75), followed bymmhmwith a proportion of 14% (n =
14), as shown in Figure 5.5. Such a clear preference for one type of backchannel
corresponds to a lower degree of diversity, or in other words, more predictable
behaviour, and is reflected in a lower entropy value.

Entropy values for all 28 speakers are shown in Figure 5.6, revealing a clear pat-
tern of higher entropy values for non-autistic speakers overall. Note that while
in this case there is a fairly clear separation between groups, there is still over-
lap between them. For instance, several autistic speakers have very high values
of entropy and one non-autistic speaker has the second lowest entropy value
overall.
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Figure 5.5: Stacked bar charts showing proportions of different back-
channel types for the two speakers with the highest entropy value
(M13, CTR group; 𝐻 = 2.23) and the lowest entropy value (M10A, ASD
group; 𝐻 = 1.18), respectively.
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Figure 5.6: Entropy as a measure of the diversity of lexical types of
backchannel produced, by speaker. ASD group in blue, CTR group in
green.

Bayesian modelling confirms that backchannels were more diverse in the CTR
group. A Bayesian model was fitted to entropy values by speaker using a log-
normal distribution. Model output shows that the difference between groups is
robust, in showing a lower estimated entropy value for the ASD group ( ̂𝛽 = 1.68,
CI = [1.53, 1.81]) than for the CTR group ( ̂𝛽 = 1.88, CI = [1.73, 2.04]).

The group difference in the model is reported with the ASD group as the ref-
erence level. Mean 𝛿 = 0.21, indicating higher entropy in the CTR group. The
95% CI [0.05, 0.38] does not include zero and the posterior probability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0)
is 0.99. The lower end of the 95% credible interval is relatively close to 0, but
because values are generally low (the maximum possible entropy value would
be 2.32) and and the posterior probability is very high, this can be considered as
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compelling evidence for the observation that CTR speakers were more diverse
in their production of BC types than ASD speakers.

Regularising weakly informative priors with a normal distribution were spec-
ified for the intercept (𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 0.5) and for the regression coefficient (𝜇 = 0, 𝛿
= 0.3) and used the default priors of the brms package for the standard deviation
of the likelihood function, Student’s t-distribution (𝜈 = 3, 𝜇 = 0, 𝛿 = 2.5).

Speaker roles and dialogue stages

The choice of backchannel type was consistent throughout conversations for
both groups. In other words, proportions of backchannel types were the same
for all stages of dialogue within each group.

Considering speaker roles, however, revealed some interesting differences in
the way backchannels were used by instruction followers compared to instruc-
tion givers; see Figure 5.7. For example, genau (‘exactly’) was used far more fre-
quently in the speech of instruction givers compared with followers (ASD: fol-
lowers 2.3% – givers 21.5%; CTR: followers 5% – givers 23.5%; see black bars in Fig-
ure 5.7). This was compensated for with a decrease of ja (‘yes/yeah’) andmmhm,
while the proportion of okay remained more or less constant. This pattern holds
true for the majority of individual speakers in both groups.

The most obvious explanation for this finding is that the backchannel token
genau (‘exactly’) is likely to be a semantically appropriate choice in many cases
for a speaker who possesses, provides and, crucially, confirms information re-
garding the route and landmarks, but less so for an instruction follower (and
vice versa for the non-lexical BC type mmhm).

5.3.2.3 Intonational realisation

As described in §5.2 above, all backchannel tokens were hand-corrected and
smoothed before undergoing prosodic analysis. No sufficient pitch information
for prosodic analysis could be extracted for 302 tokens; these were usually rather
short and/or produced with non-modal voice quality. After careful inspection of
the extracted pitch contours for the remaining tokens, a further 20 tokens that
were not suitable for intonational analysis were excluded (most of these were
produced with very creaky voice). Following this step, 2069 BC tokens remained
for analysis (87.3% of the original 2371). It is interesting to note that there was a
far lower proportion of the usually disyllabic and fully voicedmmhm type (5%) in
the subset of excluded tokens than in the full data set, reflecting the fact that the
other lexical types (e.g. okay) are inherently more susceptible to being realised
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Figure 5.7: Stacked bar charts by group and role showing proportions of
different backchannel types. For each group, instruction givers are dis-
played above instruction followers. ASD group in the top panel, CTR
group in the bottom panel.

in forms with reduced periodic energy, which in turn makes such realisations
problematic for prosodic analysis.

Finally, all tokens that were not part of the four main categories (ja, mmhm,
okay, genau) were excluded. This necessitated the exclusion of a further 137 to-
kens, leaving a total of 1932 tokens (81.4% of the original 2371). This step was
taken because prosodic realisation was analysed separately for different lexical
types of BC. As we shall see, speakers used very specific mappings for different
backchannel types, thereby greatly reducing the utility of a monolithic analysis
across different types.

I will first describe a continuous analysis, then a categorical view in which
realisations were split up into the three categories of rising, falling and level
pitch contours (more information in §5.3.2.3). The categorical analysis not only
facilitates detecting and describing overarching patterns of prosodic realisation,
but also makes it possible to explicitly account for the potentially distinct status
of level (or flat) intonation contours (see §5.4; cf. Grice et al. 2017, Sbranna et al.
2022).

Speaker roles and different stages within dialogues did not have any major
effects on intonational realisation. There was a slight tendency for more falling
contours in the later stages of dialogue across groups and BC types. Similarly,
there was a slight overall tendency for more falling contours in the speech of
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instruction givers compared with followers across groups and BC types. How-
ever, as these effects were weak and not consistent across speakers, they will be
disregarded in the following analyses.

Continuous analysis

Figure 5.8 shows violin (and scatter) plots of intonation contours by backchannel
type and across groups. Values are shown across groups in order to emphasise
the differences between lexical types of backchannel. Group differences will be
analysed separately for each type in the following section. Across groups, intona-
tion greatly differed according to backchannel type. For instance, mmhm tokens
were produced almost entirely with rising intonation by both groups of speakers,
while there was a clear preference for falling intonation contours on genau for
both groups.

An analysis by group and lexical type reveals that there were between-group
differences in intonational realisation for all lexical types except mmhm. Figure
5.9 and Table 5.1 show mean ST values for pitch movement and standard devia-
tions by group and backchannel type.

Table 5.1: Intonational realisation of BCs by type and group. Negative
values indicate falling contours; positive values indicate rising con-
tours. ST = semitones; SD = standard deviation.

Contour (ST)

BC Type Group Mean SD

genau ASD -4.30 5.65
genau CTR -2.53 5.13
ja ASD 3.15 4.26
ja CTR 1.74 3.67
mmhm ASD 5.70 4.27
mmhm CTR 5.98 3.64
okay ASD 1.38 5.70
okay CTR -0.63 4.89

Bayesian linear regression modelling confirms that there were robust group
differences in the intonational realisation of three out of the four BC types (okay,
ja and genau). In contrast, there was clearly no difference between groups for
mmhm, recalling the special status of this non-lexical BC type and reflecting
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Figure 5.8: Intonational realisation of backchannels by type in semi-
tones (pooled across speakers and groups). Negative values indicate
falling contours; positive values indicate rising contours. Blue dia-
monds represent mean values.
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Figure 5.9: Mean values (dots) and SD (error bars) for intonation con-
tours, by backchannel type and group. ASD group on the left side of
each panel, CTR group on the right side of each panel.
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the fact that almost all mmhm tokens were realised with rises, in both groups.
Model results are summarised below by BC type. More details can be found in
the accompanying scripts and files (see https://osf.io/jcb7t/).

For okay, mean 𝛿 = -2.2 (ST), indicating more falling and fewer rising contours
in the CTR group. The 95% CI [-4.16, -0.19] does not include zero and the posterior
probability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) is 0.96. This indicates that there war a robust difference
between groups in the intonational realisation of okay BCs.

Formmhm, mean 𝛿 = 0.49, the 95% CI is [-1.33, 2.29] and the posterior probabil-
ity 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) is 0.67. This clearly shows that there was no robust group difference
in the intonational realisation of mmhm tokens.

For ja, mean 𝛿 = -2.03, indicating more falling and fewer rising contours in
the CTR group. The 95% CI [-3.37, -0.67] does not include zero and the posterior
probability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) is 0.99. This very clearly indicates that there was a robust
difference between groups in the intonational realisation of ja BCs.

For genau, mean 𝛿 = 1.77, indicating more rising and fewer falling contours in
the CTR group. The 95% CI is [-0.06, 3.54] and the posterior probability 𝑃(𝛿 >0) is 0.95. Although the CI includes zero by a very narrow margin, this model
output still very strongly favours the interpretation that there was a robust group
difference in the intonational realisation of genau tokens.

Categorical analysis

For the categorical analysis of intonation, all contours with pitch movement
within the range of ±1 semitone were counted as level (i.e. all tokens with ab-
solute values ≤1). An absolute pitch difference of 1 semitone is somewhat greater
than the thresholds of “just noticeable” pitch differences reported in some recent
experimental studies (Jongman et al. 2017, Liu 2013), but considerably smaller
than the values proposed in ’t Hart (1981). In any case, auditory inspection of
all tokens in the relevant range confirmed that pitch movement was subtle at
most and that the extracted values accurately reflected the original intonation
contours.

Figure 5.10 shows the proportions of falling, level and rising pitch contours by
group and backchannel type, and confirms that 1) differences between groups
were subtle and 2) intonational realisation varied greatly by BC type. In other
words, there was a specific, albeit probabilistic mapping of intonation contours
to different types of backchannel for both the ASD and the CTR group. The only
difference between groups noticeable at this level of analysis is a stronger overall
preference for rising backchannels in the ASD group. Averaging across backchan-
nel types, 67.6% (n = 427) of contours were rises in the ASD group, compared to
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54% (n = 702) in the CTR group. This pattern will be elucidated in the following
through detailed analyses of speaker-specific behaviour and of the diversity of
intonation contours produced.

Figure 5.10: Intonation contour by group and backchannel type. Rising
contours in yellow, level contours in orange and falling contours in red.
Level contours were defined as all tokens with a pitch difference in the
range of ±1 semitone.

Speaker-specific analysis of the intonational realisation of backchannels re-
veals firstly that the behaviour of the CTR group was more homogeneous overall
than that of the ASD group (as was the case for many other measures reported
in this book). The individual distributions of almost all non-autistic speakers
matched the averaged group distribution to an almost uncanny degree, as shown
in Figure 5.11 (bottom two rows). This was not the case for the ASD group (up-
permost rows). Besides the fact that 5 out of 14 autistic speakers did not produce
backchannels from all four main categories (whereas all non-autistic speakers
used all categories), many speakers also do not show evidence for the precise
mapping of intonation contour to backchannel type that is evident at the group
level. Instead, around half of all autistic speakers used predominantly rising con-
tours regardless of backchannel type.

The relevance and robustness of the diversity of such distributions can be
quantitatively analysed using the measure of Shannon entropy (as for the analy-
sis of lexical types in §5.3.2.2). An entropy value (𝐻 ) of 0 signifies that all back-
channels of a category were produced with the same intonation contour, while
the maximum entropy value in this case is 1.58 (equal proportions for all three
types of contour). At the group level, entropy was higher for the CTR group
across backchannels and also for each individual BC type except mmhm. For a
more representative, in-depth analysis, entropy was also calculated by speaker
(and BC type). Results confirm that entropy was higher on average for non-
autistic speakers in all categories except mmhm. Results by group are shown
in Table 5.2 and results by speaker are shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.11: Intonation contour by speaker and backchannel type. ASD
speakers in the top two rows and with blue outlines, CTR speakers
in the bottom two rows and with green outlines. Rising contours in
yellow, level contours in orange and falling contours in red. Level con-
tours were defined as all tokens with a pitch difference in the range of
±1 semitone.
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The non-lexical backchannel mmhm stands out by having a lower entropy
value. This is because, as observed above, it was realised with a rising contour
in the vast majority of cases. This held true for all but two speakers (M08 and
M10A, both from the ASD group).

Table 5.2: Shannon entropy (𝐻 ), measuring the diversity of intonation
contours, by BC type and group.

BC Type Group H

genau ASD 0.80
genau CTR 1.13
ja ASD 1.20
ja CTR 1.43
mmhm ASD 0.64
mmhm CTR 0.46
okay ASD 1.27
okay CTR 1.40
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Figure 5.12: Entropy as a measure of the diversity of intonation con-
tours, by speaker and backchannel type. ASD group in blue, CTR group
in green.
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Bayesian modelling confirms these group differences as robust except in the
case of the non-lexical backchannel type mmhm. Details are reported in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

Entropy values by speaker were fitted to four separate Bayesian models, one
for each main type of backchannel. All models used a skew normal distribution.
While log-normal distributions were used for Bayesian models of entropy else-
where, this was not suitable in this case as the data contained a number of data
points with entropy values of 0 (where all backchannels were produced with
the same type of contour). A hurdle log-normal distribution can be used in such
cases, but skew-normal distributions provided a considerably better fit in every
instance. The ASD group was used as the reference level for the group compari-
son. Results for the difference between groups for each backchannel type in turn
are reported below. For further details, see scripts and files in the accompanying
repository.

For okay, mean 𝛿 = 0.36, indicating higher entropy values in the CTR group.
The 95% CI [0.12, 0.63] does not include zero and the posterior probability 𝑃(𝛿 >0) is 0.99. This confirms that intonation contours were less diverse for autistic
speakers (many of whom used predominantly rises for okay).

For mmhm, mean 𝛿 = 0, indicating no difference whatsoever between groups.
The 95% CI [-0.17, 0.17] is centered at zero and the posterior probability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0)
is 0.51. This unequivocally shows that there was no difference between groups
(most speakers across groups produced at least 80% rises on mmhm).

For ja, mean 𝛿 = 0.26, indicating higher entropy values in the CTR group. The
95% CI [0.03, 0.57] does not include zero and the posterior probability 𝑃(𝛿 >0) is 0.97. This confirms that intonation contours were less diverse for autistic
speakers (most of whom showed a clear preference for rises). Please note that
the lower end of the credible interval is very close to zero, meaning that results
should be interpreted with at least a certain amount of caution here.

For genau, mean 𝛿 = 0.41, indicating higher entropy values in the CTR group.
The 95% CI is [0, 0.77] and the posterior probability 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) is 0.95. This con-
firms that intonation contours were less diverse for autistic speakers (most of
whom showed a clear preference for falls – or produced no genau tokens at all).
Please note that as the lower end of the credible interval just includes zero, results
should be interpreted with a certain degree of caution.

5.3.3 Summary

This in-depth analysis of backchannel productions has yielded a number of in-
sights, both at a general level and specifically for the comparison of dialogues
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by autistic and non-autistic dyads. First, it was found that ASD dyads produced
fewer backchannels per minute than CTR dyads and that this effect was particu-
larly clear in the early stages of dialogue (cf. the similar pattern for turn-timing
described in §4.4.1.3). It was also shown that instruction followers produced a far
higher rate of backchannels than instruction givers (across groups).

Second, an analysis of lexical realisation revealed that ja (‘yes/yeah’) was by
the far most common type across groups, but that groups differed in the diver-
sity of their BC productions. In other words, ASD speakers showed clearer pref-
erences for certain BC types and used a smaller range of different BC types,
whereas all CTR speakers employed BCs from all five lexical categories and
spread tokens outmore evenly across these different categories. It was also shown
that speaker roles influenced the choice of BC type, with e.g. instruction givers
using considerably more genau (‘exactly’) than instruction followers.

Third, prosodic analysis revealed a number of interesting patterns. Across
groups, intonation contours were (probabilistically) mapped onto specific back-
channel types, with e.g. mmhm produced almost exclusively with rising intona-
tion and genau (‘exactly’) produced predominantly with falling intonation. Both
the continuous and the categorical analysis of backchannel intonation showed
that ASD speakers and CTR speakers differed in their prosodic realisations, with
many ASD speakers e.g. preferring rises regardless of BC type, reflecting a less
flexible mapping of intonation contours to BC types.

It bears repeating that these patterns held true for most but not all speakers,
and that there was considerable overlap between groups.

5.4 Filled pauses

This section will first provide a synopsis of research on filled pauses in conversa-
tion and then a description of the results on data from dialogue between German
dyads with and without a diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder. The subsequent
sections report on analyses of the role of silent pauses, of the interaction between
filled pauses and following stretches of silence, and of laughter.

5.4.1 Background

Similarly to backchannels, filled pauses such as uh(m) are a ubiquitous feature of
spoken interaction. Functionally, however, they are the polar opposite, as they
are typically used to signal hesitation or uncertainty (rather than understanding
and agreement) and are intended to help the current speaker hold the floor, or
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sometimes to take over the floor from the interlocutor (rather than supporting
their ongoing turn) (Belz 2021, Beňuš 2009, Fischer 2000, Schettino 2019, Shriberg
2001,Ward 2006). Another similarity to backchannels is that filled pauses, too, are
rarely, if ever, produced consciously and deliberately. In contrast to backchannels,
the use of which is usually either ignored or encouraged, producing filled pauses
has often been judged and perceived to be undesirable, with certain educational
and training settings actually aiming to eradicate their use, at least in formal,
monologic speech (Erard 2008, Fischer 2013, Fox Tree 2002, Niebuhr & Fischer
2019, O’Connell & Kowal 2004, Smith & Clark 1993, Ward 2019).

Although a higher rate of filled pauses can lead to more negative judgements
in the specific case of public speaking (Niebuhr & Fischer 2019), filled pauses in
dialogue actually facilitate understanding and aid the flow of conversation. Filled
pauses can serve a range of crucial functions in conversation, e.g. signalling po-
liteness and attention or foreshadowing the duration and informativeness of up-
coming linguistic elements, which aids in the planning and processing of com-
plex utterances (Corley &Hartsuiker 2003, Fox Tree 2001, Fruehwald 2016, Levin-
son 1983, Niebuhr & Fischer 2019, Schegloff 2010).

I will focus on the two most common types of filled pause (by far), those re-
alised either with only a central vowel (uh) or a central vowel followed by a nasal
(uhm). Although similar in segmental form, a number of studies have found im-
portant differences between uh and uhm, suggesting e.g. that uh is perceived
more negatively than uhm (Niebuhr & Fischer 2019) and that uhm is not only
more frequent than uh, but is also continuing to gain ground in an ongoing pro-
cess of linguistic change (Fruehwald 2016, Wieling et al. 2016). Some authors
have further proposed that uhm might be functionally different from uh. Uhm
not only seems to reliably cue longer silent pauses than uh (Clark & Fox Tree
2002, Fox Tree 2001) – a finding which I have examined and attempted to repli-
cate separately; see §5.5 – but it has also been suggested that uhm might be a
more specifically listener-oriented conversational signal than uh (Gorman et al.
2016, Irvine et al. 2016, McGregor & Hadden 2020).

It is important to note at this point that all of these specific aspects of filled
pause production can only safely be assumed to apply to West Germanic lan-
guages, as most studies used data from German, English or Dutch (for which
results are very similar). A number of studies from other language families show
that, while a distinction between two filled pause types – one consisting of only
a vowel and the other with the addition of a final nasal – is very common, there
are differences in their exact phonetic realisation, especially in terms of vowel
quality (Anansiripinyo & Onsuwan 2019, Di Napoli 2020, Kosmala & Crible 2022,
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Nguyeñ̂ 2015, Schettino 2019, Yuan et al. 2016). There also seems to be a differen-
tial (possibly increased) use of other forms of hesitation such as repetition and
prolongation in other languages, and particularly in tone languages (Betz et al.
2017, Lee et al. 2004, Tseng 2003).

Regarding prosodic realisation, there is abundant, cross-linguistic evidence
that filled pauses are typically produced with flat or level intonation contours,
and that they tend to be relatively low in pitch (Adell et al. 2010, Belz & Reichel
2015, O’Shaughnessy 1992, Shriberg & Lickley 1993). The current study is the first
to consider prosodic aspects of filled pauses in ASD.

5.4.1.1 Previous work on filled pauses in autism

Research on the use of filled pauses by speakers on the autism spectrum is lim-
ited, but growing. To my awareness, there are eight previous studies focussing
on filled pauses in ASD, none of which analysed conversations between autis-
tic adults (as in the current work). Seven out of these eight studies analysed the
speech of children or adolescents (Gorman et al. 2016, Irvine et al. 2016, Jones et
al. 2022, Lunsford et al. 2010, McGregor & Hadden 2020, Parish-Morris et al. 2017,
Suh et al. 2014), while one analysed the speech of autistic adults interacting with
a – presumably non-autistic – experimenter (Lake et al. 2011). Most studies anal-
ysed speech that was either monologic or produced in the context of structured
interviews with a trained professional (with the exception of Jones et al. 2022:
here, semi-structured double interviews were used), in many cases through use
of the autism diagnostic observation schedule (ADOS) (Lord et al. 2000).

All studies but one (Suh et al. 2014) found differences between the filled pause
productions of autistic and non-autistic participants (but see also related results
in Boo et al. 2022). Of these, the only previous study on filled pauses in the speech
of adults on the autism spectrum found a lower rate of filled pauses across lexical
types (uh and uhm), while the remaining six studies considering children all re-
port a lower proportion (or rate) of only uhm, but not uh, in the speech of autistic
as compared to non-autistic participants.

These findings have led to a suggestion in some of the works cited above that
the nasal filled pause type uhm might have a distinctly listener-oriented func-
tion, and that the pattern of a reduced production of uhm, specifically, might
help to distinguish ASD from related diagnoses (Gorman et al. 2016) and serve
as a pragmatic (Irvine et al. 2016) or even clinical marker (McGregor & Hadden
2020). Gorman et al. (2016) further suggest that “fillers (…) may be a useful target
for intervention” (p. 862). Such speculations have to be treated with caution, how-
ever. Not only is the amount of evidence rather limited to date, especially when
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taking into account the serious and pertinent issue of publication bias (whereby
studies that find a “significant” effect are vastly more likely to be published than
those that do not; DeVito & Goldacre 2019, Easterbrook et al. 1991, John et al.
2012, Sterling 1959). More specifically, the relevant pattern of a reduced use of
uhm (specifically and exclusively) does not seem to hold true for autistic adults,
as suggested by the only relevant previous study (Lake et al. 2011) as well as the
findings presented in this section.

5.4.1.2 Current study

With the current study, I aim to make a novel contribution to the literature on
filled pause production in ASD by 1) analysing conversations between autistic
adults (for the first time) and 2) considering the prosodic realisation of filled
pauses in the context of ASD. As emphasised throughout this book, investigat-
ing the behaviour of disposition-matched dyads seems to me the most promising
way to gain insights into what might justifiably be called an autistic conversa-
tion style (Bolis et al. 2017, Davis & Crompton 2021, Milton 2012, Mitchell et
al. 2021, Sheppard et al. 2016). Furthermore, while there is a substantial amount
of previous research on the prosodic realisation of filled pauses in the general
population, this aspect has not been considered in work on ASD to date. Since
previous findings point to a very clear cross-linguistic tendency for filled pauses
being produced with flat or level intonation, the focus in this study lies mainly
on investigating whether there is any deviation from this convention in the data
set under investigation. Based on current knowledge and findings regarding the
intonation of backchannels (§5.3), it can be speculated that the exact prosodic
realisation of filled pauses may be similarly impactful.

5.4.2 Results

I will first present results on the rate and type of filled pauses, and then discuss
prosodic aspects. The average duration of filled pauses was very similar across
groups (ASD: 423 ms; CTR: 456 ms), with a grand mean of 444 ms (SD = 247),
and will therefore not be considered in any more detail in the following.

5.4.2.1 Rate of filled pauses

Both groups produced an identical average rate of filled pauses per minute (3.63).
Underlying this was a very high degree of by-dyad variability in both groups,
with filled pause rates ranging from 0.82 to 4.82. Furthermore, it was found that
interlocutors in the ASD group seemed to adapt less to each other within dyads
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compared to dyads in the CTR group. Specifically, the difference between by-
speaker filled pause rateswithin dyads tended to bemuch lower in the CTR group
(mean = 0.53; SD = 0.44) than in the ASD group (mean = 1.56; SD = 1.18), and ASD
dyads also accounted for the four greatest within-dyad differences; see Figure
5.13.

Figure 5.13: Rate of filled pauses produced per minute of dialogue, by
speaker, dyad and group. Speakers within a dyad are connected by lines
representing within-dyad differences (by which dyads are ordered on
the x-axis). ASD group in blue, CTR group in green.

As for backchannels (see details in §5.3.2.1), Bayesian negative binomial re-
gression modelling of rates by dyad was used to test the group difference. Model
output unambiguously confirms that there was no difference in the rate of filled
pauses between the ASD and the CTR group (mean 𝛿 = -0.4; 95% CI [-1.63, 0.78];𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.72); see the accompanying repository for further details on the
Bayesian model (https://osf.io/6zu4g/).

Looking at different stages of dialogue reveals an overall trend for both groups
to produce more filled pauses in the later stages of dialogue. However, those dif-
ferences were far from robust within and across groups due to massive dyad-
specific variability, as confirmed by Bayesian modelling (see repository for de-
tails). Variability was greater in the ASD group than in the CTR group. The mean
rate of filled pauses per minute across groups was 3.19 before resolution of the
first Mismatch and 3.73 after resolution of the first Mismatch.

For speaker roles, proportions were calculated, i.e. the summed duration of
filled pauses was divided by the summed duration of all speech for givers and
followers separately, as opposed to a calculation of FP rates (as for backchannels;
see §5.3.2.1). Proportions were calculated instead of rates because speaking times
differed considerably between speaker roles.
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There was a tendency across groups for instruction givers to produce a higher
average proportion of filled pauses (3.71% overall) than instruction followers
(2.41% overall). Bayesian modelling taking into account dyad as a random fac-
tor suggests that this difference between roles was reliable across groups (mean𝛿 = 1.72; 95% CI [-0.01, 3.61]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.95). Within groups, however, the differ-
ence between roles was shown to be reliable only for the ASD group (𝑃(𝛿 > 0)
= 0.95) and not for the CTR group (𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.84). This discrepancy seems to
stem from a higher degree of dyad-specific variability in the CTR group. Overall,
the behaviour of 9 out of 14 dyads clearly reflected the group level pattern of
more and/or longer filled pauses produced by instruction givers.

5.4.2.2 Lexical choice: uh vs. uhm

There is a long tradition in the literature on filled pauses of contrasting and com-
paring nasal (uhm) with non-nasal (uh) filled pauses. I followed this in dividing
all filled pauses into these two categories (see §5.2). In all the following analy-
ses, I will use uh to refer to filled pauses without a final nasal and uhm to refer
to filled pauses with a final nasal. I use this transcription to ensure consistency
and comparability with previous studies (on languages other than German), even
though filled pauses are almost always represented orthographically as <äh(m)>
in German language materials.

Choice of filled pause type was very similar at the group level. Both groups
used more uhm than uh overall, although this preference was slightly stronger
for the CTR group (60% uhm) than for the ASD group (55.3% uhm). This group
pattern obscures a very high degree of individual variability, however, with uhm
proportions ranging from 0% to 100% for different speakers; see Figure 5.14. Al-
though fewer CTR speakers showed a preference for uhm (7 out of 14) than ASD
speakers did (11 out of 14), the preference for one filled pause type over another
was not systematic at the group level and instead seems to be a correlate of indi-
vidual variability.

This high degree of individual specificity combined with the very small ini-
tial difference of group averages makes it unsurprising that Bayesian regression
modelling of uhm proportions by speaker strongly suggests that there was no
reliable group difference in choice of filled pause type (mean 𝛿 = -4.9; 95% CI
[-15.78, 6.08]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.77; further details in the accompanying files).

5.4.2.3 Intonational realisation

For the prosodic analysis, 176 tokens were discarded because pitch information
was not available or was found to be unreliable upon manual inspection (e.g. be-
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Figure 5.14: Proportion of filled pause type by group and speaker (as
a percentage of their total filled pause productions). Uhm (nasal) in
black, uh (non-nasal) in pink. ASD group in the top row, CTR group in
the bottom row. Speakers from the same dyad are plotted next to each
other; dyads are separated by vertical lines.

cause tokens were extremely short and/or produced with non-modal voice qual-
ity). This left 851 of the original 1027 tokens (82.9%). Note that one speaker (M14,
from the CTR group) did not produce any filled pause tokens suitable for prosodic
analysis (having produced only 2 filled pauses in total; the average number of
filled pauses produced per speaker is 37). Therefore, the following analyses will
be limited to the remaining 27 speakers (14 ASD; 13 CTR).

Continuous analysis

A continuous analysis of intonation contours on filled pauses revealed very little
difference between groups. Both groups produced average values very close to 0
ST, representing little to no pitch movement, i.e. level intonation contours. This
is expected according to previous results on the intonational realisation of filled
pauses. Mean values were slightly closer to 0 for the CTR group (mean = -0.29; SD
= 1.26) compared to the ASD group (mean = -0.44; SD = 1.51). Bayesian modelling
broadly confirms this trend, but also strongly suggests that it is unlikely to be a
robust difference between groups (mean 𝛿 = 0.25; 95% CI [-0.16, 0.67]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) =
0.84; further details in the accompanying files).
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Categorical analysis

To better account for the special status of level contours (the typical realisation)
in the intonation of filled pauses, a categorical analysis was conducted in which
all filled pauses with pitch movement within the range ±1 ST were categorised
as level. The tokens exceeding these values were categorised as rises (positive
values) and falls (negative values), respectively (see §5.3.2.3 for details and ratio-
nale).

Across filled pause types, the CTR group produced a considerably higher pro-
portion of the expected andwidely attested level contours on filled pauses (70.3%)
than the ASD group (55.3%), who produced higher proportions of both rises and
falls instead; see Figure 5.15. Falling intonation was the second most common
realisation in both groups, with rising intonation the least frequent.

Proportion of level contours by speaker was used as the dependent variable
for Bayesian modelling. The model output confirms that the group difference in
prosodic realisation is robust (mean 𝛿 = 12.99; 95% CI [4.28, 21.87]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) =
0.99; further details in the accompanying files).

Speaker-specific analysis confirms this pattern in showing, for instance, that
9 out of the 10 lowest proportions of level contours were produced by autistic
speakers, whereas the 5 highest proportions of level contours were produced by
non-autistic speakers (range 23.1% – 90%; see Figure C.2 in Appendix C).

Figure 5.15: Intonation contour by group. Rising contours in yellow,
level contours in orange and falling contours in red. Level contours
were defined as all tokens with a pitch difference in the range ±1 semi-
tone.

Comparing the two filled pause types uh and uhm across groups, it was found
that uh was more often produced with the canonical level contour (70%) than
uhm (62.1%). Bayesian modelling of the proportions of level contours by filled
pause type (uhm was the reference level) and speaker (which was treated as a
random factor) confirms this as a robust difference (mean 𝛿  = 17.05; 95% CI [9.23,
24.82]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 1).
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Table 5.3 shows the proportions of level contours used by group and filled
pause type. It is clear that level contours constituted the preferred intonational
realisation of filled pauses across groups and types (followed by falls, and then
rises, which were only rarely used). The pattern is comparatively less obvious
for productions by autistic speakers, however. The ASD group produced fewer
level contours than the CTR group for both uhm and uh, but the difference be-
tween groups is clearer for uhm, as only 49.5% of tokens in the ASD group were
produced with a level contour, compared to 68.9% in the CTR group. However,
a high degree of by-speaker variability underlies these group-level results and
hence, there is no clear effect of the interaction of lexical type and intonation
contour in a group-level comparison.

Table 5.3: Proportion of intonation contour by group and filled pause
type (level proportions in bold).

Group Type Contour Proportion

ASD uhm Fall 32.61%
ASD uhm Level 49.46%
ASD uhm Rise 17.93%
ASD uh Fall 27.03%
ASD uh Level 64.86%
ASD uh Rise 8.11%
CTR uhm Fall 22.09%
CTR uhm Level 68.90%
CTR uhm Rise 9.01%
CTR uh Fall 22.64%
CTR uh Level 72.64%
CTR uh Rise 4.72%

A Bayesian model of proportion of intonation contour by speaker, including
the interaction between group and filled pause type and with speaker as a ran-
dom effect, provides conclusive evidence that 1) fewer level contours were pro-
duced by autistic speakers than controls for both uh (mean 𝛿  = −14.28; 95% CI
[−25.91, −1.51]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.96) and uhm (mean 𝛿  = − 10; 95% CI [−19.75, 0.32];𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.95) and 2) that uh was produced with a higher proportion of level
contours than uhm in both the ASD group (mean 𝛿  = 16.52; 95% CI [6.47, 26.12];𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 1) and the CTR group (mean 𝛿  = 20.8; 95% CI [9.8, 31.45]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 1).
Although the difference between groups for intonational realisation was slightly
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greater for uhm compared to uh, there is no robust effect for the interaction be-
tween group and filled pause type (mean 𝛿  = 4.29; 95% CI [-9.26, 17.84]; 𝑃(𝛿 >0) = 0.71).
Diversity of prosodic realisation (entropy)

As in the analysis of backchannels (Section 5.3.2.3), Shannon entropy (𝐻 ) was
used as a measure of diversity in order to quantify proportional differences. In
the case of the prosodic realisation of filled pauses, higher entropy values are
indicative of more unusual behaviour, as speakers were expected to produce a
(very) large proportion of filled pauses with a single intonational contour (level).
More predictable and less diverse behaviour is represented with lower entropy
values (𝐻 = 0 if only one contour was used for all tokens). Based on the results
described above, we can expect to find higher entropy values for autistic speakers
(as they produced fewer level contours). The highest possible entropy value in
this case is 1.58 (equal proportions for all three types of rises).

Results at the group level indeed reveal a higher entropy value for the ASD
group (1.4) compared to the CTR group (1.12). Speaker-specific analysis confirms
this pattern as, e.g., six out of the seven highest entropy values were recorded
for autistic speakers; see Figure 5.16.

Figure 5.16: Entropy as a diversity measure of the prosodic realisation
(rising, level or falling) of filled pauses, by speaker. Higher entropy val-
ues (𝐻 ; on the y-axis) represent a more diverse realisation. ASD group
in blue, CTR group in green.
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Bayesian modelling of entropy values by speaker confirms the group-level dif-
ference in the intonational realisation of filled pauses as a robust effect (mean𝛿  = − 0.14; 95% CI [− 0.28, 0]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.96).

It has to be noted that entropy operationalised this way does not specifically
measure proportions of level contours (as in the preceding section), but rather the
diversity of intonation contours used. Thismeans that if a speaker (unusually and
unexpectedly) showed a clear preference for a non-level intonation contour (rise
or fall), this behaviour would still be represented by a low entropy value. Indeed,
5 out of the 28 speakers in the data set under investigation did show a preference
for falling instead of level contours in the realisation of filled pauses. However,
especially as four out of those five speakers were part of the ASD group, this
does not mitigate the fact that separate but related evidence has been presented
for the observations 1) that autistic speakers produced fewer filled pauses with
the canonical level contour and 2) that autistic speakers were more diverse in the
intonational realisation of filled pauses.

5.4.3 Summary

The results presented in this section show that autistic and non-autistic speak-
ers did not differ (at all) in the rate of filled pauses produced, nor in their pref-
erence of filled pause type (both preferring uhm over uh). The only group-level
difference was in prosodic realisation, with ASD speakers producing fewer filled
pauses realised with the typical level intonation contour than CTR speakers (al-
though both groups did show a preference for level contours overall). Addition-
ally, interlocutors in the CTR group seemed to adapt more to each other in terms
of the rate of filled pauses produced compared to the ASD group. It is also inter-
esting to note that the more frequent lexical type uhm was less consistently pro-
duced with a level contour, across groups, although this could simply be related
to the fact that uhmwas, on average, almost twice as long as uh. This increase in
duration might in itself have led to the production of more falling contours (see
§5.5 and Fuchs et al. 2015, Gussenhoven & Rietveld 1988).

5.5 Silent pauses

To complement the analysis of filled pauses (and the analysis of silent gaps be-
tween turns in Chapter 4), an analysis of silent pauses (within speaker-turns)
was conducted.
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5.5.1 Background

Silent pauses feature in the majority of spoken utterances, and they are particu-
larly prevalent in conversational speech.While there is a solid amount of general
research on the topic, and in the context of second-language speech in particular
(Bradlow et al. 2017, De Jong & Bosker 2013), very little is known about the use of
silent pauses in atypical populations, such as in the speech of persons diagnosed
with ASD.

Previous work on silent pause use in ASD seems to be limited to three studies
comparing autistic speakerswithmatched controls, with contradictory results. In
Thurber & Tager-Flusberg (1993), fewer silent pauses in picture book narrations
by English-speaking autistic children are reported. In contrast, Lake et al. (2011)
report a higher rate of silent pauses in interview-style conversations between ex-
perimenters and English-speaking autistic adults. Finally, Engelhardt et al. (2017)
found equivalent silent pause rates for autistic and matched non-autistic adults
in a sentence repetition task.

Crucial differences in the age of participants and/or speechmaterial make com-
parison with the corpus under investigation difficult in the cases of Thurber &
Tager-Flusberg (1993), Engelhardt et al. (2017). As these confounding factors are
less of a concern regarding the work by Lake et al. (2011) (age range and speech
data being similar to the data at hand), I will focus on this latter study for com-
parison.

Lake et al. (2011) report a higher rate of silent pauses in autistic adults com-
pared to non-autistic controls, but did not examine any silent pauses with a du-
ration of under 2 seconds. The authors provide no specific reasons for using this
extremely high cut-off point, only stating that “this was done in order to ensure
that we excluded normal prosodic pauses” (p. 138). The sheer utility of such a
threshold can further be called into question from a pragmatic–analytic point of
view, as employing it entails excluding almost all silent pauses in a given data
set: speakers from the control group in Lake et al. (2011) in fact did not produce
any silent pauses longer than 2 seconds.

For this study, separate analyses were conducted of 1) silent pauses of any
duration, 2) a subset of silent pauses over 2 seconds in duration (for comparison
with Lake et al. 2011) and 3) silent pauses of 700 ms or longer, a subset of 1) and
a superset of 2) (see §5.5.3.3 for rationale).

In addition to simply comparing the rate and duration of silent pauses, other
potential group differences were explored in the form of the distributional char-
acteristics of silent pauses. Specifically, it was examined which effect the lexical
form of a preceding filled pause (uh or uhm) had on the duration of the follow-
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ing silent pause. This is chiefly inspired by the highly influential work in Clark
& Fox Tree (2002) comparing the use of uh and uhm in spontaneous speech. The
authors claim that there is a considerable difference in the average duration of
silences following uh as compared to uhm, with uhm preceding silences of at
least twice the duration of silences following uh. In a comparison of autistic and
non-autistic children, Lunsford et al. (2010) confirmed this effect for their CTR,
but not their ASD group.

While Clark & Fox Tree (2002) also showed, in a binary distinction, that si-
lences following “lengthened” productions of both uh and uhm were consider-
ably longer overall, the duration of the uh vs. uhm tokens themselves was not
controlled for. In fact, to my knowledge, none of the subsequent papers examin-
ing this phenomenon involved an analysis that systematically controlled for the
inherent average duration of uh and uhm.

This is a serious concern since, in the current data set at least, uhm is con-
siderably longer (521 ms) than uh (329 ms) on average. Thus, it is important to
establish whether and to what extent the effect ascribed to a difference in filled
pause type (nasal vs. non-nasal) is in fact simply due to filled pause duration,
independent of whether a final nasal was present (which for simple reasons of
physiology and aerodynamics increases the likelihood of longer durations). An
attempt was thus made to replicate the relevant effect while controlling for the
confound of filled pause duration, all in the context of investigating differences
between the ASD and CTR group in the current data set.

5.5.2 Data

The corpus contains a total of 3473 silent pauses. Portions of dialogue that con-
tained only audible breathing, clicks, and similar noises were counted as be-
ing part of silent intervals. In contrast, all other speech sounds, including filled
pauses, were counted as being part of IPUs. While it has to be acknowledged that
most such “silent” pauses are not completely silent from a strictly acoustic per-
spective (Belz & Trouvain 2019), I chose to adhere to the conventional definition
outlined above, since the main aim of this study is to enable comparison with
the (sparse) previous literature on silent pauses in ASD as well as with the more
general literature on the topic.

For the analysis of silences following filled pauses, all 1027 filled pause tokens
in the data set as well as their surrounding linguistic context (see §5.4) were in-
vestigated. If filled pauses were followed not by any period of silence, but instead
directly by another utterance (by either of the interlocutors), a duration of 0 was
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assigned to the following silence. All relevant code, scripts, model specifications
and data frames are available in the OSF repository at https://osf.io/bph2t/.

5.5.3 Results

I will report results first on silent pause rate, using different durational cut-offs,
and then on silences following uh vs. uhm.

5.5.3.1 All silent pause tokens

The mean duration of silent pauses was close to identical across groups, with
means of 677 ms (SD = 563) for the ASD and 628 ms (SD = 527) for the CTR
group. The mean rate of silent pauses was exactly identical across groups, with
a value of 12.2 silent pauses per minute. A dyad-specific analysis of silent-pause
rates also gives no indications of ASD-specific behaviour; see Figure 5.17. Note
that there was a considerable degree of by-dyad variability and overlap between
groups, not only for this analysis, but also all the ones described below.

Figure 5.17: Rate of silent pauses by dyad and group (ASD in blue, CTR
in green).

5.5.3.2 Silent pauses >2 seconds

To allow for a direct comparison with Lake et al. (2011), a subset of all silent
pauses with a duration of over 2 seconds was analysed. Silent pauses of this kind
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were very rare in the corpus under investigation (73 tokens, or 2%, of the total
3473). The number of such pauses produced by each dyad ranged from 0 to 13.

The ASD group produced a higher mean rate of long silent pauses (>2 s) per
minute (0.33; n = 34) than the CTR group (0.21; n = 39); see Figure 5.18. Given the
low overall number of instances, a more intuitive way of stating the same obser-
vation is that a 20-minute dialogue (average duration) would typically contain
seven long pauses (>2 s) in the ASD group and four long pauses (>2 s) in the CTR
group.

Bayesian Poisson regression suggests that this was a robust difference between
groups (mean 𝛿 = -0.12; 95% CI [-0.23, -0.01]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.97). However, the
proximity of the higher end of the credible interval to zero and the very low
overall number of observations are reasons for exercising some caution in the
interpretation of these data.

Figure 5.18: Rate of silent pauses >2 s in duration, by dyad and group
(ASD in blue, CTR in green).

5.5.3.3 Silent pauses ≥700 milliseconds

For a more reliable and representative metric of long pauses in dialogue, a lower
cut-off value, at 700 milliseconds, was used. This particular threshold was cho-
sen mainly because it clearly exceeds mean pause durations in the data set used
here (646 ms across groups) as well as in previous work (De Jong & Bosker 2013,
Cho & Hirst 2006, Megyesi & Gustafson-Capková 2002). The same value was
used for categorising long silent gaps between speakers (in §4.4.2), based on the
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finding that gaps of 700 ms or longer are perceived as unusual by listeners and of-
ten cue repair initiations or non-affiliating responses (Kendrick 2015, Kendrick &
Torreira 2015, Roberts & Francis 2013). As the difference between within-speaker
pauses and between-speaker gaps structurally lies only in who takes the follow-
ing turn, the relevant findings further support the use of a 700-millisecond thresh-
old for silent pauses.

Using this cut-off point leaves far more observations for analysis (n = 1052)
and will therefore also yield more robust and reliable results.

The group rate of silent pauses ≥700 ms was higher for the ASD group (4.02)
than for the CTR group (3.52); see Figure 5.19. Although this group difference
is not very large, Bayesian negative binomial regression shows the effect to be
robust, confirming that the CTR group produced a lower rate of long silent pauses
(≥700 ms) than the ASD group (mean 𝛿 = -0.5; 95% CI [-0.9, -0.1]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.98).

Thus, we can conclude that autistic dyads produced more long silent pauses
than non-autistic dyads, independently of the exact cut-off point used to define
a long pause, although no difference between groups was found when tokens of
any duration were taken into account.

Figure 5.19: Rate of silent pauses ≥700 ms in duration, by dyad and
group (ASD in blue, CTR in green).

5.5.3.4 Silence following uh vs. uhm

The effect of uh and uhm on subsequent stretches of silence was equivalent for
the ASD and the CTR group overall, as uhm was followed by longer silences
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in both groups and for all analyses. I will therefore report results across groups
below.

When disregarding filled pause duration (as in previous studies), a clear dif-
ference in the mean duration of following silence according to filled pause type
was found: silences were on average 355 ms longer following uhm (mean = 541;
SD = 1056) than following uh (mean = 186; SD = 517). Further, the proportion of
filled pauses followed by a period of silence with a duration > 0 (i.e. not followed
directly by speech) was calculated. This was the case more frequently for uhm
(69.4%) than for uh (45%).

As a sanity check, a Bayesian linear regressionmodel with a hurdle log-normal
distributionwas run to checkwhether filled pause duration, independent of filled
pause type, could actually be shown to be correlated with the duration of the
following silence at all. The model output unambiguously confirms this to be the
case (mean 𝛿 = 0.29; 95% CI [0.16, 0.43]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 1): longer filled pauses clearly
tended to be followed by longer intervals of silence.

To conclusively establish whether differences between filled pause types were
independent of the fact that uhm tokens in themselves were typically consider-
ably longer than uh tokens, a model with log-normal distribution was fitted to
the duration of the following silence, with speaker and, crucially, duration of
filled pause, as random factors.

Results show that silences following uhm were indeed longer than those fol-
lowing uh, regardless of the duration of filled pause tokens, even though the
difference was quite small (150 ms). More details on statistical modelling are re-
ported below.

In the main model, only observations where filled pauses were followed by at
least 200 ms of silence (i.e. followed by a new, separate IPU) were included. The
difference between types is presented with uhm as the reference level. The model
output shows the difference to be robust, even though the upper bound of the
credible interval is close to zero (mean 𝛿 = -0.15; 95% CI [-0.28, -0.02]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) =
0.97). A second model, including also all cases where the following silence was 0
(using a hurdle log-normal model), confirms the finding in also showing a robust
effect for the difference between filled pause types (mean 𝛿 = -0.12; 95% CI [-0.19,
-0.07]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 1).

5.5.4 Summary

The analyses presented in this section show that there were more long silent
pauses in conversations between autistic dyads as compared to non-autistic con-
trol dyads. This is broadly in line with results from one of the three previously
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published studies on the same topic (Lake et al. 2011), but stands in contradiction
to an earlier account (Thurber & Tager-Flusberg 1993). No group differences were
found when considering all silent pauses regardless of duration, nor for mean
pause duration (similarly to results in Engelhardt et al. 2017). There was also no
between-group difference regarding the effect of preceding filled pause type on
subsequent silent pause duration. This stands in contrast to results in Lunsford
et al. (2010), where longer silences following uhm were found for non-autistic,
but not autistic children.

5.6 Laughter

While an analysis of laughter is not directly related to that of filled pauses (or
related discourse markers such as backchannels), there are two reasons for in-
cluding a preliminary analysis of rates of laughter here. First, laughter by a sin-
gle speaker (rather than two speakers at once) often falls into the category of
non-Duchenne laughter (Gervais & Wilson 2005, Keltner & Bonanno 1997, Mehu
2011), that is, it is used not to express genuine joy or amusement as a reaction
to an outside stimulus, but rather it is self-generated and essentially emotionless.
This kind of laughter can be observed in moments of nervousness or hesitation,
among others (Pietrowicz et al. 2019, Ruch & Ekman 2001). Thus, laughter by a
single speaker can be considered to at least sometimes be functionally related to
filled pauses such as uh or uhm. Previous research suggests that individual laugh-
ter differs from shared (or overlapping) laughter in both form and function (Trou-
vain & Truong 2012, 2013, 2017, Truong & Trouvain 2012). Intriguingly, shared
laughter seems to also be correlated with accommodation and convergence in a
way that individual laughter is not.

Second, in discussions of the corpus and related results as well as in anno-
tation and analysis of the data itself, it was anecdotally observed that autistic
conversations seemed to contain far less laughter. This can also be related to the
observations that Map Tasks tended to be completed in a much shorter amount
of time in the ASD group and that autistic dyads produced fewer backchannels,
in the sense that these patterns might reflect a more goal-oriented or functionally
efficient way of navigating the task and the social interaction in itself.

The literature on laughter in ASD is very limited and characterised by incon-
clusive results, highlighting mainly a high degree of individual variability (Hu-
denko et al. 2009, Reddy et al. 2002) – indeed, essentially the same can be said
about research on the frequency of laughter in non-autistic conversation (Trou-
vain & Truong 2017, Vettin & Todt 2004).
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For pragmatic reasons, this account is limited to a superficial analysis of rates
of laughter, leaving in-depth acoustic, prosodic and contextual analysis for fu-
ture work. All instances of laughter in the corpus were annotated, counted, and
labelled as being either individual laughter or shared (overlapping) laughter by
both interlocutors within a dyad. Any instances where laughter from both speak-
ers overlapped for at least 200 milliseconds were counted as shared laughter.

The corpus under investigation contains 385 bouts of laughter in total. A de-
scriptive analysis at the group level reveals a clear tendency for higher rates of
laughter in the CTR group compared to the ASD group, for both individual laugh-
ter (ASD: 0.67; CTR: 1.38) and shared laughter (ASD: 0.12; CTR: 0.29); see Figure
5.20. In other words, non-autistic dyads produced more than twice as much in-
dividual and shared laughter than autistic dyads on average. This pattern is sup-
ported by analysis at the dyad level. Strikingly, two out of seven ASD dyads
did not produce any laughter whatsoever, whereas this was not the case for any
CTR dyads, who also produced five out of the six highest overall rates of laughter
(across types).
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Figure 5.20: Rate of laughter per minute (y-axis) by group (x-axis) and
type (shared / individual).

Bayesian negative binomial regression was used to analyse rates of individual
and shared laughter per minute, as for the rates of backchannels (§5.3.2.1) and
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filled pauses (§5.4.2.1). Output from Bayesian modelling confirms the pattern de-
scribed above in showing higher mean rates in CTR dyads for both individual
laughter (mean 𝛿 = 1.09; 95% CI [0.02, 2.68]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.95) and shared laughter
(mean 𝛿 = 0.25; 95% CI [0, 0.62]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.95). Although these trends are very
strong, the lower ends of both credible intervals are (virtually) at zero, suggest-
ing that observing no difference in laughter rate between groups would be not
entirely incompatible with the model, the data and prior assumptions.

Due to the shortage of previous studies, it is not clear whether simply counting
the number of bouts of laughter, independent of their duration and other char-
acteristics, is the best shorthand for characterising laughter behaviour, even in a
first exploratory analysis such as this one. To complement the analysis of laugh-
ter rates described above, proportions of laughter relative to dialogue duration
were therefore also calculated. To do so, the duration of all instances of laughter
(separately for individual laughter and shared laughter) produced within a dyad
was summed, and this number was divided by the total duration of the respective
conversation. Bouts of laughter are usually both relatively short (mean = 683 ms)
and relatively rare (total combined duration of all tokens in the corpus = 263 sec-
onds (~4 minutes) in a corpus with a total duration of 17065 seconds (~5 hours)).
As a result, proportion values on a percent scale are very low (ranging from 0
to 0.0311). For ease of computation and analysis, these values were multiplied by
1000, resulting in per cent mille (pcm) values, ranging from 0 to 31.1.

Overall, the pattern of results found using the variable of laughter proportion
very closely resembles that of results using the variable of laughter rates, thereby
strengthening the validity of both measures. Higher laughter proportions were
found for the CTR group in terms of both individual laughter (ASD: 7.78 pcm;
CTR: 16 pcm) and shared laughter (ASD: 1.77 pcm; CTR: 2.68 pcm). Results are
shown by dyad and laughter type in Figure 5.21.
Therewas substantial overlap across and considerable variabilitywithin groups.

The differences between groups were less pronounced for proportions than they
were for rates, especially in the case of shared laughter (which was rare across
groups and dyads). Accordingly, Bayesian modelling of laughter proportion by
dyad confirmed the observed group difference for individual laughter (mean 𝛿 =
7.63; 95% CI [2.9, 12.27]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.99), as it had done for rate of laughter, but
not for shared laughter (mean 𝛿 = 1.45; 95% CI [-3.55, 6.59]; 𝑃(𝛿 > 0) = 0.69), in
contrast to the analysis of laughter rates.

In sum, the ASD group produced considerably less laughter overall than the
CTR group. This finding is robust – and independent of measurement (rate or
proportion of laughter) – for individual laughter, but less clear for shared laugh-
ter.
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Figure 5.21: Proportion of laughter in pcm (per cent mille; y-axis) by
group and dyad (x-axis). ASD group in blue, CTR group in green. In-
dividual laughter represented with inverted triangles, shared laughter
represented with diamonds. Dyads are ordered by combined propor-
tion of individual and shared laughter.

5.7 Discussion

This chapter discussed the use of backchannels and filled pauses (as well as silent
pauses and laughter) in German adults with and without a diagnosis of autism
spectrum disorder. This is the first study of backchannels and of filled pauses in
conversations between autistic adults.

In the corpus of semi-spontaneous speech under investigation, consistent dif-
ferences in the rate as well as the lexical and intonational realisation of backchan-
nels in the ASD group were found. Filled pauses differed between groups only
in their prosodic realisation. Further, differences between groups were found for
the frequency of silent pauses and, in a preliminary investigation, for laughter.

In this section, I will first interpret these results in some more detail and then
point out the limitations of the current approach and the resulting potential for
future work.

5.7.1 Backchannels: Reduced rate and flexibility in ASD

The result that autistic speakers produced fewer backchannels per minute than
matched controls suggests that autistic individuals are overall less inclined to ex-
plicitly (and verbally) support the ongoing turn of their interlocutor. Backchan-
nelling is a prosocial and specifically listener-oriented signal, which, moreover,
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is not governed by explicit rules and rather seems to follow complex, implicit,
culture-specific conventions. Autistic individuals have been reported to show
differences in understanding and interacting with their conversational partners.
Furthermore, communication styles in ASD have been claimed to differ more
from those of their non-autistic peers regarding implicit, rather than explicit, as-
pects of language. Thus, the analysis of backchannel rates can be linked to more
general aspects of ASD.

The fact that there was a greater difference in the rate of backchannels be-
tween groups in the early stages compared with the remainder of the dialogue
furthermore suggests that ASD dyads eventually produced a backchannelling
style quite similar to that of CTR dyads, but that they took a certain amount
of time to reach this point (reflecting results from the domain of turn-timing;
see Chapter 4). It can further be speculated that a lower rate of BCs in the ASD
group might indicate that autistic speakers focussed more on the collaborative
completion of the task at hand, rather than on purely affiliative aspects of so-
cial interaction. This interpretation is supported by results from Dideriksen et
al. (2019), who found that (non-autistic) speakers produced a higher rate of BCs
in fully free conversations compared with task-oriented conversations (such as
Map Tasks; see also Janz 2022).

This observation can also be related to the fact that CTR dyads tended to take
far longer to complete the task (mean duration: 26 minutes) than ASD dyads
(mean duration: 15 minutes; see §4.4.4.2). Qualitative assessment clearly confirms
that this increased duration was usually not due to greater difficulties with com-
pleting the task, but rather due to more conversational content of a purely social
nature (essentially small talk). This is mirrored by a higher rate of laughter in
the CTR group (as shown in §5.6) compared to the ASD group. These observa-
tions in themselves can be taken, if somewhat speculatively, as further support
for the notion that ASD dyads were focussed more on efficient completion of the
experimental task and less on purely social aspects of the interaction.

Backchannel productions in the ASD group were also characterised by a less
flexible realisation regarding lexical choice. Autistic speakers tended to use a
smaller range of different BC types, and in turn often showed a clear preference
for one particular lexical type which was used for the majority of tokens. This
is analogous to the findings for prosodic realisation: many autistic speakers pre-
dominantly used rises, across different BC types, whereas non-autistic speakers
tended to show a more complex probabilistic mapping of different (proportions
of) intonation contours to different types of backchannel. This pattern held true
for all BC types except non-lexical mmhm, which was produced with rises in al-
most all cases by almost all speakers. I will further discuss the special status of
mmhm and its relation to filled pauses below in §5.7.3.
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Differences between groups aside, the current findings on the prosodic reali-
sation of backchannels are significant in themselves, as earlier accounts (of back-
channels in West Germanic languages) instead tended to assume a kind of ‘de-
fault’ BC contour (rising) for all different types of BCs. It is interesting to note
that the prosodic realisation of the non-lexical BC mmhm comes closest to such
a simple mapping – perhaps because its meaning has to be conveyed purely by
means of prosody – and in turn particularly intriguing that many autistic speak-
ers seemed to apply this one-to-one mapping to all different lexical types of BCs
(in contrast to non-autistic speakers). This result can also be related to an earlier
finding (involving speech from some of the same autistic subjects) according to
which the ASD group showed a stronger preference (compared with a control
group) for using one particular pitch accent type (H*) over other types (Krüger
et al. 2018).

In sum, the findings reported suggest that a lower rate and a less variable
realisation characterise backchannel production in ASD. We can conclude 1) that
autistic speakers are less inclined to use BCs in order to support the ongoing turn
of their interlocutor in the early stages of a social interaction and 2) that when
they do so, productions are less diverse and less flexible. This latter observation
can be seen as a specific, micro-level instantiation of the pattern of circumscribed
and stereotypical behaviour that is used as a key diagnostic criterion for ASD at
the macro level.

While this work is the first study of backchannelling in (semi-)spontaneous
conversations between autistic adults, the finding that autistic dyads used fewer
BCs is in line with results from the only two related studies published to date
(Rifai et al. 2022, Yoshimura et al. 2020). In expanding our perspective beyond
ASD, we can further compare the current findings to the extensive literature on
BC productions across different cultures. This body of work suggests that listen-
ers are highly sensitive to deviations from a given “standard” realisation of BCs
and that they judge such deviations negatively. It thus stands to reason that the
differences in backchanneling behaviour found in the ASD group in the current
work might also lead to misunderstandings and negative impressions, at least in
interactions with non-autistic interlocutors. I would nevertheless like to stress
once again that while a comparative analysis of cross-cultural communication
on the one hand and autistic vs. non-autistic communication on the other hand
doubtlessly has a certain heuristic value and intuitive appeal, cultural differences
are obviously not equivalent to differences in cognitive style, regardless of phe-
notypical similarities in certain aspects of social interaction.
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5.7.2 Filled pauses: Differences specifically in prosodic realisation

It was shown that autistic and non-autistic speakers did not differ (at all) in
the rate of filled pauses produced, nor in their preference of filled pause type
(both preferring uhm over uh). The only group-level difference detected concerns
the prosodic realisation of filled pauses, with ASD speakers producing fewer
FPs with the typical level intonation contour than CTR speakers (although both
groups did show a preference for level contours overall). Additionally, interlocu-
tors in the CTR group seemed to adapt more to each other in terms of the rate of
filled pauses produced compared to the ASD group. It is also interesting to note
that the more frequent lexical type uhm was less consistently produced with a
level contour, across groups, although this could simply be related to the fact
that uhm was, on average, almost twice as long as uh. This increase in duration
might in itself have led to the production of more falling contours.

While the study reported here is the first to analyse prosodic aspects of filled
pause production in ASD, we can compare the current results on rate and lexi-
cal choice with previous studies on these aspects. Superficially, the fact that no
differences were found in filled pause rate or preference of type (uhm over uh)
perhaps surprisingly supports the findings from only one study (Suh et al. 2014)
and stands in contrast to the other relevant findings (Gorman et al. 2016, Irvine
et al. 2016, Jones et al. 2022, Lake et al. 2011, Lunsford et al. 2010, McGregor &
Hadden 2020, Parish-Morris et al. 2017).

A direct comparison with the results reported here, however, is not possible
as none of the previous studies investigated semi-structured conversations be-
tween autistic adults, instead tending to focus on speech elicited in more highly
structured, formal contexts and produced by children (usually interacting with
non-autistic adults). A related issue is the inclusion of (autistic and non-autistic)
speaker groups with a very wide age range in previous work, leading to one
such sample being described as “children from 8 to 21 years old” (Suh et al. 2014:
p. 1684).

Findings from the only other study investigating filled pause productions by
autistic adults (Lake et al. 2011) crucially differ from the findings reported here.
No difference in filled pause rate was detected in the current analysis, whereas
this earlier study found a lower rate for both uh and uhm in their ASD group. At
the same time, there is an important similarity between this previous study and
the current work, as in both cases there is no evidence for a special role of uhm,
in particular, for distinguishing the behaviour of autistic and control subjects
(in contrast to all the studies on autistic children mentioned above). While I do
not wish to speculate widely about causes and implications on the basis of two
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studies, it does seem plausible 1) that the role of uhm as being more listener-
oriented compared to uh may have been exaggerated in some previous research,
at least where such conclusions were drawn on the basis of the fact that some
autistic speakers seemed to produce uhm less often than control speakers, and
2) that continuous development and successful social camouflaging might play
important roles in autistic adults behaving more similarly to their non-autistic
peers than is the case for children.

More generally, as filled pauses are most prevalent and functionally important
in conversational interaction (Corley & Hartsuiker 2003, Fox Tree 2001), the ex-
ternal validity of results based on speech elicited through, e.g., highly structured
interviews with children (Gorman et al. 2016), picture story narrations (Suh et
al. 2014) or descriptions of a series of paintings with the added task of simulta-
neously tapping an index finger as fast as possible (Irvine et al. 2016) has to be
questioned. Speculations as to the pro-social nature of filled pauses are similarly
problematic when they are founded on this kind of speech data. Engelhardt et al.
(2017) rightly point out some important issues in the interpretation of conversa-
tional behaviours as being either speaker- or listener-oriented in such contexts
(and also criticise the fact that previous research did not appropriately account
for individual differences). Somewhat puzzlingly, the authors then proceed to
describe production data from a sentence-repetition task, which did not yield a
single filled pause token (as might be expected, partly because there is no need
in this context to use filled pauses to facilitate the planning of an utterance).

To sum up, as the current analysis did not confirm previous finding of filled
pauses being produced at a lower rate inASD, or that nasal filled pauses (uhm) are
dispreferred in ASD, it seems reasonable to call into question 1) the causal inter-
pretation of filled pauses as specifically and exclusively “other-directed” signals
(e.g. Lake et al. 2011) and 2) the appropriateness of using characteristics of filled
pauses, specifically the production of uhm, as a pragmatic or clinical marker for
ASD, as has been suggested in previous work (Irvine et al. 2016, McGregor &
Hadden 2020). In general, the use of uhm might well differ from that of uhm in
important and general ways. For instance, it has been shown that silences fol-
lowing uhm are longer than silences following uh (§5.5; Clark & Fox Tree 2002).
However, just as no differences between the ASD and the CTR group were found
in this regard here, both the results presented in the current work and in the pre-
vious study by Lake et al. (2011) suggest that while the use of uhm may differ
between autistic and non-autistic children, this is not necessarily the case for
adult speakers.
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5.7.3 Comparingmmhm and uhm

I proposed in Section 5.4.1 that, functionally, backchannels and filled pauses are
polar opposites, since backchannels are used by listeners to support the ongo-
ing turn of the interlocutor, whereas filled pauses are used by speakers to hold
the floor and retain their own turn. In other words, filled pauses are “the most
common way to hold the turn” for a speaker, while backchannels are signals
by the listener that they are “paying attention to the speaker and….encouraging
him [sic]” (Ward 2019: pp. 157, 162). This can be related to the higher rates of
backchannels but lower rates of filled pauses found in the speech of instruction
followers compared to instruction givers in the current analysis.

With this in mind, consider that the most frequent type of filled pause in the
corpus under investigation is uhm (n = 600) and the second most frequent type
of backchannel is mmhm (n = 456). Thus, there are over 1000 cases in which
these classes of discourse marker are extremely similar in segmental form (some
tokens from both classes are indeed identically produced, as /m/), while having
directly contrasting functions in dialogue management.

This brings us back to the observation that the non-lexical backchannelmmhm
stands out among other BC types, as it was very consistently (in 90% of cases) pro-
duced with rising intonation. Compare this to the filled pause type uhm, which
was produced with a rising contour in only 12% of all cases (typically produced
with a level contour instead).
Relevant results from the continuous analysis of intonation contours are shown

in Figure 5.22, confirming that there was very little overlap in the distributions
of ST values for mmhm (mean = 5.87 ST) and uhm (mean = -0.33 ST). Another
way to describe the same pattern would be to say that 88.4% of pitch values for
mmhm exceeded the 95th percentile of pitch values for uhm (1.67 ST).

I propose that this complementary distribution of intonational realisation is
not merely a reflection of the opposing functions of backchannels and filled
pauses, but may be causally related to it. Following this hypothesis, speakers
are (at least implicitly) aware of both the contrast in function and the similarity
in segmental form betweenmmhm and uhm (and the absence of lexical meaning
in both cases) and therefore use suprasegmental features (i.e. intonation) in order
to distinguish betweenmmhm and uhm in order to ensure accurate transmission
of their communicative intent. While it is true that the potential for misunder-
standing is limited by the fact that uhm is usually (but not always) uttered by
speakers (turn-holders) whereas mmhm is almost exclusively uttered by listen-
ers, this does not negate the facts that 1) the similarities in segmental form remain
a potential source of confusion, 2) listeners are highly sensitive to any deviances
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Figure 5.22: Mean values for pitch contours produced on the backchan-
nel mmhm (in burgundy) and the filled pause uhm (in yellow), across
groups. Error bars represent one standard deviation from the mean.

in the precise realisation of discourse markers and 3) redundancy of this kind is
not an unusual feature of spoken communication in general (Winter 2014,Winter
& Wedel 2016, Coretta et al. 2023, Aylett & Turk 2004).

In sum, I have suggested that the contrasting functions of filled pauses and
backchannels are reflected in their prosodic realisation. Specifically, there is very
little overlap in the intonation contours used for the segmentally similar back-
channel type mmhm (typically rising) and the filled pause type uhm (typically
level).

5.7.4 Silent pauses

In expanding the current investigation beyond backchannels and filled pauses
(and silent gaps), evidence was presented for a robust tendency towards a higher
rate of long silent pauses in conversations between autistic compared to non-
autistic dyads, while at the same time many similarities in the silent pause use
of both groups were found.

While differences were thus rather subtle overall, the higher rate of long silent
pauses in the ASD group is still likely to have a discernible effect on spoken inter-
action (De Jong & Bosker 2013, Goldman-Eisler 1968), and might thus contribute
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to perceptions of a difference in communication styles. This is all the more true
when considering that the current work provides evidence for idiosyncratic be-
haviour by the same autistic speakers in the related domain of turn-timing, where
they produced more long silent gaps between speakers compared to non-autistic
dyads (but only in the early stages of conversations; see Chapter 4).

Besides uncovering group differences in silent pause use, the current study
replicates the finding that silences tend to be longer following uhm compared to
uh (Clark & Fox Tree 2002). The analysis presented here does not merely pro-
vide a replication, however, but rather extends and qualifies the original finding,
as the duration of filled pauses was added as a random factor in a Bayesian re-
gression model. This way, it could explicitly be shown that the effect described
is independent of intrinsic filled pause length (importantly, as uhm tends to be
longer than uh).

Moreover, the current results suggest that the effect of longer silences follow-
ing uhm compared to uh is more subtle than previously described. While a two-
fold difference in silence duration according to filled pause type is reported in
Clark & Fox Tree (2002), a difference of only 150 ms (with an average silent
pause duration of 646 ms) when factoring in filled pause duration was found in
the analyses presented here. It is not obvious how relevant such a relatively small
difference might be in real-life spoken interaction – this question will have to be
left open here and is hoped to inform future perception experiments.

5.7.5 Limitations

There are a number of limitations to the approaches used here to analyse back-
channels and filled pauses.

First, it has to be acknowledged that task-based rather than fully free con-
versations were investigated. The experimental setup also deliberately limited
participants to the spoken modality by placing an opaque barrier between them
during the Map Task experiment. There is little doubt that visual signals such
as head nods, gesture and eye gaze can be used in ways that are functionally
equivalent to spoken backchannels (Bevacqua et al. 2010, Hjalmarsson & Oertel
2012, Mesch 2016, Oertel et al. 2012, Saubesty & Tellier 2016, Szatrowski 2000)
and filled pauses (Beattie 1979, Brône et al. 2017, Kosmala & Morgenstern 2017)
and that there is a complex interplay between these modalities in fully natu-
ral conversation. Despite these constraints, I am confident that the elicitation
method used here constitutes an improvement over those used in related studies
and described above, foremost because it enables us to analyse social interactions
between disposition-matched interlocutors (cf. Dingemanse et al. 2023).
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Second, the current analysis is limited to a quantitative account, as no analysis
of the conversational context of backchannel and filled pause productions can be
provided in the scope of this work. Similarly, analysing the interaction of differ-
ent functional types of hesitations and feedback signals (e.g. passive recipiency
vs. incipient speakership) with lexical and prosodic realisation holds promise for
future investigations (Jefferson 1984, Jurafsky et al. 1998, Savino 2010, Sbranna
et al. 2022, 2023).

Third, a specific methodological limitation concerns the prosodic analysis of
BCs and filled pauses. In this account, the difference in pitch between two fixed
time points was calculated (near the beginning and the end of each token) to
represent intonation contours (having discarded all tokens for which the calcu-
lation of pitch was unreliable). As backchannels and filled pauses are very short
(<500 ms in almost all cases), this somewhat simplified view does still capture
the essential qualities of intonation contours and is perceptually valid. Never-
theless, the method used cannot reliably account for very fine-grained details of
intonational realisation and adequately capture more complex contours such as
rise–fall–rises. Future investigations might avoid these shortcomings by using
more temporally fine-grained techniques such as polynomial modelling (Belz &
Reichel 2015), generalised additive mixed modelling (Sóskuthy 2021) or analy-
ses in the ProPer framework (Albert et al. 2018, Albert 2023, Albert et al. 2020,
Cangemi et al. 2019). Explorations of the data set under study with the latter
two methodologies suggest, however, that the very short durations of individ-
ual tokens can be problematic for analysis in at least these frameworks, and that
achieving an improvement over the current intonational analysis is therefore not
guaranteed. Alternatives to the analysis and modelling of intonation contours
will be explored in more detail in forthcoming work.

Finally, a limited sample of subjects from one extreme end of the autism spec-
trum (verbal, socially relatively skilled andmotivated individuals with average or
above-average IQ) was investigated for the current work. The data at hand do not
allow us to generalise the present findings to interactions between disposition-
mixed dyads (ASD–CTR) or to fully spontaneous, multi-modal interaction (see
§6.2.6).
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6.1 Summary analysis

I will start this final part of the book by providing an overview of some key
results in the form of a summary analysis, focussing on different dimensions of
conversation and intonation in ASD and identifying patterns of dyad-specific
behaviour.

This will be followed by a broader discussion of the overarching conclusions
we can draw from the large number of results presented in the preceding chap-
ters. Finally, I will attempt to provide a compact synthesis of the most important
findings and finish with a brief outlook to future avenues of investigation.

Figure 6.1 presents an overview of results from the key dimensions described
in this book for all seven ASD dyads. The primary purpose of this overview table
is not to give a comprehensive account of all the results described in preceding
chapters, but rather to provide a concise and accessible illustration of the pat-
terns that characterise the behaviour of autistic dyads in the current data set as
compared to the CTR group.

Intonation Style Turns Backchannels Filled Pauses Silent P.

Wig. Spac. Timing Rate Diversity Rate Prosody Rate

F02_F03 + - +
M07_M08 + + - - + - +
M11_F05 + +
M04_M05 + + - -
M06_F04 + + - - +
M09A_M10A - -
M02_M03 - +

Figure 6.1: Overview table for each ASD dyad along five dimensions
and eight parameters, as compared to averages from the CTR group.
Black cells represent strong effects, grey cells represent moderate ef-
fects. See text for further details.
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6.1.1 Rationale and parameters

One or two parameters were selected to represent each of the five main dimen-
sions of dialogue management and intonation discussed in the preceding chap-
ters. These parameters were chosen for being at once appropriately represen-
tative of the larger phenomenon at hand and conveniently representable in a
summary table.

For instance, while for both backchannels and filled pauses, a column for rate
of production is included (fourth and sixth column in Figure 6.1), a different sec-
ond parameter was chosen for each dimension. Prosodic realisation is shown
for filled pauses (seventh column), whereas diversity of BC types is shown for
backchannels (fifth column). This was done for two complementary reasons. As
the difference between the two filled pause types uh and uhm in prosodic re-
alisation was not robust in the group comparison, it is appropriate to calculate
results across types and represent them in a single column. For the same reason,
choice of filled pause type is not a particularly informative parameter and is not
included in the summary table in Figure 6.1. The reverse is the case for back-
channels. As prosodic realisation is specific to each of the four main types of
backchannel (genau (‘exactly’), ja (‘yeah/yes’),mmhm and okay), it would be un-
informative at best and misleading at worst to present results of prosodic realisa-
tion across types in a single column (while the alternative of using four separate
columns would defeat the purpose of a summary analysis). Conversely, choice of
backchannel type is a highly informative parameter and is therefore represented
with a dedicated column showing the diversity of backchannel types produced.

For intonation style, both relevant parameters (Wiggliness and Spaciousness)
used in the two-dimensional analysis presented in Chapter 3 are shown (first and
second column). For turn-taking, only the single parameter of FTO (Floor Trans-
fer Offset; third column), used as ameasure of turn-timing, is shown. FTO suffices
to represent all the relevant patterns found in the analysis of turn-taking (pre-
sented in Chapter 4). Backchannelling is represented by the parameters of rate
and diversity, while production of filled pauses is represented by the parameters
of rate and prosodic realisation (as presented in Chapter 5; see above for ratio-
nale). Finally, the rate of silent pauses ≥700 milliseconds (as reported in §5.5) is
shown in the summary table (eighth column). This parameter complements the
analyses of both turn-timing and filled pauses.

Behaviour was analysed at the level of dyads and not speakers, for all param-
eters. While speaker-specific analyses were used for suitable measures in the
preceding chapters, this is not appropriate or even possible for all parameters
presented in Figure 6.1. For instance, the rate of backchannels produced by one
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speaker crucially depends on howmany appropriate opportunities for backchan-
nelling the speech of the interlocutor provides, while turn-timing can only be
measured in the transitional space between talk by two interlocutors.

Cells in the summary table are filled in and colour-coded to represent diver-
gence from (average) behaviour in the CTR group. Strong effects are defined as
any mean values by (ASD) dyad that fell outside the range of the mean of the
CTR group ±1 standard deviation (i.e. outside the central 68% of values). Such
effects are represented with black cells, with “+” or “-” icons representing the
direction of the effect.

Moderate effects (grey cells) are defined as any mean values by dyad that were
higher (+) or lower (-) than the average of any single CTR dyad. If a mean value
fulfilled the criteria for both strong and moderate effects (as was occasionally the
case), the effect is considered to be strong. Details of the resulting cut-off values
for each parameter alongwith summary tables can be found in the accompanying
OSF repository (https://osf.io/6vynj/).

I have avoided relying on inferential statistical tests to characterise divergences
in the behaviour of the ASD dyads in this summary analysis, in keeping with the
emphasis on thorough, transparent description that I have followed throughout
this book (see §2.3). It was confirmed that the heuristic thresholds chosen are
representative of the results from Bayesian modelling and of the in-depth dyad-
and speaker-specific analyses previously performed for all parameters and di-
mensions.

6.1.2 Identification and interpretation of dyad-specific patterns

Overall, we can observe that no column and no row in the summary table is ei-
ther completely filled or completely empty and, moreover, that no two columns
or rows are identical to each other. In other words, all ASD dyads diverged from
average behaviour in the CTR group in their own unique way and along differ-
ent parameters. While all dyads clearly diverged from CTR behaviour in some
regards, none did so along all parameters.

This is simply another way of highlighting the fundamental fact that dyad-
specific (or individual-specific) behaviour is a crucial aspect of spoken communi-
cation, and that we ignore this fact in favour of simplified group-level analyses
at the peril of scientific integrity and descriptive accuracy. Studying a group of
individuals with ASD is a particularly suitable test case for this assertion (due
to the characteristically high inter-individual variability), but the principle holds
for studies of non-autistic speakers (cf. §2.3.1 and §6.2.1).
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Considering the different dimensions of analysis (columns in Figure 6.1), we
can see that the CTR and ASD groups differed most clearly in their use of back-
channels (with strong effects for six out of seven dyads). The greatest similarity
between groups, on the other hand, can be found in turn-timing behaviour (with
only one dyad showing a (moderate) effect). The remaining dimensions fall in
between these two poles, with at least moderate differences in intonation style
for most dyads, mixed results for filled pauses (more differences for prosodic re-
alisation than rate) and a (strong) difference in silent pause rate for two out of
seven dyads.

As we shift our attention to dyad-specific behaviour (rows in Figure 6.1), the
most immediate observation is that there is a “lack of invariance” within the
ASD group, to borrow a term from speech perception (Liberman et al. 1967). In
other words, we find further evidence for a great degree of heterogeneity across
the behaviour of different individuals (and dyads) diagnosed with ASD. In the
following paragraphs, I will briefly describe the patterns observed for each ASD
dyad. The relevant overview plots can be found in the folder “turnation” of the
accompanying OSF repository at https://osf.io/6vynj/.

Dyad F02_F03 (top row) produced notable differences from average CTR be-
haviour for two out of five dimensions and three out of eight parameters. This
pair of speakers did not notably differ from the CTR average in terms of intona-
tion style, turn-taking and silent pause rate. Regarding filled pauses, there was
a moderate effect for prosodic realisation (more rising tokens, with the highest
mean value out of all dyads – all other ASD dyads produced lower or equivalent
values), but not for rate.

The clearest differences were found for the dimension of backchannelling.
F02_F03 was the only ASD dyad to produce a higher rate of backchannels (the
second highest overall) than the CTR average (with a strong effect). Out of the
remaining six ASD dyads, four dyads had a lower rate and two dyads had a rate
comparable to the CTR average. Besides the lower rate, F02_F03 also produced
a reduced variety of different backchannel types (strong effect).

This pattern of behaviour is highly salient perceptually, as it results in dialogue
containing a very high number of very similar backchannels, e.g. “ja….ja….ja”.
Not shown in the summary table is the fact that, additionally, these productions
were also not very diverse in terms of prosodic realisation, as almost all tokens
(across types) in this dyad were produced with rising intonation (cf. Figure 5.11).
Backchannels also seemed to be produced at quite regular intervals and inde-
pendent of conversational context. This last aspect remains an impressionistic
observation at this point, as the exact timing of backchannels was not analysed.
The overview plot (in the repository) gives an idea of the frequency and timing
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of backchannel tokens (particularly noticeable in the form of the light blue dots
in the second half of dialogue).

The overview plot also illustrates that the speakers in dyad F02_F03 seemed
to adhere rather closely to their assigned roles of instruction follower and giver,
as each half of the dialogue consists mostly of speech by the instruction giver.
Instruction followers respondedmostly with very short utterances (i.e. backchan-
nels in most cases), especially in the second half of the task. This conversational
style is further reflected in the facts that 1) overall dialogue duration was very
short (the second shortest overall) and 2) this dyad was the only one to essen-
tially ignore the fact that there were mismatching landmarks between the two
participants’ maps (the issue was noted, but not discussed before the participants
immediately moved on to a description of the next part of the map; see green out-
line in the overview plot).

Dyad M07_M08 (second row) was the dyad to diverge most clearly overall
from the CTR average, showing notable differences along all five dimensions
and for seven out of eight parameters. The only dimension for which no notable
difference was detected is turn-timing. Intonation style in this dyad was more
melodic than in the CTR average, with moderate effects of both higher Wiggli-
ness (the highest value of all dyads) and Spaciousness (the third highest value
overall). Strong effects were also found for backchannelling, with a low diversity
of BC types as well as a low rate of BCs produced (the lowest out of all dyads; see
leftmost square in Figure 5.1). Finally, strong effects were found in a higher rate
of silent pauses (the highest rate overall) and filled pauses (the third highest rate
overall), as well as a moderate effect in the prosodic realisation of filled pauses
(more falling; with the lowest mean value out of all dyads).

Impressionistically, these divergences along different dimensions have a cu-
mulative effect, leading to a notably unusual conversation style. For instance, a
short exchange between M07 and M08 might not only contain few backchannels
or none at all, but at the same time feature many silent and filled pauses (the lat-
ter somewhat unusual in prosodic form as well). Additionally, task duration was
rather short and speaking times were not well-balanced between interlocutors
(with a score of 17%; cf. §4.4.4.3). There are no obvious a priori reasons for the
extent of divergence in this particular dyad. Both speakers were well within the
range of individuals within the ASD group as regards age, AQ and verbal IQ.

Dyad M11_F05 (third row) stands in direct contrast to dyad M07_M08 (dis-
cussed directly above), as this pair of speakers produced the least amount of
notable differences from the CTR average out of all ASD dyads. Behaviour was
comparable to typical patterns in the CTR group for all dimensions except for
both parameters characterising intonation style (moderate effects of both higher
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Wiggliness and higher Spaciousness). Just as for M07_M08, there are no obvious
a priori reasons to suggest why this dyad might stand out from the other dyads
within the ASD group. It is interesting to note, however, that dialogue in this
speaker pair actually started off in a very unusual fashion, with only minimal
verbal contributions by the instruction follower in the first couple of minutes.
This changed after an explicit statement by the instruction giver encouraging
the interlocutor to comment on his instructions and to ask questions (around
minute 2:45).

Dyad M04_M05 (fourth row) produced notable differences from average CTR
behaviour along three out of five dimensions and four out of eight parameters.
These differences mostly concerned prosodic aspects. M04_M05 was the only
speaker pair to show a strong effect for differences in intonation style, with the
highest overall Spaciousness value. There was also a moderate effect for higher
Wiggliness, representing the second highest value out of all dyads.

M04_M05 produced the second lowest value for prosodic realisation of filled
pauses (i.e. more falling contours; moderate effect) and the lowest diversity of
backchannels (strong effect). All these differences are perceptually particularly
salient because task duration was the shortest out of all recorded dyads (under
9 minutes). No differences in turn-timing were found, nor for the rates of back-
channels, filled pauses and silent pauses.

Dyad M06_F04 (fifth row) is the second dyad (along with M07_M08) to show
notable differences for all five dimensions (five out of eight parameters). This
dyad stands out in particular as being the only dyad with a clear difference in
turn-timing compared to average CTR behaviour, with the highest mean value
of all dyads (moderate effect). The speaker pair showed moderate effects forWig-
gliness (higher than CTR average) and the prosodic realisation of filled pauses
(lower than CTR average). Further, strong effects were found in a higher rate of
silent pauses and a lower rate of backchannels.

The cumulative effect of longer between-speaker gaps, more frequent long
within-speaker pauses and fewer backchannels is perceptually quite salient and
manifests as an unusual overall proportion of silence in the dialogue, visible as
a comparatively large amount of white space in the overview plot (in the reposi-
tory). The overview plot also illustrates a pattern of interlocutors adhering rather
strictly to their assigned roles of instruction follower and instruction giver in
each Map Task.

Dyad M09A_M10A (sixth row) was one of two dyads (along with M11_F05)
to differ from average CTR behaviour for only one single dimension (and two
parameters), in this case, backchannelling. M09A_M10A produced the second
lowest rate and diversity of backchannel tokens (both strong effects). Behaviour
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was comparable to the CTR average for all other parameters. This dyad was no-
table also for having the longest dialogue duration out of all ASD dyads by a
large margin (30 minutes – 13 minutes more than the next longest dialogue, by
ASD dyad M11_F05).

Thereby, the two ASD dyads with the longest dialogue durations were also the
two that only showed divergence from average CTR behaviour along one single
dimension. We can only speculate about the significance (if any) of this correla-
tion, but it is tempting to connect this to the suggestion that the combination of
shorter overall dialogues in the ASD group combined with proportionately fewer
backchannels and less laughter might indicate a more goal-oriented and efficient
(at least from a functional perspective) conversation style (see the discussion of
backchannels in §5.7.1). Conversely, longer dialogues such as by dyads M09A_-
M10A and M11_F05 might be indicative of a more explicitly other-oriented and
affiliative conversation style.

Finally, dyad M02_M03 (bottom row) showed relatively few divergences from
average CTR behaviour. Specifically, the differences identified were a lower rate
of backchannels and the highest filled pause rate of all dyads (both strong effects).
Once again, these are clearly not orthogonal effects, but rather, their interaction
can be expected to have a cumulative effect on the holistic perception of conver-
sational style. Backchannels and filled pauses have directly contrasting functions
(as discussed in §5.4.1 and §5.7.3). Backchannels are used by listeners to support
the turn of the other speaker, while filled pauses are used by speakers to prolong
their own turn and avoid transferring the floor. Thus the higher rate of filled
pauses and lower rate of backchannels in dyad M02_M03 add up to the (impres-
sionistic) sense that both speakers were focussed much more on their own turns
at talk than they were on encouraging their interlocutor to speak.

Fittingly, this pair of speakers adhered to the roles of instruction giver and
follower comparatively strictly (see overview plot in the repository), possibly
reflecting a prioritisation of orderly completion of the task over spontaneous
engagement with the interlocutor (see description of dyad M09A_M10A above
for discussion and further examples).

6.1.3 Limitations of the summary analysis

I already mentioned in the introduction that this summary analysis is not in-
tended to be, and indeed cannot be, an exhaustive overview of all the commu-
nicative behaviours examined in this book. Rather, it represents my best attempt
to reduce the considerable amount of complexity that is common to the man-
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ifold aspects of conversation and intonation covered in this work to an easily
digestible whole.

Although a certain degree of simplification was necessary to achieve this aim,
I believe that this overview still accurately represents the essence of the key find-
ings presented in this work. I have been as transparent as possible about the
fact that a number of subjective decisions were made regarding the inclusion
and exclusion of various parameters as well as the setting of thresholds for what
are considered moderate or strong effects. Although I have made every effort
to ascertain that the specific choices made were best suited to this compact yet
representative analysis, it should be self-evident that such choices are always
debatable and can have a considerable impact on the outcome of any analysis
(Coretta et al. 2023, Roettger 2019).

One corollary of concentrating the summary analysis on an easy-to-process
number of dimensions was that results were considered across the entire dura-
tion of dialogues. It is thereby not possible to acknowledge some of the intrigu-
ing patterns that were found by comparing early with later stages of dialogue
here. The reader is referred to the relevant sections in the preceding chapters
(e.g. §4.4.1.3 and §5.3.2.1) as well as in the concluding remarks (§6.2.4) for more
details on the comparison of different dialogue stages.

One further general and potentially problematic limitation of this summary
analysis is the fact that, for this specific purpose only, the CTR group was con-
sidered as a monolithic whole. This was done in order to identify group means
which would serve as reference values in the comparisonwith ASD dyads. As dis-
cussed at length in the immediately preceding section, however, the most impor-
tant message from this summary analysis concerns the supreme importance of
appropriately considering and accounting for inter-individual and dyad-specific
variability in the study of human behaviour. While this assertion might seem to
stand in direct opposition to the method of quantifying ASD–CTR differences in
this summary analysis, I submit that it is more fruitful to formulate a certain num-
ber of carefully considered generalisations along with detailed, dyad/speaker-
specific analyses than to avoid doing so as a matter of principle. In this light,
the reader is explicitly encouraged to not only critically question the choices
made in this work, but to also independently follow alternative paths of analysis
using the data and code provided in the accompanying files.

6.2 General discussion

I would like to conclude with a brief summary of themost important findings and
by adding some final thoughts on possible implications as well as interpretation
and contextualisation.
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6.2 General discussion

6.2.1 Autistic persons as particularly individual individuals

Throughout this book, I have acknowledged the importance of individual speci-
ficity to not only my own field of study, but also related ones. I determined from
the outset to focus on individual- and dyad-specific behaviour in sufficient detail
to arrive at an accurate description at the group level, all the more so in the case
of the ASD group. The analytical choice of emphasising transparent, in-depth
description at the levels of individuals, dyads and groups supported by Bayesian
modelling reflects this stance.

I emphasised throughout that overlap between the ASD and the CTR group
was found for each single one out of the dozens of parameters investigated in
this multi-dimensional analysis of conversation and intonation. It was further
shown that group means usually do not suffice to accurately portray the under-
lying behaviour of the individuals and dyadswithin a group. Finally, considerable
evidence has been amassed to further strengthen the well-established argument
that individual differences play a particularly important role in ASD (cf. Grice et
al. 2023, Goldberg & Abbot-Smith 2021, Wozniak et al. 2017). Even in the slightly
simplified summary analysis presented in §6.1, there is not a single dimension or
parameter for which the behaviour of all seven autistic dyads was the same or
equivalent.

Having performed in-depth analysis at the level of individuals and dyads ul-
timately also enables us to more confidently formulate generalisations at the
group-level. These generalisations never apply equally to each autistic dyad in
the current sample (or beyond), but they do give us some strong hints about ro-
bust tendencies of behaviour. This is all the more valuable in the description of
a group as broad and varied as that of individuals diagnosed with ASD. I will
discuss some of the most important general observations and conclusions in the
following sections.

6.2.2 Backchannelling as a prototype of other-oriented
communicative behaviour

The clearest overall difference between groups was found for backchannelling.
Six out of seven autistic dyads clearly diverged from typical behaviour in the
control group for this dimension. As mentioned previously, backchannels are
distinguished by being a relatively implicit and decidedly pro-social communica-
tive signal. The specific finding of, for instance, a reduced rate of backchannels
might reflect a more general lack of interest in explicitly showing attention to an
interlocutor by autistic individuals (but keep in mind that the group difference
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was very clear only for the earliest stages of dialogue; see §6.2.4 below). The sim-
ple to calculate metric of backchannels per minute might thus serve as a reliable
correlate of general tendencies in autistic communication.

A reduced rate of backchannels in ASD can be related to what has been de-
scribed in previous studies for the behaviour of non-autistic speakers in task-
oriented as opposed to free conversation. As pointed out in other parts of this
book, a lower rate of backchannels, especially when combined with related find-
ings, e.g. the fact that dialogues in the ASD group were shorter and contained
less laughter, seems to point to an approach to social interaction that prioritises
efficiency. In other words, the analyses reported in this book seem to reveal spe-
cific behavioural correlates of an autistic preference for goal-oriented commu-
nication. It is interesting to note that backchannels have historically often been
described as a non-essential and functionally irrelevant element of language –
largely owing to an overemphasis on written language and/or monologic speech
in the dominant theoretical and pedagogical approaches (Linell 2004, Schegloff
1982, O’Connell & Kowal 2004). It might be no coincidence that backchannels
seem to play a diminished role in the perception and communicative style of a
group that often priorities explicitness and economy over small talk and purely
affiliative aspects of social interaction.

Measuring the diversity of backchannel types is a little less straightforward
than measuring their rate, but the relevant finding of reduced diversity in the
ASD group can be promisingly linked to the other main diagnostic criterion for
ASD besides difficulties in social communication, i.e. circumscribed or inflexible
behaviour.

The fact that backchannel behaviour in ASD has not been investigated in any
detail to date makes it highly promising overall as an additional component in
the description and assessment of autistic communication styles in future.

6.2.3 Turn-timing as a fundamental and universal skill in interaction

In direct contrast to backchannelling, hardly any consistent overall differences
were found regarding the turn-timing of autistic as compared to non-autistic
dyads. Only one out of seven ASD dyads showed a notable difference in global
turn-timing, and even this difference was rather slight. While I have described
backchannels as implicit and affiliative signals, a rapid exchange of turns is evi-
dently essential for any functioning coordinated interaction with the speed and
complexity of spoken dialogue. Turn-taking is a fundamental aspect of social in-
teraction and the relevant skills are not limited to the use of language. In this
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sense it is not entirely surprising that the current findings serve to add speak-
ers on the autism spectrum to the many diverse groups of speakers who, despite
manifold cognitive, cultural and linguistic differences, have been found to exhibit
remarkably similar turn-timing behaviour.

While the experimental task of transferring a route from the map of one per-
son to that of another without visual contact could in principle be accomplished
without the production of any backchannels, it would be all but impossible to do
so without the rapid exchange of spoken utterances. Additionally, any lengthy
transitions containing overlapping speech or between-speaker silence are not
only likely to be perceived as awkward or unusual, but would also reduce the
efficiency of the communicative exchange at a purely functional level. Thus, fast
and effective turn-timing does not require a decidedly social motivation in the
same way that frequent backchannelling does.

6.2.4 Initial differences as a reflection of effortful accommodation

Social motivations aside, achieving the speed of turn-timing found in typical con-
versations between adult native speakers remains a formidable challenge and re-
quires complex social skills, such as the accurate prediction of an interlocutor’s
behaviour. Predicting others becomes easier the more familiar interlocutors are
with each other and the more two (or more) speakers establish a shared conver-
sational rhythm in the sense of convergence or accommodation. I have specu-
latively interpreted the observation that ASD dyads take considerably longer to
achieve typically rapid turn-timing as signifying a delay in the establishment of
a shared rhythm and a concordantly high degree of convergence between inter-
locutors.

A similar effect was observed for backchannelling. The rate of backchannels
goes up rather steeply for most ASD dyads as conversations progress and thereby
becomesmuchmore similar to the values typically produced by CTR dyads. Thus,
dyads from the ASD group often arrived at behaviour comparable to that of the
CTR group after the first few minutes of conversation, suggesting that it was
only a matter of time for autistic dyads to reach the level of coordination that
is typical for conversation in the CTR group. This delay could be an indication
that superficially equivalent behaviour between groups at a global level may ob-
scure the fact that arriving at these behaviours may be more effortful for some
autistic individuals. In this light, one reasonwhy conversations in the ASD group
were comparatively short and to the point – besides any potential lack of social
motivation – would simply be increased cognitive effort.
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Taking different stages of conversation into account has thus yielded some
valuable insights that would otherwise have been overlooked. Paying special at-
tention to the early stages of dialogue is particularly important since previous
research has reliably shown that personality judgements and character attribu-
tions are disproportionately influenced by the first minutes and even seconds of
a social interaction. This implies that although the behaviour of autistic dyads
might be equivalent to that of non-autistic dyads for the majority of a conversa-
tion, diverging behaviour in the early stages of conversation may nevertheless
leave indelible impressions of an unconventional communication style.

6.2.5 Intonation as a global and local feature of speech

Differences between early and later stages of dialogue were not found for all
areas of investigation. Intonation styles in particular are noteworthy for having
remained stable throughout the task for almost all speakers. This suggests that
intonation styles are a global property of speakers and largely robust to external
factors such as context and content. It is therefore particularly relevant that a
clear indication for only more melodic (or singsongy), but not more monotonous
(or robotic) intonation in ASD dyads was found, adding to themounting evidence
that a melodic intonation style is characteristic of speech in ASD.

Prosodic aspects of speech and differences between groups were investigated
not only at the global level of intonation styles, but also as part of the local real-
isation of backchannels and filled pauses (as well as turn ends and beginnings).
For backchannels, it was found that the mapping of intonation contours to dif-
ferent lexical types of backchannel was less complex in the ASD group than in
the CTR group. In essence, many ASD dyads showed a preference for rising in-
tonation contours on all lexical types of BC, whereas most CTR dyads evinced a
more specific probabilistic mapping of intonation contour to BC type. For filled
pauses (the rate of which was identical across groups), realisations by ASD dyads
deviated more from the expected level contour than those by CTR dyads.

Accurately employing prosody in the production of backchannels and filled
pauses requires an acute understanding of the rather subtle ways in which not
only one class of discourse marker (BC) differs from the other (FP), but also of the
commonly preferred contours for different typeswithin the class of backchannels.
The reduced degree of complexity shown by most ASD dyads in the prosodic
realisation of BCs might conceivably be linked to the typically less restrained
use of intonation at the global level, manifesting as a more melodic intonation
style.
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6.2.6 The autistic sample as a filter on the spectrum

It is important to remember that all the differences between groups that have
been described and all the characteristics of conversation in ASD that have been
inferred from these differences are based on a very specific and limited sample.
Not only were the participants in the ASD group German-speaking, mostly male
and considerably older than the average experimental subject in linguistics and
psychology. Most importantly, they were far from representative of the autism
spectrum as a whole. Through a largely implicit selection procedure, participants
were required to be 1) verbal, 2) willing and able to visit an outpatient clinic, 3)
of average or above-average intelligence and 4) willing and able to take part in
an unfamiliar experiment (in an unfamiliar location and wearing head-mounted
microphones). These requirements act as a narrow-band filter, leaving us with
behavioural data from only one peripheral region within the entire autism spec-
trum.

As this places the experimental subjects in the ASD group very close to the
point where individuals with and without a diagnosis of ASD (the latter repre-
sented by the CTR group in the corpus under investigation) are most likely to
overlap, it is perhaps all the more remarkable that such varied differences be-
tween groups were found. Had the CTR group consisted of subjects from the ste-
reotypical linguistics subject pool of female undergraduate students, even more
or clearer differences between groups may well have been found, but it would
not have been possible to attribute them specifically to a difference in autistic
traits. Given that the CTR group was instead carefully matched for gender, age
and verbal IQ, the patterns of behaviour that were identified as typical for the
ASD group are likely to indeed be specific to an autistic communication style. We
have to keep in mind, however, that the small sample size of 14 subjects, while
relatively high compared to other studies on autistic communication, necessarily
limits external validity.

Studying individuals from one narrow band along the autism spectrum cru-
cially also entails not being able to make predictions about individuals from
the rest of the spectrum. It is worth stating explicitly that the findings in this
work cannot be expected to generalise to the majority of autistic people, many
of whom might have been unwilling or unable to take part in the recordings and
complete the experimental task. Even though terms such as “high-functioning
autism” or even “Asperger syndrome” have, with some justification, fallen out
of favour and indeed use in recent years (see §1.1), the findings described in this
book may most accurately represent the behaviour of adults matching just those
descriptions. It bears repeating that I cannot and do not wish to make any claims
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regarding children and/or individuals on other parts of the autism spectrum on
the basis of the work presented here, nor do I claim that the methodology used
would be suitable for the study of communication in these groups.

6.2.7 Bilingual and cross-cultural conversation as a valuable analogy

Partly due to a lack of previous research into autistic communication, I have used
results from research on second language learners and bilinguals to contextualise
results from the group of autistic subjects under study in various parts of this
book. I have tried to make it sufficiently clear that there are crucial differences
between autistic and non-native speakers and that I focus on similarities between
the two groups as an approximate analogy only (see e.g. §1.1). I do believe, how-
ever, that much could be gained in theory and practice from connecting the two
fields of study.

Communication between autistic and non-autistic individuals could reason-
ably be seen as an analogue of cross-cultural communication. Interestingly, indi-
viduals with ASD often feel more at ease in cross-cultural social contexts, as in
such situations, communicative difficulties are usually expected and tend not to
be ascribed to a failing on the part of only one interlocutor (Hillary 2020). This
relates directly to the concept of the double empathy problem (discussed in sev-
eral parts of the book), i.e. essentially the idea that difficulties in communication
between autistic and non-autistic speakers are mainly due to divergent social
dispositions. This again entails that difficulties in communication are created in
the interaction between two interlocutors, an idea closely related to that of a
shared responsibility between native and non-native speakers proposed in e.g.
Derwing & Munro (2009). Following this line of thought, there is a strong case
to be made for putting the onus on non-autistic individuals to make every effort
to understand and accommodate autistic styles of communication and cognition
(cf. McCracken 2021).

To be able to do so, we of course first need to gain a much more accurate idea
of what can be considered as truly autistic styles of conversation and intonation,
which will require many more studies of disposition-matched autistic communi-
cation to be conducted in future. The present book represents my contribution
to this effort. Specific results described here could also be used to fine-tune the
analogy of autistic with non-native or bilingual speech. For instance, the cur-
rent findings on intonation style, turn-taking and backchannelling much more
closely resemble previous findings on bilinguals or near-native learners (Sorace
2003) than findings on beginner learners, as might be expected given the spe-
cific sample of the autistic population, that is, individuals from the more socially
motivated and skilled end of the spectrum.
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Finally, I will point out the great potential for adapting research, teaching and
training materials from second-language instruction and inter-cultural training
to the study of communication between autistic and non-autistic people. The
more we are able to pinpoint what characterises communication in ASD, the
more we will be able to tap into the vast array of relevant resources and adapt
them for the benefit of anyone who is engaged or merely interested in under-
standing and facilitating communication between autistic and non-autistic indi-
viduals.

6.3 Outlook

I will close by summarising some of the most important projected extensions of
the work described in this book.

First, follow-up production studies which are already under way include video
recordings, making it possible to examine the contributions of gesture and gaze
to conversational strategies and their interplay with the spoken modality (see
the pilot study in Spaniol et al. 2023).

Second, experimental settings have been extended to include fully free (but
also highly structured) conversations (Spaniol et al. 2023).

Third, mixed dyads (ASD–CTR) should be included to compare the relevant
interactions with what has been described here for disposition-matched (ASD–
ASD/CTR–CTR) dyads. This could involve the analysis of triadic rather than
dyadic interaction, which incidentally facilitates tracking the contributions of
individual speakers to social interaction. A comparison with conversation and
intonation in persons with schizophrenia furthermore holds promise for future
investigations (cf. Lucarini et al. 2021, Cangemi et al. 2023, Howes et al. 2017).
A comparison of autistic individuals from different age ranges or ideally even
longitudinal observations throughout development would be highly valuable, if
logistically challenging extensions.

Fourth, improvements can bemade on specificmethods of analysis used, e.g. by
including periodic energy or polynomial modelling in the analysis of prosody
and by considering convergence continuously across the time course of conver-
sations.

Fifth, perception studies can help us to critically examine and further refine the
measures and findings described in this work. For instance, experiments can ver-
ify how closely the analysis of intonation styles proposed in this work matches
listener impressions (see a first validation in Wehrle & Sappok 2023) and shed
light on how conversational strategies specific to the ASD group are perceived
and judged by both autistic and non-autistic listeners.
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Finally, qualitative analyses and insights from autistic adults will be used to
shape the interpretation of current and future results. The insights and experi-
ences shared by the participants of the FORAUS discussion forum for autistic
adults in Cologne, for instance, have been invaluable for understanding and con-
textualising the quantitative analyses reported throughout this book. I will con-
tinue the exchange with autistic informants and advocates to ensure that the
lived experiences of autistic people are represented appropriately, and to inform
future efforts of raising broader societal awareness of communication in ASD.

Once the findings presented in this book have been subject to further critical
examination and, ideally, replication efforts in future studies, we will be better
able to assess their relevance and suitability for applications in, for instance, train-
ing and diagnosis. For the time being, it is my hope that this work has added to
our general understanding of conversation and intonation in ASD by shedding
light on some of the most important underlying dimensions and mechanisms. Ul-
timately, I hope that the findings presented in this work might help to contribute
to an acceptance of neurodiversity in highlighting ASD-specific communication
strategies and their potential relevance for cross-neurotype communication.
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Appendix A: Intonation style

Table A.1 shows results for intonation styles by speaker, gender and group (or-
dered by dyad). Tables A.2 and A.3 show results for mean f0 by gender and group
(A.2) as well as individual speakers (A.3; ordered by dyad). Table A.4 shows re-
sults for intonation styles by part of dialogue (in chronological order) and by
dyad. Note that for three speakers, values are not reported for all parts of the di-
alogue. In these cases, no suitable speech data were available due to the fact that
no utterances with a duration of at least 1 second were produced in the relevant
part of the task. Figure A.1 shows results for intonation style by speaker and role
(instruction giver vs. instruction follower).



A Intonation style

Table A.1: Intonation style by speaker. Spaciousness in semitones; SD
= standard deviation.

Wiggliness Spaciousness

Group Speaker Gender Mean SD Mean SD

ASD F02 Female 3.31 1.13 5.58 2.25
ASD F03 Female 3.13 0.91 5.58 2.25
ASD F05 Female 3.79 0.92 8.64 2.14
ASD M11 Male 3.42 0.96 7.52 2.11
ASD M07 Male 3.77 1.03 7.24 2.42
ASD M08 Male 4.11 1.11 6.48 1.90
ASD M04 Male 3.69 1.09 9.21 2.27
ASD M05 Male 3.90 1.12 8.48 2.78
ASD M06 Male 3.63 1.12 5.99 2.24
ASD F04 Female 3.38 0.90 7.47 2.35
ASD M09A Male 2.76 0.98 5.70 2.24
ASD M10A Male 3.37 0.89 5.98 1.77
ASD M02 Male 3.15 0.96 5.78 2.52
ASD M03 Male 3.03 1.06 5.79 2.19
CTR F20 Female 2.78 0.98 5.23 2.12
CTR M13 Male 3.44 1.19 7.32 2.66
CTR F21 Female 3.38 0.99 6.57 2.00
CTR M14 Male 3.63 1.01 7.11 2.29
CTR F23 Female 2.64 0.82 4.92 1.96
CTR M22 Male 2.93 1.10 4.78 1.98
CTR M09 Male 2.92 1.02 6.33 2.55
CTR M10 Male 3.27 1.01 6.79 2.42
CTR M11C Male 3.11 1.10 5.91 2.24
CTR M12 Male 2.54 0.82 5.38 1.89
CTR M15 Male 2.53 0.90 4.61 1.99
CTR M16 Male 3.30 1.07 5.55 2.05
CTR M18 Male 2.99 0.97 5.57 2.26
CTR M19 Male 3.05 1.03 4.85 2.03
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Table A.2: Mean f0 values by gender and group (in Hz).

Gender Group Mean f0 SD

Female ASD 224.50 8.32
Female CTR 233.70 8.85
Male ASD 136.03 17.55
Male CTR 126.50 18.26
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Table A.3: Mean f0 values by speaker (in Hz; ordered by dyad).

Group Speaker Gender Mean f0 SD

ASD F02 Female 218.27 35.24
ASD F03 Female 232.44 33.70
ASD F05 Female 230.86 44.84
ASD M11 Male 148.34 36.56
ASD M07 Male 135.70 31.39
ASD M08 Male 171.61 30.65
ASD M04 Male 149.57 35.13
ASD M05 Male 110.45 27.17
ASD M06 Male 133.52 25.13
ASD F04 Female 216.42 50.98
ASD M09A Male 138.20 26.65
ASD M10A Male 131.86 24.93
ASD M02 Male 122.27 25.06
ASD M03 Male 118.74 20.50
CTR F20 Female 243.74 40.34
CTR M13 Male 121.46 30.62
CTR F21 Female 227.02 45.36
CTR M14 Male 156.09 33.73
CTR F23 Female 230.33 41.09
CTR M22 Male 118.43 19.93
CTR M09 Male 156.37 33.37
CTR M10 Male 126.76 28.79
CTR M11C Male 114.32 21.05
CTR M12 Male 107.76 18.09
CTR M15 Male 133.70 24.46
CTR M16 Male 136.13 27.14
CTR M18 Male 122.56 24.08
CTR M19 Male 97.95 16.05
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Table A.4: Intonation style by part of dialogue and dyad.

Wiggliness Spaciousness

Group Speaker Mismatch 1 Mean SD Mean SD

ASD F02 before 3.38 0.97 6.04 1.39
ASD F02 during 3.06 NA 5.32 NA
ASD F02 after 3.30 1.18 5.49 2.40
ASD F03 after 3.13 0.91 5.58 2.25
ASD F05 before 3.61 0.52 8.02 1.55
ASD F05 during 3.99 0.87 8.50 2.19
ASD F05 after 3.74 0.99 8.80 2.21
ASD M11 before 2.84 0.73 7.81 2.20
ASD M11 during 3.24 0.55 7.87 2.07
ASD M11 after 3.68 0.99 7.34 2.09
ASD M07 before 3.85 1.13 7.77 2.74
ASD M07 during 3.48 1.05 7.47 2.42
ASD M07 after 3.85 0.99 6.99 2.33
ASD M08 before 4.02 1.04 6.30 1.45
ASD M08 during 3.96 1.01 6.27 1.77
ASD M08 after 4.18 1.17 6.60 2.03
ASD M04 before 5.97 NA 8.67 NA
ASD M04 during 3.30 1.48 6.86 0.29
ASD M04 after 3.66 1.03 9.38 2.28
ASD M05 before 2.89 0.53 12.39 3.13
ASD M05 during 4.10 1.35 7.24 2.39
ASD M05 after 3.96 1.04 8.42 2.46
ASD M06 before 4.09 1.15 6.26 2.19
ASD M06 during 3.77 1.31 6.12 2.61
ASD M06 after 3.46 1.06 5.89 2.25
ASD F04 during 3.12 0.59 8.58 2.89
ASD F04 after 3.40 0.91 7.40 2.31
ASD M09A before 3.24 0.83 6.17 1.61
ASD M09A during 2.94 0.95 5.75 2.27
ASD M09A after 2.68 0.98 5.67 2.25
ASD M10A before 3.31 0.74 5.36 1.04
ASD M10A during 3.37 1.08 5.19 1.70
ASD M10A after 3.38 0.88 6.13 1.80
ASD M02 before 3.01 1.08 6.53 3.10
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Table A.4 continued

Wiggliness Spaciousness

Group Speaker Mismatch 1 Mean SD Mean SD

ASD M02 during 3.33 0.98 6.81 2.77
ASD M02 after 3.14 0.91 5.09 1.92
ASD M03 before 2.56 1.39 3.88 1.21
ASD M03 during 3.14 1.02 5.15 2.01
ASD M03 after 3.08 1.01 6.15 2.17
CTR F20 before 1.87 0.30 3.98 3.01
CTR F20 during 2.54 0.73 5.00 1.60
CTR F20 after 2.85 1.01 5.30 2.17
CTR M13 before 3.42 1.15 7.22 2.20
CTR M13 during 3.34 1.39 7.09 2.86
CTR M13 after 3.47 1.15 7.41 2.70
CTR F21 before 2.94 0.84 6.42 1.88
CTR F21 during 3.30 0.87 5.92 2.14
CTR F21 after 3.46 1.04 6.82 1.92
CTR M14 before 3.66 0.89 7.08 2.59
CTR M14 during 3.83 1.27 7.35 1.98
CTR M14 after 3.53 0.94 7.03 2.29
CTR F23 before 3.04 0.90 5.20 2.00
CTR F23 during 2.91 0.74 4.06 1.44
CTR F23 after 2.58 0.81 4.97 1.99
CTR M22 before 3.20 1.10 4.96 1.67
CTR M22 during 2.87 0.79 5.18 2.25
CTR M22 after 2.84 1.15 4.63 2.05
CTR M09 before 1.95 0.42 4.45 2.63
CTR M09 during 2.82 0.96 5.98 2.81
CTR M09 after 2.95 1.03 6.40 2.51
CTR M10 during 3.50 1.16 7.09 2.66
CTR M10 after 3.26 1.00 6.77 2.40
CTR M11C before 3.45 0.63 6.08 1.83
CTR M11C during 3.35 1.27 6.00 1.83
CTR M11C after 2.98 1.05 5.85 2.46
CTR M12 before 2.30 0.52 5.11 2.10
CTR M12 during 2.69 1.00 5.66 2.01
CTR M12 after 2.56 0.81 5.34 1.74
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Table A.4 continued

Wiggliness Spaciousness

Group Speaker Mismatch 1 Mean SD Mean SD

CTR M15 before 2.82 0.93 5.02 2.11
CTR M15 during 3.08 0.92 3.97 0.56
CTR M15 after 2.44 0.87 4.51 1.97
CTR M16 before 2.80 1.01 4.86 1.81
CTR M16 during 2.76 0.94 4.62 1.23
CTR M16 after 3.38 1.07 5.66 2.08
CTR M18 before 3.01 0.88 6.05 2.56
CTR M18 during 3.39 1.02 5.81 2.37
CTR M18 after 2.90 0.95 5.45 2.19
CTR M19 before 3.30 0.85 5.45 1.97
CTR M19 during 2.31 0.80 4.13 2.47
CTR M19 after 3.02 1.08 4.69 1.98
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A Intonation style
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Figure A.1: Intonation style by group and speaker role. Spaciousness on
the y-axis (in ST), Wiggliness on the x-axis. ASD speakers in the top
two rows, CTR speakers in the bottom two rows (ASD group in blue,
CTR group in green). Values for instruction givers are presented with
black outlines, values for instruction followers with orange outlines.
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Appendix B: Turn-taking

Figure B.1 shows turn-timing values by group in a histogramwith 100 ms bins (to
match the analysis in Levinson & Torreira 2015). Figure B.2 shows the categorical
analysis of transition types by group and dyad. Figure B.3 shows proportions of
silence, overlap and single-speaker speech by dyad.
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Figure B.1: Histograms of FTO values for the ASD group in the left
panel and the CTR group in the right panel (bin width = 100 ms).



B Turn-taking
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Figure B.2: Stacked bar charts by dyad showing proportions of different
transition types. ASD dyads on top and outlined in blue, CTR group
below and outlined in green. Transition proportions on the x-axis: long
overlap transitions (FTO ≤-700 ms) in black, overlaps (FTO -699 ms – -
100ms) in dark purple, very short (smooth) transitions (FTO -99 – 99ms)
in light purple, gaps (FTO 100 ms – 699 ms) in orange and long gaps
(FTO ≤700 ms) in yellow.
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Figure B.3: ASD dyads on top and outlined in blue, CTR dyads below
and outlined in green. Silence in beige, single-speaker speech in yellow,
overlap in orange.
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Appendix C: Backchannels and filled
pauses

Figure C.1 shows proportions of backchannel type by speaker and group. Speak-
ers from the same dyad are placed adjacent to each other. Table C.1 shows the
ratio of rate of backchannels in the later stages of dialogue relative to rate of
backchannels in the early stage of dialogue (before resolution of the first Mis-
match). A ratio of 2, for instance, would indicate that a dyad produced twice as
many backchannels per minute in the later stages compared to the early stage.
Figure C.2 shows results from the categorical analysis of intonational realisation
of filled pauses by speaker.

Table C.1: Ratios of backchannel rates in later stages relative to the
early stage of dialogue.

Group Dyad Ratio

ASD F02_F03 1.74
ASD M07_M08 1.78
ASD M11_F05 2.78
ASD M04_M05 0.77
ASD M06_F04 2.22
ASD M09A_M10A 0.64
ASD M02_M03 0.71
CTR F20_M13 1.00
CTR F21_M14 1.19
CTR F23_M22 0.91
CTR M09_M10 0.82
CTR M11_M12 1.05
CTR M15_M16 0.78
CTR M18_M19 0.87



C Backchannels and filled pauses
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Figure C.1: Stacked bar charts by speaker showing proportions of dif-
ferent backchannel types. ASD group on top; CTR group below.
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Figure C.2: Proportion of intonation contours produced on filled
pauses, by speaker. ASD group in the two top rows and outlined in
blue, CTR group on the two bottom rows and outlined in green. Rising
contours in yellow, level contours in orange and falling contours in red.
Level contours were defined as all tokens with a pitch difference in the
range of ±1 semitone.
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Conversation and intonation in
autism

This book provides an in-depth, multi-dimensional analysis of conversations between
autistic adults. The investigation is focussed on intonation style, turn-taking and the use
of backchannels, filled pauses and silent pauses.

Previous findings on intonation style in the context of autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) are contradictory, with claims ranging from characteristically monotonous to
characteristically melodic intonation. A novel methodology for quantifying intonation
style is used, and it is revealed that autistic speakers tended towards a more melodic
intonation style compared to control speakers in the data set under investigation.

Research on turn-taking (the organisation of who speaks when in conversation) in
ASD is limited, with most studies claiming a tendency for longer silent gaps in ASD.
No clear overall difference in turn-timing between the ASD and the control group was
found in the data under study. There was, however, a clear difference between groups
specifically in the earliest stages of dialogue, where ASD dyads produced considerably
longer silent gaps than controls.

Backchannels (listener signals such asmmhm or okay) have barely been investigated
in ASD to date. The current analysis shows that autistic speakers produced fewer back-
channels per minute (particularly in the early stages of dialogue), and that backchannels
were less diverse prosodically and lexically. Filled pauses (hesitation signals such as uhm
and uh) in ASD have been the subject of a handful of previous studies, most of which
claim that autistic speakers produced fewer uhm tokens (specifically). It is shown that
filled pauses were produced at an identical rate in both groups and that there was an
equivalent preference of uhm over uh. ASD speakers differed only in the prosodic real-
isation of filled pauses. It is further shown that autistic speakers produced more long
silent (within-speaker) pauses than controls.

The analyses presented in this book provide new insights into conversation strate-
gies and intonation styles in ASD, as reviewed in a summary analysis. The findings are
discussed in the context of previous research, general characteristics of cognition in ASD,
and the importance of studying communication in interaction and across neurotypes.
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